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Processional
University School of Music Band
Professor Michael Leckrone, MM

The audience is requested to rise as the procession of officials enters.

National Anthem
Performed by Anna Polum
MM, Vocal Performance ’17

Presiding Officer
Provost Sarah C. Mangelsdorf, PhD

Welcome and Introduction of the Official Party

Welcome from UW–Madison Chancellor
Chancellor Rebecca M. Blank, PhD

Welcome from UW System Board of Regents
Regent Janice Mueller

Charge to the Graduates
Steven Levitan, ’84

Recognition of Honorary Degree Recipients
Honorary Degrees were awarded on Friday, May 12.

Conferral of Law Degrees
Doctor of Juridical Science
Juris Doctor (Doctor of Law)
Master of Laws
Master of Laws–Legal Institutions
Dean Margaret Raymond, JD

Conferral of Master’s Degrees
Master of Accountancy
Master of Arts
Master of Business Administration
Master of Engineering
Master of International Public Affairs
Master of Music
Master of Professional French Studies
Master of Public Affairs
Master of Science
Master of Social Work
Dean William J. Karpus, PhD

Remarks on Behalf of the Graduates
Martin Barron Weiss, Senior Class Vice President,
Bachelor of Science ’17

Message from the Wisconsin Alumni Association

Recognition of Honors Graduates

Conferral of Baccalaureate Degrees

College of Agricultural and Life Sciences
Bachelor of Science
Bachelor of Science–Agricultural Business Management
Bachelor of Science–Biological Systems Engineering
Bachelor of Science–Dietetics
Bachelor of Science–Landscape Architecture
Dean Kathryn VandenBosch, PhD

School of Business
Bachelor of Business Administration
Dean François Ortalo-Magné, PhD

School of Education
Bachelor of Fine Arts
Bachelor of Science–Art
Bachelor of Science–Art Education
Bachelor of Science–Athletic Training
Bachelor of Science–Dance
Bachelor of Science–Education
Bachelor of Science–Kinesiology
Bachelor of Science–Physical Education
Bachelor of Science–Rehabilitation Psychology
Bachelor of Science–Theatre and Drama
Dean Diana Hess, PhD

College of Engineering
Bachelor of Naval Science
Bachelor of Science–Biomedical Engineering
Bachelor of Science–Chemical Engineering
Bachelor of Science–Civil Engineering
Bachelor of Science–Computer Engineering
Bachelor of Science–Electrical Engineering

continues on next page
Bachelor of Science–Engineering Mechanics
Bachelor of Science–Engineering Physics
Bachelor of Science–Geological Engineering
Bachelor of Science–Industrial Engineering
Bachelor of Science–Materials Science and Engineering
Bachelor of Science–Mechanical Engineering
Bachelor of Science–Nuclear Engineering
  Dean Ian M. Robertson, PhD

School of Human Ecology
Bachelor of Science–Community and Nonprofit Leadership
Bachelor of Science–Human Development and Family Studies
Bachelor of Science–Human Ecology
Bachelor of Science–Interior Architecture
Bachelor of Science–Personal Finance
Bachelor of Science–Retailing and Consumer Behavior
Bachelor of Science–Textiles & Fashion Design
  Dean Soyeon Shim, PhD

College of Letters & Science
Bachelor of Arts
Bachelor of Arts–Journalism
Bachelor of Music
Bachelor of Science
Bachelor of Science–Applied Mathematics, Engineering and Physics
Bachelor of Science–Journalism
Bachelor of Social Work
  Dean John Karl Scholz, PhD

School of Nursing
Bachelor of Science–Nursing
  Dean Linda Scott, PhD, RN, NEA-BC, FAAN

School of Pharmacy
Bachelor of Science–Pharmacology and Toxicology
  Dean Steven M. Swanson, PhD

Closing Remarks
Chancellor Blank

Varsity
Varsity! Varsity! U rah rah! Wisconsin,
Praise to thee we sing!
Praise to thee our Alma Mater,
U rah rah! Wisconsin!

Recessional
Graduates should remain seated until marshals release them.

Please note: Professional photographers will be taking individual photographs of candidates before and after the ceremony. Parents and friends should not try to gain access to the candidate seating area (field) to take photographs before, during or after the ceremony.

#uwgrad

Badgers are social creatures. Capture your 2017 Spring Commencement memories and share them on #uwgrad
The senior class officers of the Class of 2017 have selected Steven Levitan, Emmy Award-winning producer and UW–Madison alum, to address degree candidates during spring commencement exercises.

“The Senior Class Office sought to bring back a Badger who not only put the Wisconsin Idea into action, but who could also ignite a fire in graduates to create their own stories in the next chapter of their lives,” says Andre Hunter Jr., senior class president.

Levitan has been making television comedies for more than 20 years. He currently serves as co-creator and executive producer on the hit ABC comedy *Modern Family*.

As a journalism student at UW–Madison, Levitan was active in the Integrated Liberal Studies program and with Wisconsin Public Radio before graduating in 1984.

After the Chicago native earned his degree in communication arts in 1984, Levitan became a reporter for Madison’s ABC affiliate and then worked as a copywriter with the Leo Burnett advertising agency. But screenwriting was his real love, so he moved to Los Angeles and soon landed a spot on the writing team for the show *Wings*. Levitan later went on to write and produce *Frasier*, *The Larry Sanders Show*, and *Back to You*. He also found success with the first show he created, *Just Shoot Me*, which aired on NBC for seven years and went into syndication.

Levitan’s honors include nine Emmy Awards for writing, producing and directing, five Writers Guild Awards, two Humanitas Prizes, a Peabody Award, five Producers Guild Awards, a Comedy Writer of the Year Award, four AFI awards, two Television Critics Awards, and a DGA nomination.

He credits UW–Madison with helping him learn the skills and work ethic needed to succeed in Hollywood, and he says the many opportunities on campus helped him home in on the interests that would eventually become his career.

In 2015, Levitan was honored with the Distinguished Alumni Award, the highest honor bestowed by the Wisconsin Alumni Association (WAA). Since 1936, WAA has presented the award to the most prestigious graduates of UW–Madison to recognize their professional achievements, contributions to society, and support of the university.
Rebecca M. Blank became chancellor of the University of Wisconsin–Madison in July 2013. Since then, she has presided over a major effort to expand and improve educational opportunities, both inside and outside of the classroom, to better prepare students to succeed in a rapidly changing economy. At the same time, she has worked to maintain the university’s position as a global leader in innovation and research and has emphasized the role of the university in nurturing entrepreneurship and driving economic development.

Blank is an internationally respected economist who has also spent time in Washington, D.C., working in three different administrations. Most recently, she served as Deputy Secretary and Acting Secretary of the U.S. Department of Commerce under President Obama.

She also brings strong academic credentials to the position of chancellor. She served as dean and professor of public policy and economics in the Gerald R. Ford School of Public Policy at the University of Michigan from 1999 to 2008. In her role as dean, she launched such innovations as interdisciplinary graduate programs and an undergraduate public policy major. Earlier in her career, she was a member of the faculty at Northwestern University and Princeton University.

A native Midwesterner, Blank earned an undergraduate degree in economics from the University of Minnesota and a doctoral degree in economics from MIT.

In 2015, Blank was awarded the Daniel Patrick Moynihan Prize by the American Academy of Political and Social Science. The prize honors individuals who use sound analysis and social science research to inform public policy while also contributing to the public discourse on society’s most pressing issues.

Blank is a frequent speaker on the importance of public research universities. She has been part of a vital national conversation about how to keep these institutions financially stable and thriving.

Her leadership has reinforced UW–Madison’s position as one of the world’s top 25 universities—a center for education, discovery, and research, committed to sharing knowledge and innovation that improves lives in Wisconsin and around the globe.
Sarah C. Mangelsdorf is the provost and vice chancellor for academic affairs at the University of Wisconsin–Madison. She began serving as provost in August 2014.

Mangelsdorf came to Madison after serving six years as the dean of the Judd A. and Marjorie Weinberg College of Arts and Sciences at Northwestern University, where she was also a member of the Department of Psychology. Prior to Northwestern, Mangelsdorf served from 2004 to 2008 as the Henry E. Preble Dean of the College of Liberal Arts and Sciences at the University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign—the first woman to hold that position. She joined the University of Illinois Department of Psychology in 1991 and served as associate provost from 2001 to 2003 and head of the psychology department from 2003 to 2004. She previously served four years as an assistant professor of psychology at the University of Michigan.

Mangelsdorf’s scholarship focuses on emotional and personality development in infancy and early childhood, and she is the author of numerous articles in developmental psychology. At the University of Illinois, she was honored several times for her teaching. She won the Mabel Hohenboken Teaching Award in 1997 and the William Prokasy Teaching Award, the college’s highest award for teaching, in 1998.

She has served on the editorial boards of five academic journals, and is a fellow of the American Psychological Association. She chaired the Committee on Institutional Cooperation (CIC) Arts & Sciences Deans Group and serves as a trustee of the Erikson Institute in Chicago.

Mangelsdorf earned her undergraduate degree in psychology from Oberlin College in Ohio and her doctoral degree in child psychology from the University of Minnesota. In 2012, she received the Distinguished Alumni Achievement Award from the College of Education and Human Development at the University of Minnesota, and in 2013 she was named a fellow in the American Psychological Association (APA).
Cora Marrett grew up in segregated Kenbridge, Virginia, as the twelfth child of parents with sixth-grade educations. Despite their limited formal education, they always encouraged her to learn.

Throughout her career, Marrett has worked to make science more inclusive by using social science research to identify the institutional conditions that promote inclusion and success for people from underrepresented backgrounds and the best educational strategies for teaching science in ways that inspire new generations of scientists. She stresses that inclusive science is better science, as it draws on and nurtures the talent of people from all backgrounds.

Marrett holds a bachelor’s degree from Virginia Union University and a master’s degree and a doctorate from the University of Wisconsin–Madison, all in sociology.

She held faculty positions at the University of North Carolina–Chapel Hill and Western Michigan University before returning to UW–Madison as a faculty member in 1974. From 1992 to 1996, she was an assistant director at the National Science Foundation (NSF), where she led the newly formed directorate for the social, behavioral, and economic sciences.

In 1997, Marrett moved to the University of Massachusetts–Amherst as Provost, Senior Vice Chancellor of Affairs, and professor of sociology and Afro-American Studies. From 2001 to 2007, Marrett was the University of Wisconsin System’s Senior Vice President for Academic Affairs. In 2007, she was hired once again as an NSF assistant director, which led to the job of acting director in 2010 and finally deputy director in May 2011.

While at UW–Madison, she was regarded as a stellar teacher and mentor and was recognized by the Wisconsin Alumni Association in 2012 with a Distinguished Alumni Award. She had appointments in sociology and Afro-American Studies, and was affiliated with the Energy Analysis and Policy Program and the Wisconsin Center for Education Research.
Tashia Morgridge grew up in Wauwatosa, Wisconsin, and met her husband, John, while attending Wauwatosa High School. Both attended UW–Madison, with Tashia earning a bachelor’s degree and later receiving a master’s degree from Lesley University in Massachusetts. Tashia was an elementary school teacher while John studied for his MBA at Stanford. She then stayed home while their three children were small and John started his career. After graduating from Lesley University, Tashia was a special education teacher for 13 years.

As an educator, advocate, volunteer, and philanthropist, Morgridge has made incredible contributions to improve the state of public education throughout Wisconsin, across the country, and around the world.

As an alumna of the School of Education, Morgridge serves on the Board of Visitors, participating in biannual meetings and providing feedback on school initiatives. In addition, she encourages civic engagement among students across the UW–Madison campus through the Morgridge Center for Public Service. Along with John, Tashia serves on the board of the Morgridge Institute for Research at the Wisconsin Institutes for Discovery. In 2012, the Board of Regents honored the Morgridges with its inaugural Regents’ Award for Distinguished Service to the University of Wisconsin System.

Morgridge is former chair of the Board of Directors of the Haas Center for Public Service at Stanford University and an ex-officio member of the Board of the Morgridge Center for Public Service. She is president of the TOSA Foundation, the family charitable arm she and John established in 1992, and she deeply values her role as a philanthropist.

The Morgridges donated in 2004 to renovate and expand Bascom Hill’s 110-year-old Education Building, which was rededicated in a 2010 ceremony. In 2006, their donation helped to establish the Wisconsin Institutes for Discovery, which celebrated its grand opening in 2010. In 2007, the Morgridges endowed and created the Fund for Wisconsin Scholars. The Fund for Wisconsin Scholars annually awards nearly 3,000 grants to low-income students attending one of Wisconsin’s public colleges or universities. In 2014, the Morgridges committed matching funds to encourage other donors to step forward and create endowed professorships and chairs for faculty support. It is the largest donation in UW–Madison history.
Clyde Stubblefield was born in Chattanooga, Tennessee, but called Madison home since the 1970s until his untimely death February 18, 2017.

For years, he kept the beat for James Brown, performing on “Funky Drummer,” a song with a drum break that is among the world’s most sampled, being used by Public Enemy, Beastie Boys, Prince, George Michael, Sinead O’Connor, and many, many others.

Stubblefield used music to help bring people together, playing with James Brown at Boston Garden after the death of Martin Luther King Jr., and performing for soldiers in Vietnam as part of Brown’s band.

From the early 1990s to 2015, he performed on the nationally syndicated public radio show Michael Feldman’s “Whad’Ya Know” on Wisconsin Public Radio.

His innovative style was recognized in 1990 when he was named Drummer of the Year by Rolling Stone. In 2016, Rolling Stone again honored him, naming him the sixth best drummer of all time (second best living).

In 2000, he was inducted into the Wisconsin Area Music Industry Hall of Fame. In 2004, he received the lifetime achievement award at the Madison Area Music Awards. Madison Mayor Paul Soglin declared Oct. 10, 2015, Clyde Stubblefield Day.

All of the accolades aside, Stubblefield perhaps made his biggest impact by inspiring numerous musicians with his music and also made a point of helping young musicians learn the ropes and establish their careers, whether with words of wisdom or inviting them to join him on stage.

Stubblefield’s music is still enjoyed by people throughout the world and is a musical example of the Wisconsin Idea.
University of Wisconsin System Regent Janice Mueller was appointed to the Board of Regents in 2013, and currently serves as Chair of the Board’s Business and Finance Committee and as a member of its Executive and Audit Committees.

Mueller was employed by the State of Wisconsin for 35 years, including serving as Wisconsin’s State Auditor and head of the nonpartisan Legislative Audit Bureau from 1998 until her retirement in 2011.

Prior to her appointment as State Auditor, she served in various management positions at the Legislative Audit Bureau and as a budget analyst at the nonpartisan Legislative Fiscal Bureau. Mueller has also contributed to many national, state, and local professional organizations.

Mueller earned her bachelor of arts degree, summa cum laude, from Central Michigan University in 1974.
SENIOR CLASS OFFICERS

The Senior Class Officers are comprised of two elected officers, the President and Vice President, and three selected officers, the Communications, Events, and Philanthropy Directors. Elections and interviews took place in the spring semester prior to the beginning of their service in the fall of their senior year.

Part of the Division of Student Life, the officers also partner with the Wisconsin Foundation and Alumni Association (WFAA) and the Office of the Chancellor. The Senior Class Officers plan spring and winter commencement as well as senior social events and senior week events in cooperation with WFAA.

Andre Hunter Jr., Senior Class President

From Chicago, Illinois, Hunter is the son of a first-generation college student and of a former public school teacher and public official. A political science major, with a certificate in entrepreneurship, he has served in all three branches of student government while on campus, including two terms as a representative and as the student body secretary during his freshman year. Hunter was voted “College Democrat of the Year” by the College Democrats State Federation, and founded a statewide alumni association of more than 300 members before being elected as statewide vice chair and as a national council member.

He recently received the 2017 Most Outstanding Senior Award at the UW–Madison Bucky Awards. Besides his love of politics, Hunter enjoys traveling around the world as well as playing basketball and volleyball. Upon graduation, he will study franchise management at Georgetown University and will pursue a JD at Loyola University Chicago in the fall. Hunter aspires to work in both the legal industry and the political arena.

Martin Barron Weiss, Senior Class Vice President

Weiss is the first member of his family to attend the University of Wisconsin–Madison. A history major who enjoys studying French, he is an Indianapolis, Indiana, native and has enjoyed performing from a young age. As a freshman, Weiss was a member of the Wisconsin Singers, a group of traveling musical ambassadors for the university. As a sophomore, he was a standout performer in the annual variety show Humorology, receiving the award for best male performer, and he has served on the UW Chabad student board, a Jewish student life group. Weiss is also a recipient of the outstanding member of the Greek community award and is a proud brother of the Zeta Beta Tau fraternity. He spent his junior year at the helm of the Humorology executive board, the largest student-run philanthropic event in the state of Wisconsin, raising more than $135,000 for local Dane County charities. After graduation, Weiss plans to move to New York City to pursue a career in acting for the stage and screen.
Scott Bembenek, Senior Class Communications Director

Born in Milwaukee and raised in New Berlin, Wisconsin, Bembenek is a proud student of the School of Journalism and Mass Communication studying strategic communications and English with certificates in digital and European studies. He has spent time working as both a writer and member of the social media team at *The Daily Cardinal*, as well as writing for *Souvenirs Magazine* on campus. Bembenek enjoys traveling and while studying in Rome, Italy, he had the opportunity to volunteer in local high schools, which inspired him to get more involved at UW–Madison by volunteering with the Law School’s Family Court Clinic. He spent the past summer in Washington, D.C., as an intern at Points of Light, the world’s largest organization dedicated to volunteer service. His most recent experiences working remotely for the United States Mission to the United Nations and for Martin Schreiber & Associates in Madison have inspired him to pursue a career with a global impact in which he can help people within and outside the United States.

Akmal Hakim Hamid, Senior Class Philanthropy Director

Born and raised in Malaysia, Hamid is a marketing major in the Wisconsin School of Business. He has served as the finance director of TEDx UW–Madison, vice president of National Society of Collegiate Scholars, marketing chair of Muslim Students Association, and president of Malaysian Islamic Students Association. Hamid spends most of his time spreading love and understanding, and breaking down stereotypes against Muslims and People of Color through photography. He credits his parents, Chen Na and Syed Hamid Ali, for his interest in racial and political justice which got him actively involved in humanitarian efforts toward peace and understanding. Outside of class, Hamid is an independent photography contractor, enjoys hiking, and has a passion for rock music. After graduation, he plans to launch his own marketing agency in the music industry before realizing his life dream as a social activist.

Haley Jo Kimmen, Senior Class Events Director

Kimmen is from Hastings, Minnesota, and will earn her degree in sociology as well as certificates in business and leadership. She served as the public relations manager for Love Your Melon–UW–Madison Campus Crew, a student-run organization dedicated to the fight against pediatric cancer. She volunteers in local hospitals with her crew and helps plan adventures for the tiny superheroes battling cancer. She has also worked with the Center for Leadership & Involvement coordinating the Student Organization Fair each semester, and served as an organization development consultant to provide student organizations with education and support for growth. Off campus, she enjoyed interning for the Wisconsin State Senate in campaign and communications positions. After graduation, she will attend Vanderbilt University to earn a master of marketing and pursue a career in branding.
The University of Wisconsin–Madison

The University of Wisconsin–Madison and its alumni have a rich tradition of national and international leadership in teaching, research, entrepreneurship, and public service. We regularly rank near the top in research dollars and are rated among the strongest in the world in international reputation. And, as any visitor can readily attest, our beautiful lakeshore campus is considered to be among the nation’s most picturesque.

This university has existed for as long as Wisconsin has been a state, tracing its roots to a clause in the Constitution of the State of Wisconsin decreeing that the young state should have a prominent public university. In 1848, legislators passed a bill that formally created the University of Wisconsin. Its first class, with 17 students, met in Madison on February 5, 1849.

From these humble beginnings, the university has grown into a large, diverse community with more than 43,000 students representing every county in Wisconsin, 50 states, and 127 countries.

Across campus, the words “sifting and winnowing” often appear when describing UW–Madison’s intellectual life. They date back to an 1894 Board of Regents statement on academic freedom:

“Whatever may be the limitations which trammel inquiry elsewhere, we believe that the great state University of Wisconsin should ever encourage that continual and fearless sifting and winnowing by which alone the truth can be found.”

Inspired by this spirit, scholarly inquiry has fed a steady stream of discoveries. From vitamins, agricultural techniques and wildlife ecology to stem cells, biofuels and economic well-being, the university continues to foster ideas and research that change lives.

UW–Madison is the oldest and largest campus in the University of Wisconsin System. Its mission is to provide “a learning environment in which faculty, staff, and students can discover, examine critically, preserve and transmit the knowledge, wisdom, and values that will help ensure the survival of this and future generations and improve the quality of life for all.”

The university strives to achieve these ends through the continual advancement of its teaching, research, and public service programs. Throughout its history, the university has sought to bring the power of learning into students’ daily lives through innovations such as residential learning communities and service learning courses.

We are motivated by the “Wisconsin Idea”—articulated a century ago as the principle that the university’s influence should benefit everyone in the state. Today, this principle has expanded to a global scale. The Wisconsin Idea continues to permeate everything we do, helping to forge close partnerships between faculty, staff, and students, and people, communities, and industries around the world.

Lake Mendota shoreline
Program Notes

The school and college flags used in today’s ceremony were commissioned for Commencement by Chancellor Rebecca Blank. They are used in this and other similar ceremonies, including the Chancellor’s Convocation for incoming students—the complementary celebration to Commencement that begins students’ university careers.

The flags’ background wave design reflects the university’s location along Lake Mendota. Colors on each flag reflect the traditional academic colors for the courses of study within each school or college. The Graduate School, School of Education, and College of Letters & Science are multicolored, representing their varied disciplines. Flags also feature the year in which each school or college was founded, from 1848 for the Law School and School of Medicine and Public Health (authorized in the charter for the newly created university) to 1983 for the School of Veterinary Medicine.

Flag bearers in the opening procession were selected by the dean of each school and college to represent their fellow students:

**College of Agricultural and Life Sciences**
John Syburg
  *BS, Biology; Certificate in Global Health*

**School of Business**
Catherine Pauline Kurtz
  *BBA, Real Estate; Finance, Investment and Banking*

**School of Education**
Nallely Hernandez
  *BS, Elementary Education; BA, Chinese; East Asian Studies Certificate*

**College of Engineering**
Emily A. Egge
  *BS, Industrial Engineering*

**Graduate School**
Christopher Dean Wirz
  *MS, Life Sciences Communication*

**School of Human Ecology**
Kelsey D. Wilkerson
  *BS, Design Studies–Textiles and Fashion Design*

**Law School**
Sofia Ascorbe
  *Juris Doctor*

**College of Letters & Science**
Lena L. Law
  *BS, Psychology; Spanish; Certificate in Global Health*

---

**School of Medicine and Public Health**
Laura Michelle Josephson
  *BS, Pharmacology–Toxicology; Certificate in Global Health. Laura will attend the UW–Madison School of Medicine and Public Health in Fall 2017.*

**School of Nursing**
Taylor Nicole Hayes
  *BS, Nursing; Certificate in Global Health*

**School of Pharmacy**
Alexander Hall
  *BS, Pharmacology–Toxicology*

**School of Veterinary Medicine**
Melissa Shear
  *BS, Zoology. Melissa will attend the UW–Madison School of Veterinary Medicine in Fall 2017.*

---

**Honorary Degrees**
Honorary degrees from UW–Madison recognize individuals with careers of extraordinary accomplishment. The Committee on Honorary Degrees looks to sustained and characteristic activity as its warrant: uncommonly meritorious activity exhibiting values that are esteemed by UW–Madison. Preference is given to those who are connected in some significant way to the state or the university.

Schools, colleges, and departments submit nominations to the Committee on Honorary Degrees, a central part in the process of awarding honorary degrees. The committee is composed of 28 members, including the chancellor and the UW System president or their designee. 16 members are selected by the faculty, four from each of the four faculty divisions of the university (arts and humanities, biological sciences, physical sciences, social sciences). The chancellor appoints 10 members from the faculty or the administration.

Finalists are submitted to the chancellor and the Board of Regents for review. Once approved, the Faculty Senate votes, with a three-fourths affirmative vote required for confirmation.

As a matter of policy, emeritus faculty members are not eligible for honorary degrees solely on the basis of their performance while at UW–Madison. The university cannot grant honorary degrees to those who have held elected office in the state in the past two years, nor to anyone employed by the University of Wisconsin within the past two years.
Academic Attire

Formal academic attire is an important component of the pageantry of the commencement ceremony.

Gowns
Gowns represent the three principal levels of academic achievement. The bachelor’s gown, symbolizing the first degree, is made of black material and has a closed front and long, pointed, open sleeves. Master’s candidates wear a black gown with a closed front and long, closed sleeves. The gown worn by doctoral candidates has an open front with bell-shaped sleeves. Doctoral gowns are further embellished with velvet trim in the form of crossbars on the sleeves. In spring 2017, the gown designs were updated to include the University of Wisconsin–Madison colors and crest logo, providing both a pop of red among the traditional sea of black and an additional display of UW spirit that’s recognizable to all.

Hoods
Academic hoods are used as a further means of identifying the level of degree attainment. The bachelor’s hood, worn only by those who have previously received a baccalaureate degree, is rather short with a narrow velvet edging the color of the appropriate discipline and a lining in the color of the institution—cardinal at Wisconsin. The master’s hood is considerably longer, has a wider velvet edging and exposes more of the lining. Doctoral hoods have the widest velvet edging, wide panels at either side, greater length, and a fully exposed lining.

Caps and Tassels
Candidates for the bachelor’s degree wear the black mortarboard cap with tassels of their course color. The tassel is worn on the right side until the formal conferral of the degree. At that time, the tassel is moved from the right to the left side. Candidates for all higher degrees wear black mortarboard caps with black tassels on the left side. Some holders of degrees from other countries or institutions wear special hats which are distinctive to their degree. Graduates displaying the red and white philanthropy cord have chosen to make a financial gift commitment of support to the university.

Honors
Bachelor’s degree candidates with distinctive scholastic achievement (the top 20 percent within the school or college) wear cardinal stoles over the fronts of their gowns. Bachelor’s degree candidates participating in an honors program wear white stoles with cardinal bars. Law degree candidates who have been awarded the Dean’s Academic Achievement Award are similarly distinguished by cardinal stoles.

Academic Colors

Graduate and Professional Hoods
Doctor of Audiology: Green
Doctor of Juridical Science: Purple
Juris Doctor (Doctor of Law): Purple
Doctor of Medicine: Green
Doctor of Musical Arts: Pink
Doctor of Nursing Practice: Apricot
Doctor of Pharmacy: Olive
Doctor of Philosophy: Blue
Doctor of Physical Therapy: Green
Doctor of Veterinary Medicine: Gray
Master of Accountancy: Sapphire
Master of Arts: White
Master of Business Administration: Sapphire
Master of Engineering: Orange
Master of Fine Arts: Brown
Master of International Public Affairs: Teal
Master of Laws: Purple
Master of Laws–Legal Institutions: Purple
Master of Music: Pink
Master of Physician Assistant Studies: Green
Master of Professional French Studies: White
Master of Public Affairs: Teal
Master of Public Health: Salmon Pink
Master of Science: Yellow
Master of Science–Business: Sapphire
Master of Science–Engineering: Orange
Master of Social Work: Citron

Undergraduate Degree Tassels

College of Letters & Science
Applied Mathematics, Engineering and Physics: Yellow
Arts (including Humanities, Letters): White
Chemistry, Science: Golden Yellow
Journalism: Crimson
Music: Pink
Social Work: Citron

College of Engineering
Orange

College of Agricultural and Life Sciences
Maize

School of Education
Art, Art Education, Fine Arts: Brown
Dance, Kinesiology: Sage Green
Education, Rehabilitation Psychology: Light Blue

School of Business
Sapphire

School of Pharmacy
Olive

School of Nursing
Apricot

School of Human Ecology
Maroon
This list of graduate degree candidates was compiled from information available to the Office of the Registrar and to the Graduate School as of March 31, 2017, and should not be regarded as conclusive evidence of graduation or academic standing.

Doctor of Audiology

Anne Elizabeth Ellis Beardsley
Erika Ehlers Bennett
Eric Michael Bostwick
Cynthia Chow
Meggie Dallapiazza
Kasey Amanda Englebert
Allison Christine Heller
Haliee Patel
Sara Marie Rittweger
Hye Yoon Helena Seol
Bridget Shanahan

Doctor of Juridical Science

Bo-Shone Fu
Yingying Hu
Myeongki Kim
Iris Jiamin Tian

Doctor of Law (Juris Doctor)

Dayo Adesuyi
Emily E. Ames
Monica L. Anderson
Kelsey Elizabeth Annen
Sofia N. Ascorbe
Zog Begolli
Lyndsey Kathryn Bley
Amaidani Boncenor
Christina Lauren Briggs
Lucie T. Butner
Zachary R. Carlson
Samuel Case
Eunmi Chang
Molly Rebecca Cohen
Matthew C. Coker
Myranda AnnaMarie Cotant
Sophie E. Crispin
Nicholas Dalla Santa
John Parker Davis
William Dickson
Joseph Stephen Diedrich

Austin Doan
Sukhman Dyal
Bryon Andrew Eagon
Whitney Ann Ederer
Brent Gregory Eisberner
Riad El-Azem
Robb Evans
Kaitlin Mary Farquharson
Elaine Bridget Fehr
Jakob Feltham
Kathryn Elizabeth Fifield
Chelsea Marie Fischer
Kelly J. Freeman
Jesse Fruchter
Evan Alexander Gorelick
Thomas Albert Griesbach
Wm. Connor Griffiths
Anna Lorinda Grilley
Mike Halloin
Jessica Haskell
Matthew J. Hefti
Miranda Michelle Heimstreet
Pedro Hernandez
Sara Alexandra Heyn
David P. Hollander
Kai Hovden
Jack Hueter
Megan Leanne Humphreys
Katherine Rose Hylden
Teuta Jonuzi
Nicole Heide Kalupa
James F. Kelly
Ben Killips
Ma Ro Kim
Stephanie Lynn Klein
Eric William Klemm
Nicholas Korgor
Ezra M. Kramer
Cecilia Catherine Kress
David J. Lansen
Daniel Larsen
Michael L. Leclair
Emmeline Lee
Patrick Joseph Leitheiser
John Kenneth Lightfield
Christopher Allen Line
Shannon Patrick Lins
Casaundra Dane Lucille

Margaret A. Malloy
Eric Martin
Kristin L. Martin
William A. Martin
Cody Remington McConnell
Thaddeus McGuire
Charles Moertel
Ellaf A. Mohsin
Anthony Joseph Moore
Jonathan Lawrence Morse
Bryce P. Neil
Christian J. Ness
Christopher Michael Nienhaus
Courtney Caitlin Nussbaumer
Hayley M. Painter
Leah Park
Jelan Passley
Anjali Patel
Kendra Alexandra Patlak
Kathryn Ann Pfeiferle
Alex S. Phillips
David A. Pierce
Olivia M. Pietrantoni
Amanda Postel
James W. Radcliffe
Paige Patricia Resch
Anne M. Reynolds
Samantha Jo Richie
Vanessa Rodriguez
Amanda Maria Roush
Davis James Runde
Mark Sarcone
Daniel Joshua Schneider
Brittany Schoenick
Cristina M. Semi
Devlan Sheahan
Ben James Slatky
Jessica Kay Slind
Elizabeth Leigh Spencer
Aaron Stauffacher
David Robert Paul Stead
Colton W. Timmons
Matthew C. Traynelis
Taryn M. Trujillo
Michael C. Turner
Shalah Turner
Evan Umpir
Connor Jon Valentyn
Doctor of Medicine

Elizabeth Sarah Abbs
Christopher Adler
Mina Edward Alfi
Lindsey Anderson
Rachell Renae Ayers
Adam Lee Bailey
Erin Jean Bailey
John Bak
Nisha Baliga
Benjamin Ralph Banks
Emily Barker
Maggie Leigh Barnes
Michael Brian Barthman
Ritika Batajoo
Andrew Beine
James Thomas Bernatz
Cameron Douglas Blegen
Tricia Rae Brein
Marielle Alyssa Brenner
Kelly Hall Bruce
Brandon Robert Bukowski
Akaila Chate Cabell
Brian Thomas Cain
Yen Cao
Teresa Caya
Karyn Katyana Cecele
Ellie Ying Chen
Abigail Margaret Chilsen
Clara Chow
William Christensen
Erin Chung
Nathaniel T. Connell
Matthew Timothy Connolly
Kayla Leonard Correia-Staudt
Christopher McGrath Culhane
Erin Jessica DeCloux
Joshua Deutsch
Peter Joseph Devries
Sarahmaria Donohue
Zachary Joseph Droszler
Annie Lemoine Dunham
Dennis Ea
Brian Eby
Mark Eric Ehlers
Ifunanya Hilda Ejebe
Elizabeth Elimimian
Lauren Engler
Andre Georges Enewtaku
Stuart Feichtinger
Kaylene Elizabeth Fiala
Karen Patricia Flores Rosario
Benjamin Joseph Fuller
Joseph Jerold Ganshert
Kirollos Gendi
Kyle Robert Geurink
Bradley Thomas Gietman
Jacob Louis Goldberg
Iva Golemi
Theodor Frank Griggs
Scott William Grogan
Melissa Mae Grube
Brian Hopkins
Syed Faisal Hussaini
James Clark Irckink
Benjamin Joseph Irvine
William Paul Jacoby
Kara Kamps
Ryan Kartheiser
Colin Robert Kennedy
Darren John Knox
Rajitha Kota
Mark Richard Kraemer
Carly Kruse
Joseph Charles Lawton
Rachel Louise Lenhart
Evon Liang
Khrystyne Ann Lindgren
Christopher Lindholm
Gregory Joseph Lines
Jordan Ludwigson
Neha Luther
Sarah Elizabeth MacKay
Kristin Janna Magliocco
Sabrina Marie Martinez
Saamia Intisar Masoom
Kristen Elizabeth McCabe
Megan Lynn McElhinny
Vanessa Lynn McMurry
Jacob Meyer
Justin V. Meyers
Anthony Loren Mikula
Daniel James Miller
Jill Miller
Anna Moldysz
Mike David Moths
Luke Daniel Nankee
Abigail Navarro
Deirdre Lee O'Sullivan
Arick Charles Park
Simon Parzen-Johnson
Kaitlin Mary Peterson
Molly Peterson
Ngoc Pham
An Phan
Sergio George Plucker-Billups
Kelli Briana Pointer
Brook Polnaszek
Michael Jeffrey Priem
Joel Prince
Patrick Kevin Reville
Alexandra Rezazadeh
James Albert Rindt Jr.
Kathryn Marie Ritter
Aaron Robinson
Gabriel Rodriguez
Gordon Glenn Roedel
Karissa Sanchez Traun
Kelsey Anne Schmidt
Jon Byron Scholl
Gregory Sovinski
Christopher Spoke
Thomas John St. Peter
David William Staudt
Rebecca Ann Stern
Douglas Blair Stewart
Lisa Jane Sudmeyer
Samuel David Tillmans
Elizabeth Townsend
Tyler Van De Voort
Ashley Brooke Van Galen
Paj Ntaub Vang
Linh Vo
Erica Walters
Tessa Nicole Warner
Shawn Patrick Wayne
Andrew Weber
Morgan Brynn Weber
Deena Marie Weiss
Derek West
Lydia Weyenberg
Alexandra Wick
Breanna Marie Wimmler
Laura Wittmann
Kristin Zorn
Benjamin Scott Mixis
Doctor of Musical Arts

Seungwha Baek
Andrew Martin Briggs
Steve Russell Carmichael
Seung Jin Cha
Robert Clinton Fant
Dennis Joseph Gotkowski
Yun Kyung Hong
Chan Mi Jean
Oxana Igorevna Khramova
Tsai-Ying Li
Jerod Bruce Reetz
Zijin Yao

Doctor of Pharmacy

Sarah Ann Anderson
Lauren Arndt
Staci Baker
David R. Bartels
Caitlin Behrens
Matt Berger
Monica Lynne Bianchini
Andrea Bochna
Cory Bowers
Lauren Elizabeth Brownell
Megan Lynn Burley
Andrew R. Cannon
Cidnee Carrigan
Lauren Caruso
Guang Chen
Katherine Elizabeth Cholewa
Irene Chung
Christopher James Conrad
Hanna Dehnert
Brett Derleth
Molly Elizabeth Dickson
Margaret Marie Dimpfl
Thuy-vu Xuan Do
Jean Doh
Jenny Donar
Eugene Eldridge
Anthony Robert Enderby
Samantha J. Engebretson
Jonathin Flury
Nathan Fons
Briana Frolov
Mary Kathleen Gallagher
Danielson Garcia
Brian Go
Nicholas Grinwald
Ashley Elizabeth Grosso
Melanie Hanson
Bryan Haugen
Benjamin Heikkenin
Taryn Hinners
Bradley John Hobart
Alissa Mae Hofer
Amy Hoffman
Alex Clifford Holmes
Aaron W. Holterman
Jane Hornabrook
Zaifang Huang
Evan Robert Hurley
Hanna Iaizzo
Emily R. Jackson
Matthew James Jensen
Heeje Jeon

Alia Kaloti
Hailey Elizabeth Keeser
Alexander J. Kellogg
Kylie Christine King
Kendra Lynn Kobs
Catherine Mary Kuecker
Rebekah Jinhee Lee
Keng Min Liang
Gloria Hope Liao
Jennifer Liao
Xueduan Liu
Jared Jeffrey Longlais
Sarah Jean Maerzke
Samantha Marrier
Steffen Matijevich
Jeffrey McDonald
Evan McNamara
Alicia Medina
Nathan Menninga
Scott Michael Mess
Dana Miller
Rachel M. Miller
Zachary Miller
Abigail Rose Moore
Amber Elizabeth Moschel
Beverly Moua
Rachael Lynn Nellessen
Trent Andrew Nelson
Lisa Nguyen
Erin Marie Nowak
Aaron O’Connell
Alex Otte
Casey Morgan Paplow
Calley Paulson
Stephanie A Peterson
Greta Pietraszek
Tyler Prickette
Darren Quinnell
Trent Andrew Resop
Jamie Jaclyn Restock
Alexandra S Ribaudo
Selena Rick
Morgan Rikli
Kate Rolling
Teresa Andrea Romano
Daniel Rosin
Dani Salas
Paria Sanaty Zadeh
Rachel K. Sands
Julia Dory Schrader
Andrew Schuck
Andrew Frank Sentkowski
Sarah Shivelier
Margaret Shuda
Emily Michelle Sook
Lindsey Elizabeth Splinter
Emily Szachowicz
Hayley A. Tatro
Samantha Thompson
Shelby Lynn Tjugum
Anh Van
Tia M. Walk
Hannah Weir
Allison Nicole Winzer
Jazmynn Pauline Worman
Jing Wu
Zeyu Xiao
Kathryn A. Zaborowski
Adam Zart

Doctor of Philosophy

Carolyn Ruth Abbott
  Mathematics
Nicholas Abbott
  History
Richard Manning Adams
  Music
Arellys Aguinaga
  Counseling Psychology
Maaz Syed Ahmed
  Chemistry
Idil Deniz Akin
  Civil and Environmental Engineering
Scott Alfeld
  Computer Sciences
Abdullah Alshaya
  Mechanical Engineering
Adrian Gabriel Amador
  Chemistry
Mauriell H. Amechi
  Educational Leadership and Policy Analysis
Christopher Joseph Anderson
  Physics
Trevor Jeffrey Anderson
  Materials Science
Golnaz Arastoopour Irgens
  Educational Psychology
Carlos Arbizu Berrocal
  Plant Breeding and Plant Genetics
Anna Floch Arcello
  English
Daniel Ares Lopez
  Spanish
Mehrdad Arjmand
  Engineering Mechanics
Prachi Arora
  Social and Administrative Sciences in Pharmacy
Leo Prasath Arulraj
  Computer Sciences
Chuanchom Aumnate
  Mechanical Engineering
Natalia Judith Bailey
  Curriculum and Instruction
Bradley McKenzie Baranowski
  History
Anna Kathryn Barker
  Epidemiology
Nicholas John Barnes
  Political Science
Elizabeth Anne Barr
  Communication Arts
Adam Milton Bayless
  Cellular and Molecular Biology
MariaJose Bedoya
  Medical Physics
Alisa C. Belliston
  Curriculum and Instruction
Julia Zepnick Benjamin
  Counseling Psychology
Sarah Caitlin Bennett
  Geography
Rachel Bergmans
  Epidemiology
Vijesh Jagdish Bhute
  Chemical Engineering
Jacob Blanc
  History
Wendy Lee Boehm
  Biomedical Engineering
Scott Richard Bonk
  Industrial Engineering
Martin Bontrager
  Genetics
Alex Bonus
  Communication Arts
Stephanie Krishelle Borjas
  Educational Psychology
Sarah Beth Bouchat
  Political Science
Gerald Joseph Brady
  Materials Science
John Henry Brady
  Electrical and Computer Engineering
Angeline Gabrielle Brellenthin
  Kinesiology
Alyssa Brewer
  Materials Science
Nicholas Brewer
  Physics
Katharine Marie Broton
  Sociology
Hilary Elizabeth Brown
  Electrical Engineering
Douglas Jacob Bujakowski
  Business
Marcus Galen Burke
  Nuclear Engineering and Engineering Physics
James Burnham
  Forestry
Aria Zan Cabot
  Italian
Eric Justin Caldera
  Zoology
Kirby Robert Campbell
  Biomedical Engineering
David Daniel Campos
  Medical Physics
Mengyi Cao
  Microbiology
Tucker Carrocci
  Biochemistry
Wonjun Chang
  Agricultural and Applied Economics
Yun-Wen Chan
  Curriculum and Instruction
Jui-Yang Chang
  Electrical Engineering
Grischa Chen
  Pharmaceutical Sciences
Pin-Kuei Chen
  Microbiology
Han Chen
  Statistics
Hui-Chun Chen
  Kinesiology
John Henry Brady
  Electrical and Computer Engineering
Jeffrey John Chenhall
  Nuclear Engineering and Engineering Physics
Jeea Choi
  Statistics
Woongjo Choi
  Mechanical Engineering
Faraz Anwar Choudhury
  Electrical Engineering
Amy Lynette Clay
  Second Language Acquisition
Nathan James Clement
  Mathematics
Brett Close  
*Agricultural and Applied Economics*

Natalie Coffie  
*Population Health*

Mark Yau Colas  
*Economics*

Viswa Colluru  
*Cellular and Molecular Biology*

Eric Robert Condie  
*Business*

Olivia Grace Conti  
*Communication Arts*

David Coppini  
*Mass Communications*

Natasha Crooks  
*Nursing*

Michael Benjamin Dando  
*Curriculum and Instruction*

Sanjib Das  
*Computer Sciences*

Catasha R. Davis  
*Mass Communications*

Amirhossein Davoody  
*Electrical Engineering*

Kyle Dempsey  
*Economics*

Sien Deng  
*Educational Psychology*

Carol J. Diaz-Diaz  
*Molecular & Environmental Toxicology*

Jacob William Diestelmann  
*Counseling Psychology*

Stephanie Lu Dillon  
*Chemistry*

Sarah Beth Dimick  
*English*

Fan Ding  
*Civil and Environmental Engineering*

Ross Donnelly Dixon  
*Atmospheric and Oceanic Sciences*

Aaron T. Dowdall  
*History*

Jessica Louise Drewry  
*Biological Systems Engineering*

Fei Du  
*Geography*

Erik Lloyd Haroldson  
*Geoscience*

Kentaro Hayashi  
*Endocrinology–Reproductive Physiology*

Maria Belen Hernando Llorens  
*Curriculum and Instruction*

Rachel Marie Herzl-Betz  
*English*

Joel Hestness  
*Computer Sciences*

Dadit Hidayat  
*Environment and Resources*

Turbo Ho  
*Mathematics*

Andrew Jordan Holstein  
*Biological Systems Engineering*

Christopher James Hommerding  
*History*

James Douglas Homsey  
*History*

Deneille Erikson  
*Spanish*

Adam Everspaugh  
*Computer Sciences*

Jessica Fagerstrom  
*Medical Physics*

Huan Fan  
*Zoology*

Lindsey Day Farnsworth  
*Environment and Resources*

Laura McKenna Farrell-Wortman  
*Interdisciplinary Theatre Studies*

Rachel Carly Feldman  
*Educational Policy Studies*

Francesca Sarasvati Ferron  
*Portuguese*

Everardo Flores-Martinez  
*Medical Physics*

Susan Flowers Benton  
*Rehabilitation Psychology*

Daniele Forlino  
*Italian*

Jennifer Leigh Foubert  
*Curriculum and Instruction*

Curtis Markle Frederick  
*Plant Breeding and Plant Genetics*

Nickolas Delmar Frost  
*Counseling Psychology*

Samuel Edward Gale  
*History*

Alvaro Garcia Guerra  
*Endocrinology–Reproductive Physiology*

Jaye Gardiner  
*Cancer Biology*

Devin M. Garofalo  
*English*

John William Garrett  
*Medical Physics*

Josset Sky Gauley  
*Human Ecology*

Stephen Henry Geiger  
*Classical and Ancient Near Eastern Studies*

Nicole Marie Gibbs  
*Plant Breeding and Plant Genetics*

Katie Ginsbach  
*Spanish*

Megan Gnazzo  
*Genetics*

Shreya Goel  
*Materials Science*

Simon Benjamin Goldberg  
*Counseling Psychology*

Mark Jeffrey Golob  
*Materials Science*

Malgorzata Golub  
*Freshwater and Marine Science*

Rachel Gosse Goodman  
*Anthropology*

Dibakar Gope  
*Electrical Engineering*

Paul Glen Grant  
*History*

Rose Graves  
*Zoology*

Stephen Andrew Graves  
*Medical Physics*

Anna Grelson  
*Comparative Literature and Folklore Studies*

Rachel Sarah Gross  
*History*

Lei Gu  
*Biological Systems Engineering*

Alberto Daniel Guerra  
*Pharmaceutical Sciences*

Timothy John Gustafson  
*Plant Breeding and Plant Genetics*

Jan Marie Hagedorn  
*Curriculum and Instruction*

Marlies Veronica Hager  
*Chemistry*

Marian Elizabeth Halls  
*Comparative Literature and Folklore Studies*

Sejung Ham  
*Educational Policy Studies*

Colleen Hamilton  
*Second Language Acquisition*

Di Han  
*Electrical Engineering*

Kaiyu han  
*Economics*

Youngjiao Han  
*Civil and Environmental Engineering*

Lenora Annice Hanson  
*English*

Ling Hao  
*Pharmaceutical Sciences*

Brent Harlow  
*Comparative Literature and Folklore Studies*

Erik Lloyd Haroldson  
*Geosciences*

Rachael Gose Goodman  
*Anthropology*

Dibakar Gope  
*Electrical Engineering*

Paul Glen Grant  
*History*
Julie Ann Horner  
Educational Psychology  
Debra Horng  
Medical Physics  
Porsha Howell  
Nutritional Sciences  
Hsun-Chih Huang  
Educational Psychology  
Yinggang Huang  
Electrical Engineering  
Jared Huling  
Statistics  
Tenah Kuah Acquaye Hunt  
Social Welfare  
Amy Kahrmann Huseby  
English  
Camden Robert Hutchison  
History  
Alexander Brandon Lee Hyun  
Philosophy  
Abdalla Zanouny Ibrahim  
Plant Breeding and Plant Genetics  
Cornelia Ilin  
Agricultural and Applied Economics  
Joshua Aaron Isaacs  
Physics  
Shuma Iwai  
History  
David H. K. Jackson  
Materials Science  
Gregg Michael Jamison  
Anthropology  
Amy Lynn Jancewicz  
Cellular and Molecular Biology  
Hyungseok Jang  
Electrical and Computer Engineering  
Hao Jiang  
Materials Science  
Sawanee Jiwlawat  
Comparative Biomedical Sciences  
Mason Lee Johnson  
Classical and Ancient Near Eastern Studies  
Katelyn Jones  
Political Science  
Yongho Joo  
Materials Science  
Najoua Jouini  
Environment and Resources  
Yei Hwan Jung  
Electrical Engineering  
Ahmet Kabakulak  
Mathematics  
Jihye Kam  
Educational Leadership and Policy Analysis  
Hubin Ke  
Materials Engineering  
Matthew Kearney  
Sociology  
Matthew John Kelly  
Comparative Biomedical Sciences  
Brian Keppler  
Cellular and Molecular Biology  
Mohammad Khabbazian  
Electrical Engineering  
Junaid Khalid  
Computer Sciences  
Som Khanal  
Food Science  
Ali Kheirandish  
Physics  
Sandra Rae Kiddoo  
Educational Leadership and Policy Analysis  
Chloe Sunghyun Kim  
Biomedical Engineering  
Daniel Kim  
History  
Hyejung Kim  
Special Education  
Hyunwoo Kim  
Computer Sciences  
Jieun Jennie Kim  
Curriculum and Instruction  
Ju Hyung Kim  
Electrical Engineering  
Taeehee Kim  
Neuroscience  
Won Hwa Kim  
Computer Sciences  
Christopher Mark Kirchgasler  
Curriculum and Instruction  
Kathryn Lewkowicz Kirchgasler  
Curriculum and Instruction  
Jennifer Jill Knickelbine  
Zoology  
Gavin Thomas Knight  
Biomedical Engineering  
Mary Jo Knobloch  
Social and Administrative Sciences in Pharmacy  
Dami Ko  
Nursing  
Hyunseok Ko  
Materials Science  
Kimberly Ann Krautkramer  
Biochemistry  
Dale Kreitler  
Chemistry  
James Samuel Krueger  
Environment and Resources  
Anna Eileen Krupp  
Nursing  
Meihua Kuang  
Cellular and Molecular Biology  
Emily Elizabeth Kuder  
Hispanic Applied Linguistics  
Kanit Kuevibulvanich  
Economics  
Pushkar Bajirao Kulkarni  
Electrical Engineering  
Mrunmayi Kumbhalkar  
Chemical Engineering  
Joseph Kuo  
Comparative Biomedical Sciences  
Grace Siu Yan Kwan  
Plant Pathology  
Nicholas William Kwiecien  
Chemistry  
Andrew L'Roe  
Forestry  
Van Tuyet Lac  
Educational Leadership and Policy Analysis  
Lex Morgan Lancaster  
Art History  
Joshua Donald Larson  
Biophysics  
Scott Robert Larson  
Entomology  
Marin Elizabeth Laufenberg  
Spanish  
Stephanie Marie Lawry  
Cellular and Molecular Pathology  
Bao Le  
Pharmaceutical Sciences  
Gee Yul Lee  
Business  
Seo Young Lee  
Educational Psychology  
Corey A. Lester  
Social and Administrative Sciences in Pharmacy  
Lauren Michele Lewis  
Human Ecology  
Silong Li  
Electrical Engineering  
Weiyi Li  
Electrical Engineering  
Yingjie Li  
Electrical Engineering  
Yu Li  
Mathematics  
Yuanzhi Li  
Statistics  
Tauf Shean Lim  
Mathematics  
Abigail M. Lindemann  
Counseling Psychology  
Cheng Ling  
Civil and Environmental Engineering  
Samanthami M. Litty  
German  
Jing Liu  
Geography  
Liu Liu  
Mathematics  
Xingchen Liu  
Mechanical Engineering
Yuhang Liu  
*Industrial Engineering*

Derek Ronald Long  
*Communication Arts*

Maichou Lor  
*Nursing*

Jason Gregory Lowe-Power  
*Computer Sciences*

Tiffany Marie Lowe-Power  
*Microbiology*

Feiyu Lu  
*Atmospheric and Oceanic Sciences*

Lin Lu  
*Biological Systems Engineering*

Hung Thanh Luyen  
*Electrical Engineering*

Timothy James Lyon  
*Physics*

Ki Hwan Ma  
*Cellular and Molecular Pathology*

Matthew Edward MacGilvray  
*Microbiology*

Margaret Maes  
*Cellular and Molecular Pathology*

Andrew Maizel  
*Civil and Environmental Engineering*

Tamvana Makuluni  
*Mathematics*

Maria Malachowski  
*Educational Psychology*

Karla Rose Manning  
*Curriculum and Instruction*

Zachary Marshall  
*English*

Nelly Martin  
*Second Language Acquisition*

Vlad Alexandru Matei  
*Mathematics*

Sara Mattavelli  
*Italian*

Tam Mayeshiba  
*Matter Science*

Tammy Mays  
*Library and Information Studies*

Travis Daniel McArthur  
*Agricultural and Applied Economics*

Megan McConville  
*Environmental Chemistry and Technology*

Aleia Ingulli McCord  
*Environmental Resources*

Sheltreese Donyell McCoy  
*Educational Leadership and Policy Analysis*

Chelsea McCracken  
*Communication Arts*

Kyle McElhinny  
*Matter Science*

Sharon Kate McMullen  
*Geoscience*

Anthony David Medrano  
*History*

Scott T. Melin  
*Mechanical Engineering*

Fei Men  
*Human Ecology*

Margaret Merrill  
*Second Language Acquisition*

Matthew Michalak  
*Nuclear Engineering and Engineering Physics*

Karl Miller  
*Nutritional Sciences*

Kellea Shay Miller  
*Sociology*

Taylor C. Miller  
*Communication Arts*

Hasti Mirkialangroodi  
*Human Ecology*

Chelsea Mitamura  
*Psychology*

Seyed Mohamad Amin Momeni Hasan Abadi  
*Electrical Engineering*

Stephanie Mondloch  
*Nutritional Sciences*

Monica Montano  
*Cellular and Molecular Pathology*

Thiago Monteiro Araujo dos Santos  
*Microbiology*

Daniel F. Mooney  
*Agricultural and Applied Economics*

Brett Aaron Morris  
*Cellular and Molecular Biology*

Erin Nicole Moser  
*Rehabilitation Psychology*

Melissa Mary Motew  
*Environment and Resources*

Kimberly Diggle Mueller  
*Communication Sciences and Disorders*

Claire Elizabeth Murray  
*Astronomy*

Haidy Gerges Nasief  
*Medical Physics*

Adam Nelson  
*Educational Leadership and Policy Analysis*

Ethan Lane Nelson  
*Atmospheric and Oceanic Sciences*

Sarah Diane Neuman  
*Cellular and Molecular Biology*

Anuschka Neuwald  
*Curriculum and Instruction*

Christine Clare Nieman  
*Animal Sciences*

Jason Nu  
*Geography*

Patrick Edward Nyman  
*Cancer Biology*

Adedoyin Ogunsfeyimi  
*English*

Emi Okayasu  
*Philosophy*

Alexander Keith Olson  
*History*

Jake Matthew Olson  
*Molecular & Environmental Toxicology*

Marc Orr  
*Computer Sciences*

Alberto Ortiz  
*History*

Edgardo Ortiz Reyes  
*Biological Systems Engineering*

Ramon Rogelio Ortiz  
*Educational Leadership and Policy Analysis*

James Alexander Osborne  
*Physics*

Jenny Oyallon-Koloski  
*Communication Arts*

Zekiye Ozgur  
*Curriculum and Instruction*

Fatemah Panahi  
*Computer Sciences*

Eunhee Park  
*History*

So Eun Park  
*Communication Sciences and Disorders*

Natalie Elsbeth Pagatzlaff  
*Molecular and Cellular Pharmacology*

Nicolette Pawlowski  
*Educational Policy Studies*

Andrew Michael Peck  
*Communication Arts*

Tao Peng  
*Physics*

Timothy George Perk  
*Medical Physics*

Tyler John Perlenfein  
*Chemical Engineering*

Mallory Rae Perryman  
*Mass Communications*

Funita Phan  
*Biochemistry*

Elizabeth Lauren Pier  
*Educational Psychology*

Nayomi Z. Plaza Rodriguez  
*Matter Science*

Elizabeth Pollock  
*Population Health*

Ana Maria Porras  
*Biomedical Engineering*

Amy Lynn Porter  
*Educational Policy Studies*

Jeff Poskin  
*Mathematics*

Aaron John Potvien  
*Statistics*
Ryan McSherry Powers  
Political Science  
Axel Presas  
Spanish  
Janelle Pulczinski  
Comparative Literature and  
Folklore Studies  
Erin Alyssa Quast  
Curriculum and Instruction  
Annie Racine  
Neuroscience  
Daniel J. Rakita  
Computer Sciences  
Varun Ramesh  
Mechanical Engineering  
Ananya Ray-Soni  
Biochemistry  
Aditya Sri Krishna Rayasam  
Neuroscience  
Tangela Blakely Reavis  
Educational Leadership and  
Policy Analysis  
Kaja Leena Rebane  
Environment and Resources  
Daniel Reese  
Engineering Mechanics  
Andrew Garrett Reidenbach  
Biochemistry  
Lindsay Jo Reiten  
Curriculum and Instruction  
Matthew M. Reiter  
History  
Maggie Renno  
Psychology  
Irene Ann Resenly  
Curriculum and Instruction  
Vanessa Lee Reynolds  
Educational Psychology  
Leonardo Rivera  
Physics  
Jose Joaquin Rivera-Rivas  
Comparative Biomedical Sciences  
Insoo Ro  
Chemical Engineering  
Michelle Robinson  
Sociology  
Aneidys Rodriguez  
Curriculum and Instruction  
Carlos Ivan Rodriguez  
Molecular & Environmental Toxicology  
Jorge Facio Rodriguez  
Curriculum and Instruction  
Jose Francisco Rodriguez Molina  
Cellular and Molecular Pathology  
Richard Rojas Delgado  
Materials Science  
Katharine LeeAnne Roling  
Educational Psychology  
Raymond Tyler Rowe  
Electrical Engineering  
Kristin Runge  
Mass Communications  
Keith Rush  
Mathematics  
Autumn Elaine Sabo  
Forestry  
Soheil Sadeghi  
Statistics  
Lonie R Salkowski  
Curriculum and Instruction  
Clara Salto Weis Azevedo  
Second Language Acquisition  
Kayvan Samimi  
Electrical Engineering  
Thanumalayan Sankaranarayana Pillai  
Computer Sciences  
Emmanuel Santa-Martinez  
Entomology  
Maria Isabel Sardi  
Microbiology  
Emily Susan Sauter  
Communication Studies  
Christian Schafer  
Mechanical Engineering  
Craig Schenck  
Botany  
David J. Schlossberg  
Nuclear Engineering and  
Engineering Physics  
Alec David Schumacher  
Spanish  
Zachary Thomas Schuster  
Environment and Resources  
Jennifer Laura Seelig  
Educational Policy Studies  
Michael Anthony Shaloski  
Chemistry  
Arman Shanjani  
Computer Sciences  
Xiangfeng Shao  
Industrial Engineering  
Debbie Victoria Sharnak  
History  
Ting-Yen Shih  
Electrical Engineering  
Oyewale Shianbola  
Epidemiology  
Mehdi Shokoueinejad Maragheh  
Biomedical Engineering  
Chelsie Kohns Sievers  
Cellular and Molecular Pathology  
Hannah Silber  
Civil and Environmental Engineering  
Caitlin Silberman  
Art History  
Samantha Joann Simiele  
Medical Physics  
Ashesh Kumar Sinha  
Industrial Engineering  
Kazimer Lennon Skubi  
Chemistry  
Jillian Kennedy Slaght  
History  
Colin Robert Smith  
Mechanical Engineering  
Chang Yun Son  
Chemistry  
Kate Emily Sprecher  
Neuroscience  
Venkatesh Karthik Srinivasan  
Computer Sciences  
Matthew Stebbins  
Chemical Engineering  
Benjamin Augustine Stefanek  
Physics  
Rebecca Couch Steffy  
English  
Laura Johnay Stephenson  
Communication Arts  
Laurie Stephey  
Electrical Engineering  
Nuru Stracey  
Chemistry  
Monica Styles  
Spanish  
Hsiao-Ling Su  
Anthropology  
Tram Ta  
Statistics  
Christopher Michael Tabisz  
German  
Derek Taira  
Educational Policy Studies  
Vikram Tamboli  
History  
Kegon Tan  
Economics  
Pansakorn Tanratana  
Cellular and Molecular Pathology  
Amy Christine Tegeler  
Business  
Erin Marie Theisen  
Cellular and Molecular Pathology  
Vaidyanathan Thiagarajan  
Mechanical Engineering  
Christopher Tibbetts  
Psychology  
Elizabeth Jean Tomaszewski  
Environmental Chemistry  
and Technology  
Mark Aaron Toukan  
Political Science  
Sarah Elizabeth Traynor  
Anthropology  
Joseph Conrad Triano  
Physics  
Stephanie Marie Trigsted  
Kinesiology
Rishi Trivedi  
Biophysics
Chi-Wei Tsang  
Mechanical Engineering
Stephanie Jean Tsang  
Mass Communications
Sait Tunc  
Industrial Engineering
Numan Turan  
Counseling Psychology
Sarah Diane Turner  
Plant Breeding and Plant Genetics
Paul William Tveite  
Mathematics
Aayushi Uberoi  
Cancer Biology
Gene Ichiro Uenishi  
Cellular and Molecular Pathology
Emre Umucu  
Rehabilitation Psychology
Olav Benjamin Vassend  
Philosophy
Srinivasan Vasudevan  
Agricultural and Applied Economics
Sunaina Rao Velagaleti  
Business
Chaman Verma  
Computer Sciences
Anastasiya I. Vinokur  
Chemistry
Anna Vitale  
English
Erika Jane Vivyan  
Educational Psychology
Brandon Walker  
Medical Physics
Ian Francis Wall  
Sociology
Diane Marie Walters  
Chemistry
Haoyuan Wang  
Pharmaceutical Sciences
Kun-Chieh Wang  
Mathematics
Yuan Wang  
Statistics
Yue Wang  
Geography
Yuhui Wang  
Plant Breeding and Plant Genetics
Amanda Noel Ward  
Sociology
Brooke Morgan Ward  
Curriculum and Instruction
Chloe Bradley Wardropper  
Environment and Resources
H. William Warner  
History
 Phillip Maurice Warsaw  
Economics
Michelle Weisrock  
Educational Leadership and Policy Analysis
Elaine Loye Welch  
Genetics
Cecilia Westbrook  
Psychology
Matthew James Westerby  
Art History
Leah Adelaide Wicander  
Second Language Acquisition
Kelly Wickersham  
Educational Leadership and Policy Analysis
Megan Marie Willes  
Educational Psychology
Austin Merrell Williams  
Agricultural and Applied Economics
Caroline Cassie-Marie Williams-Pierce  
Curriculum and Instruction
Lawrence Winn  
Human Ecology
Valerie Jean Winton  
Chemistry
Dustin Robert Witkowski  
Mechanical Engineering
Brienne Michelle Walsh Wolf  
Political Science
Woan Foong Wong  
Economics
Dan Wu  
Electrical Engineering
Po-Hung Wu  
Electrical Engineering
Jody Brae Wycech  
Geoscience
Haokai Xi  
Mathematics
Jianbo Xiao  
Physiology
Yaoguo Xie  
Statistics
Shenzhen Xu  
Statistics
Zhuoran Xu  
Chemical Engineering
Junghwan Yang  
Mass Communications
Lu Yang  
Statistics
Vincent James Yannello  
Chemistry
Isabella Shuyun Ye  
Statistics
Ayse Yolcu  
Curriculum and Instruction
Ho Young Yoon  
Mass Communications
Hongil Yoon  
Computer Sciences
Shuxiang You  
Chinese
Qing Yu  
Pharmaceutical Sciences
Yan Yu  
Atmospheric and Oceanic Sciences
Zongyu Yue  
Mechanical Engineering
Dawit Kebede Zenebe  
Development
Luwan Zhang  
Statistics
Nairan Zhang  
Electrical Engineering
Yi Zhang  
Economics
Lei Zhao  
Materials Science
Yaxian Zhao  
Physiology
Jiawen Zheng  
Communication Arts
Kaiyue Zheng  
Industrial Engineering
Yuqing Zheng  
Biophysics
Jiang Zhu  
Atmospheric and Oceanic Sciences
Xin Zou  
Chinese
Mary Evelyn Zuidema  
Curriculum and Instruction

Doctor of Physical Therapy

Avelene Adler
Tyler William Ballentine
Tyler William Baures
Laura Elizabeth Brodzixki
Eric Burmeister
Sarah Ceschin
Laura Dean
Megan Leigh Donohue
Nathan Ebben
Aaron Eichsteadt
Emily Anne Francione
Trevis Fritschka
Amanda Marie Gyger
Caryn Herrick
Nicholas Hoening
Kevin Mitchell Howard
Adrienne Susan Javes
Shanna Karls
Adam D. Kiepert
Allison Marie Kleefisch
Kevan LaPorte
Michael David Mathson
Allison Goodsett McCarthy
Marysa Meyer
Brian Christopher Morris
Katharine Marie Place
Jordan L. Reeves
Emily Florence Sackett
Amanda Jean Schmitz
Melissa Ann Schultz
Hannah Sutter-Balke
Kaiya Senn Sygulla
Brett Naomi Elizabeth Taber
Susan Allison Vehe
Kaitlin Dwyer Walters
Collin Weyer
Nicole Marie Will
Eliza Wortman
Allison Taylor Zimmermann

Doctor of Veterinary Medicine

Lauren Lynn Alderman
Lawrence Clayton Apgar
Maria Kay Arendt
Kyle John Bartholomew
Tyler Elizabeth Bengtson
Rebecca Eva Blackburn
Juliet Elizabeth Caviness
Ryan Joseph Dashek
Mélissa Claire Marie De Lombaert
Brandon Joseph Debbink
Samantha L. Dzierzak
Lana Fox
Elana Michel Frankenthal
Eva Williamson Frantz
Hadar Friedman
Natalie Christine Garbarz
Jessica Leigh Halbach
Anna Hausmann
Kendra Hayden
Caitlin Marie Heaton
Bridget Heyrman
Rebecca Holloway
Ogden James Holschbach
Anna Kristine Jenstead
Natasha Elise Kalkhof
Erin Leigh Kiehnau
Nai Kay Karen Koo
Ashley Rachael Krisp
Jason Kroll
Savannah Jo Lauer
Da Bin Lee
Claire LeFevre
Macy Alexandra Leponiemi
Sarah Tish Levine
Karen Lin
Faye Marie Lorenzsonn
Sarah Ann Lottes
Hannah Jeannette Matheny
Kelsey Rachel Mauer
Rebekah Harlow Mayhew
Blaine Trevor Melody
Tara Christine Mendez
Lindsey Meyer
Erik David Olson
Valerie Pfughoeft
Alexis Powers
Katie Pratt
Matthew Raisbeck
Caitlin Rose Rinker
Lynn Tara Roberts
Katherine Rebecca Roehl
Kyle Ruedinger
Lori Ann Rusch
Stephanie Salituro
Lauren Schafer
Brandon Dean Scharping
Meghann Elizabeth Schmitz
Kayla Schuld
Valerie Schuster
Julia Cropsey Simons
Lydia Mi-Kel Sullivan
Molly VanBommel
Thao Thi Vo
Katie Rose Weber
Krystal Rose Weishaar
Stephanie Lee Winske
Georgia Loudon Wolfe
Kimberly Rae Zelton
Jennifer Ann Ziener

Master of Fine Arts

Tara Lynn Austin

Jaeyoung Bae

Hannah Bennett

Petra Bouchard

Marilyn Grace Cervantes Muniz

Yeohhee Cheong

Alisha Gabrielle Dietzman

Natalie Ann Kirk

Elizabeth Anna Kozik

Dakota Mace

Jessica Lynn Merchant

Sarah O’Farrell

Alex Miles Orejuela

Allison Ann Roberts

Leslie Sainz

Elizabeth Patterson Thorp

Bixi Zhang

Weizhen Zhang

Master of Laws–Legal Institutions

Ruoru Cai

Hanyuan Cao

Marconi De Franca Barros

Yi Ding

Xitong Huang

Paulette Jara Perez

Yuanxiu Jiang

Jing Jin

Kamonlak Khamphen

Shiau-Jiun Lai

Yaguang Li

Qiuzi Lian

Qiong Liu

Dan Luo

Charisa Aaron Smith

Jessadapohn Somboonpong

Jinlu Song

Mohan Song

Jin Su

Naixin Tu

Katalin Vinkler

Sabine Vorbrodt

Ying Xu
Master of Physician Assistant Studies

Kristen Baugnet
Laura Catherine Berry
Elijah Blair
Kelly Ann Boyle
Katelyn Nicole Brandt
Susan Brueggemann
Adrienne Kay Bull
Heather Clark
Ross Clark
Abigail Robin Forss
Michael Graf
Jill Haase
Kayla Marie Hagen
Kendra Elizabeth Jeffers
Karen Anne Kewley
Michael Edwin Koroch
Kimberly M. Kuphal
Chelsie Maguire
Marissa Janet Maguire
Ryan Moncada
Kayla Lauren Moses
Matthew Peterson
Jeremy Pomplun
Jesse Hargrave Quinn
Matthew Gregory Rajala
Becky M. Rasmussen
Amber Runnoe
Alison Marie Sadowy
Cassy Susan Schemberger
Katherine Marie Shannon
Colton Anthony Skendore
Suzanne Mary Solin
Ciarra Marie Sroda
Andrew Edwin Stader
Jamaine Rupert Thomas
Soua Yang
Doris Vargas Milosavljevic
Miranda Zuhlke

Master of Public Health

Joseph Bates
Cara Cannon
Karly R. Christensen
Peter Graffy

Qinyuan Yang
Qiushi Yang

Abbey L. Hargreaves
Stephanie Kreager
Maureen Doris Landsverk
Megan Elizabeth Meller
Margarita Northrop
Ross Thomas Ryan
John Scepella
Edward David Vargas
Amber Wasley
Elizabeth Wendt
Jasmine Yvonne Zapata

Master’s Degrees

Abhinava Abhinava
Electrical Engineering
Samantha Elaine Abrams
Library and Information Studies
Sarah June Achterhof
Occupational Therapy
Merith Rae Adams
Business: General Management
Michal Adamski
Biomedical Engineering
Thalia Adelfopoulou
Music
Hemali Shyam Advani
Biotechnology
Ankit Aggarwal
Computer Sciences
Jennifer Aguayo
Educational Leadership and Policy Analysis
Manjistha Aahooja
Biotechnology
Abdullah Bandar Al Aiban
Economics
Lyn Marie Alaily
Business: Operations and Technology Management
Mushahid Alam
Computer Sciences
Natalie Susan Aldrich
Social Work
Elizabeth J. Ales
Communication Sciences and Disorders
Ian Ross Aley
Urban and Regional Planning
Nina Luz Alhadeff
Curriculum and Instruction
Mehreen Ali
Computer Sciences
Carli Allen
Educational Psychology
Martin Joe Allen
Business: General Management
Timothy Otis Allen
Environment and Resources
Moayad Ahmed Alnammi
Computer Sciences
Enis Ceyhun Alp
Computer Sciences
Colleen Elizabeth Althoff
Occupational Therapy
Ingrid Adrienne Alvarez
Library and Information Studies
Michael Douglas Alves Pantaleao
Portuguese
Matthew Amodio
Computer Sciences
Rick Ryan Anania
Business: General Management
Elliott Joseph Andelman
Geological Engineering
Richelle Rose Andrae
Public Affairs
Lisa Andreas
Social Work
Paige Noelle Andrews
Epidemiology
Gabriel Antunez De Mayolo Kou
Spanish
Chelsea Elizabeth Arndt
Curriculum and Instruction
Carla Arredondo
Social Work
Chelsea Kay Ashland
Social Work
Samantha Jane Azuma
Social Work
Malia Louise Baackes
Social Work
Justine Backhaus
Business: General Management
Rianna L. Bailey
Social Work
Alli Baird
Educational Leadership and Policy Analysis
Sarah Marie Baker
Business: Accounting
Mindy Renee Bakken
Nuclear Engineering and Engineering Physics
Erin Marie Baldwin
Bacteriology
Mallory Ballard
Business: Supply Chain Management
Chris Bandura
Soil Science
Drew Bantlin
Environment and Resources
Jiawen Bao
Computer Sciences
Yujia Bao
Mathematics
Miheea Barboi
Computer Sciences
Mollie Christine Barden  
Social Work

Jared D. Barefield  
Business: General Management

Ben Davis Barnes  
Geoscience

Marykaye Barnes  
Library and Information Studies

Brooke Noelle Barnhart  
Gender and Women's Studies

Kilian Bartels  
Business: Accounting

Jennifer Marie Barth  
Library and Information Studies

Mitchell Bass  
Business: Finance, Investment and Banking

Joseph Bates  
Public Affairs

Himanshu Batra  
Manufacturing Systems Engineering

Joseph Matthew Baumann  
Industrial Engineering

Alissa Rose Baumgartner  
Business: General Management

Brittany Amanda Baumler  
Occupational Therapy

Devon Bavery  
Business: Accounting

Jordan Beckman  
Business: Accounting

Paul John Benedict  
Business: General Management

Gabriel Benghiat  
Business: Arts Administration

Jordan Paul Benson  
Business: Accounting

Serena Rose Berkowitz  
French Studies

Ryan Berndt  
Educational Leadership and Policy Analysis

Holly Amber Bester  
Educational Leadership and Policy Analysis

Alexandra Beyer  
Business: Accounting

Adithya Prakash Bhat  
Computer Sciences

Sachin Vasanth Bhat  
Manufacturing Systems Engineering

Sara Ann Biddie  
Social Work

Brian Bienemann  
Business: Real Estate and Urban Land Economics

Peter Vincent Bier  
Soil Science

Alicia Bingen  
Educational Leadership and Policy Analysis

Elizabeth Susan Binversie  
Dairy Science

Lauren Kate Biscobing  
Social Work

William Jerome Bishop  
Business: Finance, Investment and Banking

Yuniya Shayka Bishop  
Engineering

Jonny Blair  
Business: Accounting

Robert Lee Blume Jr.  
Kinesiology

Drew Blumenthal  
Agricultural and Applied Economics

Grant Morgan Bodner  
Nuclear Engineering and Engineering Physics

Michael Joseph Bonino-Britsch  
Public Affairs

Colleen Elena Borchard  
Curriculum and Instruction

Bradley Borchers  
Business: General Management

Leanne Elizabeth Born  
Educational Leadership and Policy Analysis

Daniel Dylan Bornemann  
Business: General Management

Dhwanj Umeshbhai Bosamiya  
Economics

Sohini Bose Roy  
Business: Management and Human Resources

Ashley Bosteder  
Social Work

Keith Allen Boucher  
Business: General Management

Simon Thomas Bowler  
Business: Real Estate and Urban Land Economics

Natalie Bowman  
Communication Sciences and Disorders

Johanna Marie Boyle  
Library and Information Studies

Lindsay Braaten  
Social Work

Jennifer Angelyn Bradley  
Social Work

Elizabeth Ann Branney-Gant  
Business: General Management

Molly Bray  
Social Work

Sean Bray  
International Public Affairs

Ellen Patricia Breen  
Communication Sciences and Disorders

Rose Marie Brenner  
Occupational Therapy

Jordan Nicole Bretzmann  
Social Work

Alison Bridges  
Social Work

Allison Briggs  
Business: Operations and Technology Management

Robert A. Brito  
Latin American, Caribbean and Iberian Studies

Jerome Brost  
Business: General Management

Alexander Brown  
Urban and Regional Planning

Ashley Anne Brown  
Business: Marketing

Brandi Browkowski-Durow  
Curriculum and Instruction

Ann Elizabeth Brumley  
Educational Leadership and Policy Analysis

Anna Kathleen Brunner  
Public Affairs

Kimberly Anh Buchanan  
Biomedical Engineering

Rebecca M. Buchel  
Music: Performance

James Robert Bukacek  
Business: Operations and Technology Management

Nicholas James Burgoyne  
Business: Accounting

Daniel Burkhardt  
Engineering

Joshua James Busko  
Business: Accounting

Andrew Clark Buys  
International Public Affairs

Jina Byeon  
Curriculum and Instruction

Alison Kaye Caffrey  
Library and Information Studies

Abigail Cahill  
Library and Information Studies

Mollie Alice Cahill  
Interdisciplinary Theatre Studies

Eric Cameron  
Business: General Management

Dingxian Cao  
Statistics

Qiuchang Cao  
Social Work

Yaming Cao  
Economics

Nicholas Armando Capote  
Pharmacy

Vera Cardoso Ferreira  
Animal Sciences
Drew Carlson  
*Business: Accounting*

Alix Carpenter  
*Library and Information Studies*

Joyce Andrea Carrillo  
*Spanish*

Genevieve Ann Carter  
*Public Affairs*

Alicia Josephine Cartwright  
*Social Work*

Sara Allen Caswell  
*Educational Psychology*

Victor Tenorio Cavalcanti  
*Mechanical Engineering*

Dong Wook Chae  
*Economics*

Leslie Wing Yin Chan  
*Food Science*

Jennifer Chandler  
*Zoology*

Chih-Ching Chang  
*Computer Sciences*

Hsin-Wei Chang  
*Economics*

Yulong Chang  
*Mathematics*

Louis John Chapdelaine  
*Nuclear Engineering and Engineering Physics*

Kyriaki Chatzikyriakidou  
*Curriculum and Instruction*

Mirnal A. Chaudhary, MD  
*Cellular & Molecular Pathology*

Sejal Chauhan  
*Computer Sciences*

Pratyusha Chelikani  
*Biotechnology*

Crystal Yu Chen  
*Statistics*

Hongxu Chen  
*Mathematics*

Jialu Chen  
*Statistics*

Jiaming Chen  
*Statistics*

Jianxing Chen  
*Mechanical Engineering*

Muzi Chen  
*Business: Accounting*

Ruifeng Chen  
*Statistics*

Tianning Chen  
*Industrial Engineering*

Mayur Sai Cherukuri  
*Computer Sciences*

Michelle K. Chiang  
*Biomedical Engineering*

Nalanda Chinagudi Jagadeesha  
*Manufacturing Systems Engineering*

Sarah Eileen Chodorow  
*Social Work*

Nyna Ugeun Choi  
*Biomedical Engineering*

Chiayi Chou  
*Kinesiology*

Brandon Edward Chastil  
*Engineering*

Matthew Joseph Christie  
*Computer Sciences*

Yipeng Chu  
*Manufacturing Systems Engineering*

Shun-Hsiang Chuang  
*Computer Sciences*

Tyler John Cizek  
*Business: Accounting*

Camille Danielle Clark  
*Business: Marketing*

Jenny Esther Clark  
*Social Work*

Ronald Allen Clarke Jr.  
*Engineering*

Brandice Joyce Clauf  
*Social Work*

Christopher Althouse Cohen  
*Business: Marketing*

Scott Lawrence Coleman  
*Public Affairs*

Carol Catherine Collins  
*Social Work*

Andrew Colombe  
*Business: Accounting*

Devin Michael Conathan  
*Electrical Engineering*

Kevin Condon  
*Business: Finance, Investment and Banking*

Brian Conger  
*Business: General Management*

Amy Mikala Conley  
*Library and Information Studies*

George Coogan  
*Business: Accounting*

Natalie Maremont Cook  
*Civil and Environmental Engineering*

Brittany Cherelle Copeland  
*Social Work*

Dantrell D. Cotton  
*Environment and Resources*

Megan Catherine Crass  
*Social Work*

Ryan Craynon  
*Pharmacy*

Danielle Lynne Cruise  
*Occupational Therapy*

Diana Yvette Cruz  
*French Studies*

Patrick Amadeus Cummings  
*Biomedical Engineering*

Alexander Ray Curtis  
*Computer Sciences*

Gabrielle L. Cypher  
*Social Work*

Saman Cyrus  
*Computer Sciences*

Monica Daane  
*Agroecology*

Hollie Dabb  
*Library and Information Studies*

Connor Michael Dacey  
*Atmospheric and Oceanic Sciences*

Michelle D. Dahms  
*Social Work*

Caitlin Pryor Dammann  
*Occupational Therapy*

Ly Dang  
*Business: Finance, Investment and Banking*

Kayla Daniels  
*Social Work*

Nicole Daniels  
*Business: General Management*

Margaret Rose Danielson  
*Social Work*

Matthew Lawrence Davel  
*Kinesiology*

Emily Lynn Davies  
*French Studies*

Shannon Davis  
*Social Work*

Tyler Davis  
*Business: Marketing*

Jacob Ryan Decock  
*Mechanical Engineering*

Irene Del Mastro  
*Gender and Women’s Studies*

Ryan Edward Delaney  
*Rehabilitation Psychology*

Katie Caulline Dennis  
*Library and Information Studies*

Amanda Derdiger  
*Business: Accounting*

Nathan Derks  
*Business: Accounting*

Dylan DesRochers  
*Business: Accounting*

Jennifer Detlor  
*Engineering Mechanics*

Sharanya Devaraj  
*Computer Sciences*

Nirmohi Viraj Devasthale  
*Electrical Engineering*

Eric DeWerd  
*Business: General Management*

Satyam Dhar  
*Computer Sciences*

Rahul Dharmarajan  
*Manufacturing Systems Engineering*
Vishakha Dhelia  
*Computer Sciences*

Zhen Di  
*Computer Sciences*

Lianna Dora Di Maso  
*Medical Physics*

Travis Ross Dick  
*Mechanical Engineering*

William Dickson  
*Business: Risk Management and Insurance*

Joshua Yun Soo Dieringer  
*Library and Information Studies  
Music: Performance*

Nicholas Difranco  
*Biomedical Engineering*

Kasey Lee Dillingham  
*Social Work*

Jennifer Marilee Dillon  
*Business: Accounting*

Fengyi Ding  
*Business: Accounting*

Rouyi Ding  
*Statistics*

Yukun Ding  
*Mathematics*

Jale Dinler  
*Mathematics*

Derek Dinsmoor  
*Agricultural and Applied Economics*

James Frazier Dirth  
*Public Affairs*

Caroline Marie Ditscheit  
*Special Education*

Katherine Rose Doehring  
*Business: Marketing*

Molly Margaret Doherty  
*Social Work*

John Patrick Dolan  
*Engineering*

Jack Charles Dorr  
*Library and Information Studies*

Katelyn Mary Dorrance  
*Occupational Therapy*

Icaro Dos Santos  
*Business: General Management*

Elizabeth Doyle  
*Public Affairs*

Megan Lee Drury  
*Social Work*

Bingqin Du  
*Agricultural and Applied Economics*

Mingrun Du  
*Business: Accounting*

Crystal Joy Dubey  
*Social Work*

Logan P. Duerst  
*Curriculum and Instruction*

Evann Louise Dufort  
*Food Science*

Aniket Dujari  
*Manufacturing Systems Engineering*

Hannah Dunke  
*Social Work*

Alexandra Jane Dundore  
*Urban and Regional Planning*

Adam Tyler Dunn  
*Biotechnology*

Sukhman Dyal  
*Business: Management and Human Resources*

Karlene Andrea Dyle  
*Curriculum and Instruction*

David Ealy  
*Biotechnology*

Bethany Joy Ebben  
*Social Work*

Megan Nicole Edgecombe  
*Library and Information Studies*

Susan Edwards  
*Business: Finance, Investment and Banking*

Jason Eggert  
*Business: General Management*

Alexander Cameron Ehlers  
*Biomedical Engineering*

Miranda Lee Ehrlich  
*Public Affairs*

Emily Eide  
*Business: General Management*

Meri Rose Ekberg  
*Library and Information Studies*

Abir H. El Guweidi  
*Animal Sciences*

Iman Elbeblawy  
*Special Education*

Mark Elsdon  
*Business: General Management*

David Martin Elster  
*Business: Marketing*

Eric Richard Ely  
*Library and Information Studies*

Leif Erik Mattson Engebretsen  
*Industrial Engineering*

Courtney Lynn Engel  
*Occupational Therapy*

Victoria K. Engel  
*Social Work*

Camden R. Eppert  
*Kinesiology*

Holly Marie Erbstoesser  
*Communication Sciences and Disorders*

Kelly Jean Erickson  
*Social Work*

Deneille Erikson  
*Spanish*

Elena Maria Espana-Regan  
*Gender and Women’s Studies*

Katherine Dell Essenburgh  
*Social Work*

Maria Carolina Estevez Silva  
*Biomedical Engineering*

Hannah Marie Ethun  
*Social Work*

Sevde Etoz  
*Biomedical Engineering*

Kayla Jane Beatty Eyer  
*Business: General Management*

Kelsey Jolene Eyers  
*Social Work*

Oladipo Fadiran  
*Business: Finance, Investment and Banking*

Nicholas Fahrney  
*Business: Accounting*

Andrew Winston Falion  
*Special Education*

Jillian Marie Falligant  
*Social Work*

Diana Chioma Famakinwa  
*Educational Policy Studies*

Shixuan Fan  
*Computer Sciences*

Jiyuan Fang  
*Statistics*

Iman A. Farhat  
*Civil and Environmental Engineering*

Scott Sherwin Farley  
*Cartography and Geographic Information Systems*

Angie Farmakis  
*Social Work*

Rachel Ann Felber  
*Mechanical Engineering*

Lindsay Feldt  
*Engineering Management*

Boyuan Feng  
*Statistics*

Jingying Feng  
*Curriculum and Instruction*

Peter Ferjancic  
*Medical Physics*

Derek Wallace Field  
*Public Affairs*

Luke Marshall Fieweger  
*Library and Information Studies*

Andrew Carl Fink  
*Business: Accounting*

Peter Jemne Finn  
*Business: General Management*

Brett Fishbin  
*Business: Finance, Investment and Banking*

Andrew Lee Fisher  
*Public Affairs*

Aubrey Melissa Fisher  
*Occupational Therapy*

Camille F. Fisher  
*Genetic Counselor Studies*
Aaron Harper  
*Business: General Management*

Catherine Marie Harris  
*Communication Sciences and Disorders*

Cara Hart  
*Library and Information Studies*

Julia Adele Hart  
*Freshwater and Marine Science*

Steve Elliott Hart  
*Engineering*

Samuel Baxter Harvey  
*Business: General Management*

Richard Edward Hasse  
*Business: General Management*

Christopher V. Hatton  
*Business: Marketing*

Raven Skye Hayes  
*Latin American, Caribbean and Iberian Studies*

Cameron Nelson Hays  
*Biomedical Engineering*

Barney He  
*Business: Accounting*

Lin He  
*Mathematics*

Yuhan He  
*Statistics*

Laura Elizabeth Heiden  
*Social Work*

Michael John Heidt  
*Business: General Management*

Sara Nicole Heineman  
*Genetic Counselor Studies*

Benjamin Casey Heinle  
*Geoscience*

Michael Heithoff  
*Business: Accounting*

Stephanie Kaitlyn Hendren  
*Library and Information Studies*

Dawn Victoria Henke  
*Social Work*

Lisa Marie Hennessey  
*Educational Leadership and Policy Analysis*

Hethe Henrickson  
*Business: General Management*

Jina Heo  
*Anthropology*

Sophia Dayeh Heo  
*Social Work*

Katerina Herder  
*Business: Arts Administration*

Erika Herrera  
*Photography*

Cole J. Hess  
*Mechanical Engineering*

Dalton Hess  
*Biomedical Engineering*

Brandon Hicks  
*Occupational Therapy*

Audrey Hilts  
*Curriculum and Instruction*

Jamie Irene Hinze  
*Educational Leadership and Policy Analysis*

Hailey Morgan Hirsch  
*Communication Sciences and Disorders*

Ali Hussain Hitawala  
*Computer Sciences*

Franklin W. Hobbs  
*Materials Science and Engineering*

Brian Eric Hoemke  
*Engineering*

Christopher Michael Hoffman  
*Environment and Resources*

Jenna Hoffman  
*Business: General Management*

Kaylin Ruth Hokanson-Fasig  
*Communication Sciences and Disorders*

Brian Jacob Holl  
*Business: General Management*

Adam Glen Holman  
*Social Work*

Naomi Danielle Holzmann  
*Business: Accounting*

Sarah Ann Homan  
*Social Work*

Sarah Joy Hope  
*Occupational Therapy*

Alexandria Lynn Hopp  
*Kinesiology*

Xavier Sharell Horne  
*Special Education*

Michael Howe  
*Entomology*

Wenxin Huai  
*Economics*

Emily Huang  
*Library and Information Studies*

Jingye Huang  
*Economics*

Kaitlyn Huang  
*Business: Accounting*

Qian Huang  
*Business: Marketing*

Tianhong Huang  
*Mathematics*

Yige Huang  
*Economics*

Yuchen Huang  
*Business: Accounting*

Macy Huettl  
*Bacteriology*

Colin Michael Huffer  
*Engineering Mechanics*

Brian James Hughes-Cromwick  
*Business: Real Estate and Urban Land Economics*

Megan Leanne Humphreys  
*International Public Affairs*

Lucas Hurtley  
*Biomedical Engineering*

Austin Reid Husband  
*Industrial Engineering*

Allie Iserloth  
*Social Work*

Chukwuemeka Benjamin Iwuagwu  
*Social Work*

Kirsten Jacobson  
*International Public Affairs*

Katie Jacoby  
*Social Work*

Brandon Jaeger  
*Business: Accounting*

Stephanie Jagemann  
*Entomology*

Brian Ronald Jahnke  
*Library and Information Studies*

Deborah Lynn Jahnke  
*Business: General Management*

Jesse Jahr  
*Business: Marketing*

Apul Jain  
*Computer Sciences*

Rashi Jalan  
*Computer Sciences*

Darian Simone James  
*Biomedical Engineering*

Ernest James  
*Business: General Management*

Tara James  
*Business: Risk Management and Insurance*

Kelly Jaminski  
*Rehabilitation Psychology*

Brent Janssen  
*Curriculum and Instruction*

Eric John Janssen  
*Business: Marketing*

Carlie April Jarvey  
*Educational Leadership and Policy Analysis*

Jill Jaworski  
*Special Education*

Gautam Sarma Jayanthi  
*Business: General Management*

Noreen Jeglum  
*Occupational Therapy*

Brian John Jelinek  
*Business: Finance, Investment and Banking*

Shujin Jiang  
*Mathematics*

Sihan Jin  
*Mechanical Engineering*

Liaoyuan Jing  
*Economics*

Weixiang Jing  
*Mathematics*
Entong Jiu  
*Agricultural and Applied Economics*

Mark Jochem  
*Library and Information Studies*

Emily Johnson  
*Social Work*

Jenna Julie Johnson  
*Social Work*

Kallie Grace Johnson  
*Library and Information Studies*

Kimberly Leigh Johnson  
*Social Work*

Taylor Johnston  
*Computer Sciences*

Rebecca Jollay  
*Urban and Regional Planning*

Anna Elise Jones  
*Dairy Science*

Molly Elizabeth Jones  
*Social Work*

Hildy Victoria Joseph  
*Curriculum and Instruction*

Caleb Jung  
*Business: General Management*

Nora Jane Junghbluth  
*Social Work*

Sathyanag Kadaba Parthasarathy  
*Business: General Management*

Emma Rose Kahle  
*Social Work*

Maureen J. Kahn  
*Geoscience*

Shreya Raghunath Kamath  
*Computer Sciences*

Alisen Kae Kammerud  
*Social Work*

Shaun Michael Kane  
*Business: Marketing*

Akshay Dinesh Kanfade  
*Computer Sciences*

Catherine D. Kanter  
*Communication Sciences and Disorders*

Emily Klaire Kao  
*Landscape Architecture*

Katie Michelle Kapler  
*Business: General Management*

Emily Rachel-Coletta Karch  
*Social Work*

Diane Kargol  
*Engineering*

Ryan Karow  
*Business: Accounting*

Ben Kelly  
*Social Work*

Anusha Priya Kelshiker  
*Business: Accounting*

Julia Rosemarie Kennelly  
*Communication Sciences and Disorders*

Shannon Kathleen Keough  
*Social Work*

Danish Ahmad Khan  
*Computer Sciences*

Animesh Vidyesh Khatakr  
*Manufacturing Systems Engineering*

Bekhzod Khoshimov  
*Economics*

Mallory Kiernan  
*Social Work*

Hyunseok Kim  
*International Public Affairs*

Laura Soyun Kim  
*Educational Psychology*

Nam Young Kim  
*Industrial Engineering*

Sunjong Kim  
*Mechanical Engineering*

Woo-jung Kim  
*Curriculum and Instruction*

Young Min Kim  
*Curriculum and Instruction*

Pamela Aquiline Kimario  
*African Languages and Literature*

Clara Denise Kincaid  
*Social Work*

Lori Elizabeth King  
*Social Work*

Kara E. Kirchner  
*Industrial Engineering*

Nicole Kite  
*Business: Arts Administration*

Rebecca Marie Klein  
*Library and Information Studies*

Kevin Douglas Knapp  
*Biomedical Engineering*

Stephanie Knapper  
*Music: Performance*

Lindsey Knoll  
*Social Work*

Christopher Koch  
*Computer Sciences*

Marisa Koch  
*Business: Accounting*

Steven Koenigseder  
*Educational Psychology*

Mojes Koli  
*Electrical Engineering*

Lindsey Joy Komes  
*Educational Leadership and Policy Analysis*

Karen Jo Kopacek  
*Educational Leadership and Policy Analysis*

Heather Kopec  
*Business: General Management*

Cole Harris Korponay  
*Public Affairs*

Gina Marie Koss  
*Social Work*

Alyssa Kowis  
*Library and Information Studies*

Mollie Kozberg  
*Business: Accounting*

Michael C. Koziol  
*Business: Accounting*

Courtney Ann Kramer  
*Library and Information Studies*

Elise Marie Krause  
*Educational Psychology*

Jacob James Krause  
*Geoscience*

Ian Harold Krauss  
*Environmental Conservation*

Dakota Rae Krenz  
*Social Work*

Lee Kresner  
*Business: Accounting*

Jeffrey David Kreutz  
*Business: Accounting*

Jordan Krieger  
*Public Affairs*

Vashist Krishna  
*Manufacturing Systems Engineering*

Kayva Krishnan  
*Agroecology*

Romana Kriskova  
*Educational Leadership and Policy Analysis*

Sean Kristl  
*Business: Marketing*

Alyssa Marie Kroneberg  
*Business: Accounting*

Briana Krueger  
*Industrial Engineering*

Kacie Lynn Krueger  
*Educational Leadership and Policy Analysis*

John Dolgner Krutty  
*Biomedical Engineering*

Yizhou Kuang  
*Economics*

Ajay Kumar  
*Business: Finance, Investment and Banking*

Dhiraj Kumar  
*Manufacturing Systems Engineering*

Katherine Taylor Kust  
*Social Work*

Ariel La  
*Communication Sciences and Disorders*

Denise LaBudda  
*Educational Leadership and Policy Analysis*

Jennifer Lynn Lane  
*Business: Marketing*

Jena Nicole Lange  
*Engineering*

Allison Ann Langham  
*Library and Information Studies*
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Business/Field</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Jose Nevarez</td>
<td>Real Estate and Urban Land Economics</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shawn Douglas Newby</td>
<td>Special Education</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Teng Heong Ng</td>
<td>Urban and Regional Planning</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vy Nguyen</td>
<td>Economics</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Zijian Ni</td>
<td>Statistics</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lucas Nicholson</td>
<td>Business: Accounting</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Guanyu Nie</td>
<td>Statistics</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shuo Niu</td>
<td>Statistics</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tong Niu</td>
<td>Statistics</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kurt Martin Njos</td>
<td>Social Work</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sandra Lynn Noltner</td>
<td>Social Work</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sara Nonn</td>
<td>Business: Accounting</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Paley Nordlof</td>
<td>Social Work</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Anne Elizabeth Norman</td>
<td>Business: General Management</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alexandra Marie Norpel</td>
<td>Civil and Environmental Engineering</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Leland Tian Pan</td>
<td>Water Resources Management</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>John Norquist</td>
<td>Engineering</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kathleen Comstock Norris</td>
<td>Library and Information Studies</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Margarita Northrop</td>
<td>International Public Affairs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Aaron Northup</td>
<td>Business: Supply Chain Management</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sara Christine Nowakowski</td>
<td>Public Affairs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alison Rosemary Noyes</td>
<td>Social Work</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Colin Nugent</td>
<td>Business: Accounting</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lindsey Erin Nytes</td>
<td>Atmospheric and Oceanic Sciences</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Catherine Marie O'Connor</td>
<td>Social Work</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Matthew James O'Connor</td>
<td>Curriculum and Instruction</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rebecca O’Malley</td>
<td>Business: General Management</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Godwin Ashley Dilibe Offiah</td>
<td>Civil and Environmental Engineering</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mariana Oliveira</td>
<td>Portuguese</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jammen Olk</td>
<td>Mechanical Engineering</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Matt R. Olkowski</td>
<td>Curriculum and Instruction</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Garret David Olsen</td>
<td>Business: General Management</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>David Olson</td>
<td>Business: Risk Management and Insurance</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hayley Jo Olson</td>
<td>Social Work</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Joshua Craig Olson</td>
<td>Geoscience</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mahmood Khalid Omari</td>
<td>Water Resources Management</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Eric Robert Orthey</td>
<td>Business: General Management</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Laiza Kaily Ortiz</td>
<td>Social Work</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jeremy Richard Ott-Holland</td>
<td>Business: General Management</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Brian Owen</td>
<td>Civil and Environmental Engineering</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Morgan Marie Paavola</td>
<td>Library and Information Studies</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Braeden Lilla Padesky</td>
<td>Occupational Therapy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kristen Paeth</td>
<td>Social Work</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kevin Pagels</td>
<td>Business: Accounting</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Margaret Palka</td>
<td>Bacteriology</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Leland Tian Pan</td>
<td>Social Work</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Atasi Panda</td>
<td>Computer Sciences</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Amit Kumar Pandey</td>
<td>Business: Marketing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Udip Pant</td>
<td>Computer Sciences</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nicole B. Paquette</td>
<td>Social Work</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stephanie Rose Parmentier</td>
<td>French Studies</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mark John Pascoli</td>
<td>Public Affairs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kendra Elizabeth Pasek</td>
<td>Social Work</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Surendra Patel</td>
<td>Business: General Management</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vaibhav Dilipkumar Patel</td>
<td>Computer Sciences</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dinesh Pattabiraman</td>
<td>Electrical Engineering</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nicolette Pawlowski</td>
<td>Educational Policy Studies</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Anna Rose Peck-Block</td>
<td>Social Work</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Christina Peerenboom</td>
<td>Library and Information Studies</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>John Peiron</td>
<td>Business: Accounting</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Courtney Sarah Peist</td>
<td>Social Work</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Craig Joseph Pereira</td>
<td>Business: General Management</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sara Milbrath Pereira</td>
<td>Business: General Management</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Angel Luis Perez Irizarry</td>
<td>Civil and Environmental Engineering</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>John E. Pesh</td>
<td>Business: General Management</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jeremy Scott Petersen</td>
<td>Library and Information Studies</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Abbey Rae Peterson</td>
<td>Business: Accounting</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Staci Jo Pieper</td>
<td>Engineering</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Madeline Kathryn Pies</td>
<td>Genetic Counselor Studies</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>David Thomas Plante</td>
<td>Clinical Investigation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Colin Terrance Plunkett</td>
<td>Business: Finance, Investment and Banking</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Liza Beth Polster</td>
<td>Social Work</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Anna Marie Polum</td>
<td>Music: Performance</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sarah Elise Poppie</td>
<td>Library and Information Studies</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ross Porter</td>
<td>Special Education</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gregory Dennis Post</td>
<td>Civil and Environmental Engineering</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Matthew David Potter</td>
<td>Engineering</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Prashansa</td>
<td>Civil and Environmental Engineering</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>John Albert Prewitt</td>
<td>Computer Sciences</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Aaron Daniel Prewitt</td>
<td>Urban and Regional Planning</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alexandra Anne Prock</td>
<td>Biotechnology</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chloe R. Prosser</td>
<td>Library and Information Studies</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mary Prunty</td>
<td>Library and Information Studies</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sydney Prusak</td>
<td>Business: Accounting</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maria Eulalia Pulla-France</td>
<td>Urban and Regional Planning</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ligma Punekar</td>
<td>Business: Operations and Technology Management</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Amod Sunil Purandare</td>
<td>Manufacturing Systems Engineering</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Anshul Purohit
Computer Sciences
Bozhao Qi
Computer Sciences
Rui Qu
Business: Accounting
Yang Qu
Statistics
Kelly Anne Quilty
Social Work
Steven Quinn
Business: Accounting
Katie Rabas
Social Work
Molly Maureen Rach
Library and Information Studies
Shruthi Racha
Computer Sciences
Digvijay Raghunathan
Electrical Engineering
Kirthanaa Raghuraman
Computer Sciences
Logan W. Rains
Library and Information Studies
Aswin Kumar Rajendran Muthukumar
Manufacturing Systems Engineering
Nitish Arun Rajguru
Computer Sciences
Simran K. Raju
Atmospheric and Oceanic Sciences
Morgan Delaney Ramaker
Business: General Management
Balaji Raman
Engineering
Courtney Ramczyk
Communication Sciences and Disorders
Swaminathan Ramesh-Sashi
Industrial Engineering
Manufacturing Systems Engineering
Dayton Stephen Ramirez
Mechanical Engineering
Christopher Smedley Ramos
Business: Operations and Technology Management
Madeleine Ramsey
Business: Accounting
Andrew Rankin
Nuclear Engineering and Engineering Physics
Caleigh Anne Rasmussen
Biotechnology
Ameya Ravindra Raul
Computer Sciences
Robyn Rauman
Counseling
Trivikram Ravada
Business: General Management
Upasana Pankaj Raval
Industrial and Systems Engineering
Sathya Narayanan Ravi
Mathematics
Emily Renee Reardon
Social Work
Sam Rebenstorf
Public Affairs
Laurie Ann Rechek
Social Work
Harshavardhan Reddy Kunthuru
Manufacturing Systems Engineering
Marlo Reeves
Educational Policy Studies
Malcolm Reid
Computer Sciences
Molly Anne Reidy
Special Education
Elizabeth Ann Reiff
Kinesiology
Tyler Reindl
Business: Accounting
Melissa Reinke
Communication Sciences and Disorders
Krista Lisbeth Rempe
Communication Sciences and Disorders
He Ren
Library and Information Studies
Jonathan Stuart Renk
Plant Breeding and Plant Genetics
Casey Resendez
Social Work
William Salvatore Reybrock
Geological Engineering
Julia Appelbaum Rhodes
Social Work
Lori Lynn Rhodes
Social Work
Caitlin Spenser Rhoten
Occupational Therapy
Andria Rice
Library and Information Studies
Sean McCain Ridge
Atmospheric and Oceanic Sciences
William Riggins
Business: General Management
Daniela Alejandra Rincon
Civil and Environmental Engineering
Jeremy Rios
Spanish
Lynae Ripp
Social Work
Hilton Edward Ritter
Business: General Management
Christy Hannah Robinson
Music: Performance
Melanie Rohde
Business: General Management
Ellen Rohlfing
Curriculum and Instruction
Leah Rolando
Social Work
Patrick James Roney  
*Electrical Engineering*

Cayla Renee Rosche  
*Music: Performance*

Erin J. Rose  
*Library and Information Studies*

Jesse L. Rosen  
*Business: General Management*

Mari Rosenfeld  
*Business: Accounting*

Jason James Roth  
*Curriculum and Instruction*

Peter Roth  
*Business: Accounting*

Thomas Charles Roth  
*Business: General Management*

Dana Gordon Rowe  
*Business: Accounting*

Jennifer Louise Roy  
*Social Work*

Emily E. Rubrich  
*Educational Leadership and Policy Analysis*

Nicole Rudisill  
*Gender and Women’s Studies*

Laura Rudolph  
*Business: Accounting*

Zach Ruedinger  
*Business: Accounting*

Hilary Runion  
*Human Ecology*

Ross Thomas Ryan  
*Public Affairs*

Phillip Paul Rynish  
*Urban and Regional Planning*

John Sagona  
*Mechanical Engineering*

Joseph Sydney Salsman  
*Library and Information Studies*

Megan Elizabeth Salwei  
*Industrial Engineering*

Sherry Ann Salzman Scott  
*Biotechnology*

Sarah Samborn  
*Educational Psychology*

Alexa Sampson  
*Civil and Environmental Engineering*

Jennifer Sampson  
*Social Work*

Robert K. Sanchez  
*Business: General Management*

Olivia Viola Sanderfoot  
*Environment and Resources*

Sara Ruth Sanders  
*Public Affairs*

Rachel Maria Sanderson  
*Curriculum and Instruction*

Vivek Saraswat  
*Materials Science and Engineering*

Mark Sarcone  
*Business: Accounting*

Ekta Sardana  
*Computer Sciences*

Asawari Arun Sathe  
*Economics*

Saket Saurabh  
*Computer Sciences*

Christopher Allen Sawyer  
*Animal Sciences*

Luke Schaefer  
*Business: Finance, Investment and Banking*

Chris Scheele  
*Cartography and Geographic Information Systems*

Daniel Hughes Schenkat  
*Pharmacy*

Elisabeth Schlaudt  
*Geoscience*

Water Resources Management

Christopher Paul Schleich  
*Business: Supply Chain Management*

Jamie Kay Schlicher  
*Social Work*

Bret Schlueterberg  
*Social Work*

David Andrew Schmidt  
*Biomedical Engineering*

Laura Marie Schmidt  
*Library and Information Studies*

Erik Olson Schmitt  
*Business: Real Estate and Urban Land Economics*

Jenna Schmitt  
*Social Work*

Chris Schmitz  
*Business: General Management*

Nicholas Joseph Schneider  
*Social Work*

Nora Marie Scholl  
*Library and Information Studies*

Lisa Schomaker  
*Botany*

Carly Marie Schrage  
*Social Work*

Ariella Schreiber  
*Business: General Management*

Bianca Christine Schroeder  
*Communication Sciences and Disorders*

Kori Kay Elizabeth Schroeder  
*Environmental Conservation*

Scott Schroeder  
*Business: Accounting*

Eric Schultz  
*Business: General Management*

Rebecca Schultz  
*Atmospheric and Oceanic Sciences*

Jill Schumann  
*Business: Accounting*

Cara Elizabeth Schwarz  
*Chemistry*

Allison Elaine Schweickert  
*Music: Performance*

Jonathan Schwerin  
*Business: Real Estate and Urban Land Economics*

William C. Seale  
*Computer Sciences*

Morgan Paige Sederburg  
*Library and Information Studies*

Pooja Shah  
*Manufacturing Systems Engineering*

Rishi Shah  
*Business: Finance, Investment and Banking*

Sunny Ashokkumar Shah  
*Computer Sciences*

Wasim Rahim Shaikh  
*Electrical Engineering*

Brienne Alexandra Shaker  
*Social Work*

Lee Shaver  
*Electrical Engineering*

Laura Sheehan  
*Business: Marketing*

Talha Ahmed Sheikh  
*Business: Marketing*

Brenda Nicole Shelton  
*Library and Information Studies*

Pingzhuo Shen  
*Mathematics*

Ashish Vishwanath Shenoy  
*Computer Sciences*

Sterling Shepherd  
*Business: Accounting*

Bridget Sheriff  
*Business: General Management*

Todd Jacob Sherman  
*Business: Accounting*

Mihir Shete  
*Computer Sciences*

Irene Shi  
*Statistics*

Brandon D. Shields  
*Business: Marketing*

Lauren Shimanoisky  
*Social Work*

John Shin  
*Business: Marketing*

Hiroaki Shirai  
*Economics*

Chloe Ann Shmays  
*Occupational Therapy*

Sarah Jeanne Sicard  
*Kinesiology*

Liberty Lee Siebrecht  
*Communication Sciences and Disorders*

Annastasia Victoria Sienko  
*Atmospheric and Oceanic Sciences*
Steve Siglinsky  
*Business: Marketing*

Brigham Sikora  
*Business: General Management*

Kirsten Siladi  
*Business: Accounting*

Thomas Anthony Simmons  
*Engineering*

LaTonya Simon  
*Biomedical Engineering*

Nicholas James Simon  
*Manufacturing Systems Engineering*

Samantha Beth Sinai  
*Music: Performance*

Nivetha Singara Vadivelu  
*Computer Sciences*

Richa Singh  
*Food Science*

Nandipa Sipengane  
*African Languages and Literature*

Katie Lee Sixel  
*Educational Psychology*

Kayla Ree Skaletski  
*Social Work*

Tracy Skluzacek  
*Spanish*

Cari Jo Slater  
*Dairy Science*

Erica Sloan  
*Business: Accounting*

Matthew Allen Smalley  
*International Public Affairs*

Katherine Stephanie Smidl  
*Communication Sciences and Disorders*

Amanda Susan Smith  
*Water Resources Management*

Amy Lynn Jasmin Smith  
*Educational Psychology*

Blake Robert Smith  
*Medical Physics*

Jamie Leigh Smith  
*Business: General Management*

Jenna Marie Smith  
*Educational Leadership and Policy Analysis*

Jessica Smith  
*Business: Accounting*

Margaret McKenzie Smith  
*Social Work*

Amber Marie Smits  
*Social Work*

Britny Elizabeth Smuk  
*Social Work*

Adeola Solaru  
*Occupational Therapy*

Xue Song  
*Economics*

Zihan Song  
*Cartography and Geographic Information Systems*

Kelsey Anna Sorenson  
*Library and Information Studies*

Marc Spehlmann  
*Computer Sciences*

Sean Spencer  
*Water Resources Management*

Mitchell Nickolas Sperger  
*Special Education*

Christina Spiewak  
*Occupational Therapy*

Prasanna Venkatesh Srinivasan  
*Electrical Engineering*

Ryan Michael Stark  
*Business: General Management*

David Robert Paul Stead  
*Business: Finance, Investment and Banking*

Catherine Nicole Steffel  
*Medical Physics*

Eli Steimle  
*Business: Accounting*

Afton Lee Steinhoff  
*Social Work*

Howard Stensrud  
*Social Work*

Zena Stephens  
*Business: Management and Human Resources*

Anna Stern  
*Educational Psychology*

Rachel Rae Stern  
*Business: Marketing*

Brad Gerard Stieber  
*Statistics*

Katie Ann Stilp  
*Library and Information Studies*

Talia Stoehr  
*Social Work*

Juliana Katherine Stohs  
*International Public Affairs*

Brandon Storlie  
*Journalism and Mass Communication*

Kerry Strader  
*French Studies*

Jennifer Sturm  
*Educational Psychology*

Kaycie Stushek  
*Urban and Regional Planning*

Cheng Su  
*Computer Sciences*

Yanlin Su  
*Business: Accounting*

Erik Suarez  
*Economics*

Isabel Suarez Escobar  
*Latin American, Caribbean and Iberian Studies*

Aparna Subramanian  
*Computer Sciences*

Shuo Sun  
*Industrial Engineering*

Xiaomei Sun  
*Journalism and Mass Communication*

Yang Sun  
*Statistics*

Yangfeiyue Sun  
*Business: Accounting*

Yu Sun  
*Mathematics*

Zi Min Sun  
*Civil and Environmental Engineering*

Marc Nicolay Svendsen  
*Business: General Management*

Anna Elizabeth Swanson  
*Social Work*

Haley Joan Swanson  
*Business: Accounting*

Kelsey Marie Swanson  
*Social Work*

Mike Sweitzer-Beckman  
*Business: General Management*

Mark Swenson  
*Educational Leadership and Policy Analysis*

Wesley Everett Szamotula  
*Computer Sciences*

Andrew Szmurlo  
*Economics*

Zhener Tai  
*Statistics*

Ellise Tallard  
*Business: General Management*

Mengran Tang  
*Mathematics*

Indra Tandjaja  
*Food Science*

Alan Tanner  
*Business: Marketing*

Vasundhara Tanwar  
*Economics*

Heather Katharine Tarpey  
*Educational Leadership and Policy Analysis*

Rachel Margaret Taylor  
*Nutritional Sciences*

Allegra Megan Tennis  
*Library and Information Studies*

Matthew Edward Teresinski  
*Business: General Management*

Jacquelyn Marie Thao  
*Social Work*

Pa Thao  
*Library and Information Studies*

Suraj Subhash Thatte  
*Industrial Engineering*

Kaitlin Ann Theder  
*Communication Sciences and Disorders*

Emily Elizabeth Theiler  
*Social Work*
Justin Leon Thiede  
*Biological Systems Engineering*

Brett Thomas  
*Business: Marketing*

Emily Kathryn Thomas  
*Curriculum and Instruction*

Andrew Thompson  
*Business: General Management*

Joren Thompson  
*Business: Supply Chain Management*

Veronnica Jill Thompson  
*Social Work*

Akanksha Thukral  
*Bacteriology*

Lav Thyagarajan  
*Electrical Engineering*

Brian Tilker  
*Engineering*

Tiffany Noelle Torres  
*Social Work*

Devan Leigh Tracy  
*Engineering*

Agnes Traye  
*Business: Marketing*

Christopher Tremel  
*Electrical Engineering*

Rebekah Anne Tripp  
*Social Work*

Alicia N. Truchon  
*Bacteriology*

Emily Anne Tsoy  
*French Studies*

Balaji Rohit Tummala  
*Electrical Engineering*

Srinivas Tunuguntla  
*Computer Sciences*

Catherine Turng  
*Life Sciences Communication*

Melanie Margaret Tyler  
*Biotechnology*

Madeline Christine Tyner  
*Library and Information Studies*

Ryan David Tyriver  
*Business: Accounting*

Timothy Joseph Tyrrell  
*Biomedical Engineering*

Eric Underwood  
*Business: Accounting*

April Lynne Unterberger  
*Social Work*

Brady Uotinen  
*Business: Accounting*

Luke Urbain  
*Spanish*

Allison Erin Urbanus  
*Communication Sciences and Disorders*

Ben Usem  
*Business: Accounting*

Gopalakrishnan Uthamakrishnan  
*Industrial and Systems Engineering*

Akshay Uttamani  
*Computer Sciences*

Joshua Steven Vahala  
*Electrical Engineering*

Jesse Daniel Van Divier  
*Curriculum and Instruction*

Shauntal J. Van Dreel  
*Social Work*

Jennifer Lynn Van Roy  
*Educational Leadership and Policy Analysis*

Victoria Ann Van Vrede  
*Genetic Counseling Studies*

Alyssa Vanchena  
*Business: Accounting*

Savannah Jane Vanden Berg  
*Social Work*

Troy Vander Pas  
*Business: General Management*

Samantha Faith Vanderveren  
*Social Work*

Shevon Anthony Vannitamby  
*Engineering*

Shohane Anthony Vannitamby  
*Engineering*

Ashwin Varadarajan  
*Electrical Engineering*

Caglar Varcin  
*Agricultural and Applied Economics*

David Vargas  
*Social Work*

Manasa Venkatesh  
*Economics*

Subasree Venkatsubramaniy  
*Computer Sciences*

Mohit Verma  
*Computer Sciences*

Priyanka Verma  
*Business: Marketing*

Sean Vidal  
*Business: Marketing*

Ena Vijay  
*Business: Finance, Investment and Banking*

Kristen Lyn Vincent  
*Cartography and Geographic Information Systems*

Vinodh Kumar Vinodh Kumar Siddharth  
*Computer Sciences*

Aroon Viswanathan  
*Business: General Management*

Lalitha Manjapara Viswanathan  
*Computer Sciences*

Anika Mara Vittands  
*Curriculum and Instruction*

Nataliya Vladimirova  
*Business: Real Estate and Urban Land Economics*

Steven Keyes Vosberg  
*Agronomy*

Ryan Wagner  
*Business: General Management*

Samantha Wall  
*Social Work*

Chen Wang  
*Computer Sciences*

Chuyi Wang  
*Statistics*

Congyu Wang  
*Business: Accounting*

Eden Wang  
*Business: Accounting*

Heli Wang  
*Journalism and Mass Communication*

Huiyi Wang  
*Economics*

Jesse Francis Wang  
*Biomedical Engineering*

Shuo Yang Wang  
*Statistics*

Tianli Wang  
*Mathematics*

Weihao Wang  
*Statistics*

Yan Wang  
*Business: Management and Human Resources*

Yidong Wang  
*Journalism and Mass Communication*

Yiming Wang  
*Statistics*

Yingjie Wang  
*Business: Accounting*

Yinuo Wang  
*Journalism and Mass Communication*

Yiwen Wang  
*Statistics*

Yudi Wang  
*Industrial Engineering*

Yuelei Wang  
*Civil and Environmental Engineering*

Yueyao Wang  
*Statistics*

Yuhui Wang  
*Statistics*

Yunwei Wang  
*Educational Leadership and Policy Analysis*

Yuzhen Wang  
*Economics*

Zhaochen Wang  
*Mathematics*

Zhaochen Wang  
*Mathematics*

Zhenting Wang  
*Mathematics*
Julia Frances Wanke  
*Social Work*

Abby Wanserski  
*Library and Information Studies*

Ryan Michael Ward  
*Business: Marketing*

Karissa Lynn Warner  
*Curriculum and Instruction*

Katherine Ann Warren  
*Biotechnology*

Peter Weatherer  
*Civil and Environmental Engineering*

Shiyan Wei  
*Economics*

Derek Weisman  
*Business: Accounting*

Megan Lynn Wendt  
*Social Work*

Jacqueline Ann Werner  
*Social Work*

Samuel Jon Wessel  
*Urban and Regional Planning*

Anna Leigh Wessley  
*Social Work*

Paul West  
*Business: Accounting*

Elizabeth Ann Westover  
*Social Work*

Jeffrey Joseph Wettstein  
*Electrical Engineering*

Leah Wetzel  
*Business: Operations and Technology Management*

Michael Edwin Wheeler  
*Environment and Resources*

Jamie Lee White  
*Library and Information Studies*

Stephanie White  
*Engineering*

Candice Renae Whitmore  
*Educational Leadership and Policy Analysis*

Courtney Michelle Wick  
*Social Work*

Sierra Ann Widule  
*Social Work*

Alyssa Marie Wild  
*Communication Sciences and Disorders*

Ericka L. Wild  
*Social Work*

Katie Sue Wilke  
*Social Work*

Farin Williams  
*Business: Marketing*

Kalyanna Tashay Williams  
*Dairy Science*

Skylar S. Williams  
*Atmospheric and Oceanic Sciences*

Richard Bruce Wilson II  
*Educational Leadership and Policy Analysis*

Madeline Wimmer  
*Horticulture*

Samantha R. Wimmer  
*Social Work*

Savannah Allison Windhorn  
*Business: Accounting*

Carla Winsor  
*Engineering Mechanics*

Erin M. Winter  
*Computer Sciences*

Christopher Dean Wirz  
*Life Sciences Communication*

Patrick T. Wise  
*Business: Finance, Investment and Banking*

Elise Woik  
*Social Work*

Olivia Valentina Wolkoff  
*Communication Sciences and Disorders*

Christopher Wolter  
*Interdisciplinary Theatre Studies*

Soong Kit Wong  
*International Public Affairs*

Praewa Wongburi  
*Civil and Environmental Engineering*

Courtney Ann Woods  
*Curriculum and Instruction*

Stephan Woods  
*Business: General Management*

Jessie Wright  
*Business: Arts Administration*

Da Wu  
*Economics*

Di Wu  
*Electrical Engineering*

Fan Wu  
*Electrical Engineering*

Huanwen Wu  
*Statistics*

Yaqi Wu  
*English*

Reed Wuttke  
*Agricultural and Applied Economics*

Yiping Xia  
*Journalism and Mass Communication*

Zhongyi Xia  
*Electrical Engineering*

Xiaochen Xian  
*Statistics*

Tiang He Xiang  
*Economics*

Yu Xia  
*Economics*

Yaqianhui Xie  
*Economics*

Chi Xu  
*English*

Haruki Yamaguchi  
*Computer Sciences*

Hnub Yang  
*Social Work*

Mingyi Yang  
*Statistics*

Shu-Ching Yang  
*Biological Systems Engineering*

Zeyu Yang  
*Statistics*

Casey Elizabeth Yanta  
*Social Work*

Qian Yao  
*Agricultural and Applied Economics*

Kruti Yellapantula  
*Journalism and Mass Communication*

Yida Yin  
*Statistics*

Dongyue Ying  
*Economics*

Daniela Olivia Yo  
*Social Work*

Gloria Young  
*Curriculum and Instruction*

Joel Charles Young  
*Engineering*

Chanel Elizabeth Youngs  
*Social Work*

Ke Yu  
*Economics*

Mei Xi Yu  
*Educational Leadership and Policy Analysis*

Peiyang Yu  
*Statistics*

Shuqi Yu  
*Mathematics*

Yue Yu  
*Educational Leadership and Policy Analysis*

Zhizhao Yu  
*Mechanical Engineering*

Jenny Nicole Yuan  
*Business: General Management*

Ke Yuan  
*Environmental Conservation*

Ming Yuan  
*Business: Accounting*

Kathrynn Zagorski  
*Business: General Management*

Joseph D. Zapf  
*Business: General Management*

Xinyuan Zeng  
*Mathematics*

Allen Zhang  
*Mathematics*

Bolun Zhang  
*Mechanical Engineering*

Chengning Zhang  
*Statistics*
Di Zhang  
Curriculum and Instruction

Guiming Zhang  
Computer Sciences

Jiabao Zhang  
Music: Performance

Jiarui Zhang  
Agricultural and Applied Economics

Kejing Zhang  
Mathematics

Kevin Zhang  
Computer Sciences

Kun Zhang  
Economics

Liang Zhang  
Electrical Engineering

Morgan Zhang  
Computer Sciences

Pei Zhang  
Business: Finance, Investment and Banking

Qi Zhang  
Business: Operations and Technology Management

Sai Zhang  
Business: Accounting

Shengtian Zhang  
Economics

Wei Zhang  
Library and Information Studies

Xinxin Zhang  
Business: Accounting

Yanqi Zhang  
Electrical Engineering

Yatong Zhang  
Business: Accounting

Yaxu Zhang  
Economics

Yubin Zhang  
Mathematics

Yuhan Zhang  
Agricultural and Applied Economics

Zhen Zhang  
Computer Sciences

Dilin Zheng  
Industrial Engineering

Letian Zheng  
Business: Accounting

Mengdian Zheng  
Journalism and Mass Communication

Jiyu Zhou  
Business: Accounting

Xiaoyu Zhou  
Statistics

Youjia Zhou  
Statistics

Yuchen Zhou  
Urban and Regional Planning

Lingou Zhu  
Environmental Conservation

Qiuyun Zhu  
Statistics

Weifeng Zhu  
Statistics

Yuhong Zhu  
English

Jacob Paul Ziehr  
Educational Psychology

Brian G. Zimmerman  
Atmospheric and Oceanic Sciences

Brian G. Zimmerman  
Civil and Environmental Engineering

Jacob Zonneveld  
Business: General Management

Diego Zorita Arroyo  
Spanish

Qun Zou  
Computer Sciences

Camp Randall Memorial Arch
This list of undergraduate degree candidates was compiled from information available to the Office of the Registrar as of March 31, 2017, and should not be regarded as conclusive evidence of graduation or academic standing.

UW–Madison does not use Latin honorifics such as cum laude. Students honored for distinctive scholastic achievement have completed a minimum of 60 credits at UW–Madison and have a cumulative grade-point average placing them within the top 20 percent of graduating students in the school or college.

Selection as an honors candidate indicates participation in the Honors Program in the student’s school or college.

College of Agricultural and Life Sciences

Stephanie Adame
Margaret Rose Agnew
Amanda Aiello
Paige Lindsay Alexander
Hunter Joseph Aliotti
‡ Jodi Ann Allison
Besma Aly
‡ Ryan Lawrence Andersen
Sydney Renee Anhalt
Destiny Lynn Baars
Kelsey Lynn Baer
Brianna Lynn Baeten
‡ Lauren Baker
Alan Banh
‡ Caroline Emilie-Jeanne Barham
Jeremiah Wade Barkstrom
Jacob William Barth
Latifa Barti
Nicolas David Bartz
Scott Bauer
Lane Katherine Baumbach
Nevan Gerard Baus
Brian Beal
Daniel Beavers
‡ Nora Elicerio Beckemeyer
Raeane Bedker
Kristen Anne Bednar
‡ Zachary Taylor Beethem
Meredith Grace Behm
Terry Lee Bellendorf
James Thomas Benning
Sarah Louise Bennin
Madeline Bergan
‡ Bruce Jake Berger
Jillian Rae Berkan
† Sorosh Besharat
Manvire Bhajar
John Aaron Biemann
Kole Binger
Sarah Rose Bishop
Amelia Ann Bitant
‡ Faith Blair
Jordan Michels Blakeslee
Jacob Blazkovec
Matthew Scott Blegen
Katherine Anne Boden
Angelina Rosalia Boerke
Stephanie Ann Bohn
Naomi Vista Boldon
Brittney Ann Boldt
Meghan Elizabeth Bolens
‡ Julia Boles
Justin Amaya Bond
Amanda Borkowski
Fady Botros
Elli Rose Bowman
Chazz El’ Lord Bracey
Nicole Sherry-Clare Brandt
Sara Bratager
‡ Avery Kennedy Brauer
‡ Megan Clare Breckheimer
Haley Michelle Bremer
Amber Lynn Brionez
‡ Michelle Rebecca Britton
‡ Taylor Beth Brockman
David Brodel
Matthew Scott Brodhead
Katherine Brow
‡ Caroline Brown
Vittorio Joseph Brown
Caroline Grace Bruehl
Brandon Dean Buchholtz
‡ Jourdan Buchler
Connor Buettgen
‡ Matthew Joseph Buettner
Kelly Victoria Buh
Lauren Burich
Robert Alan Burmeister Jr.
Kelsey Katharina Busch
Morgan Buser
Manuel Calzada Ollarzabal
Nicole Marie Canavati
James Collin Canfield
‡ Bradley Adam Carlson
Julia Carlson
Laura Carlson
Marigrace Katherine Carney
Maria Daniela Castillo Castillo
Santonio Latony Cathery
Carlie Renee Cervantes De Blois
Darrius Marquis Chambers
Gwendolyn Wyn Xi Chan
On Lui Chan
Sydney Jessica Chason
Amber Marie Chasteen
Amiel Chen
Weisheng Chen
Jason Chladek
Ryan Christianson
† Kara Wing Chung
Evau Michael Chybowski
Elizabeth Claire Ciborowski
Eric Clapper
Rachel Alexis Claussen
Corey Clement
‡ Katie Clements
Kohl Clemens
Sarah Emily Clifford
Jayden Keita Cline
Kaylee Anne Cloghessy
Maxine Tunnicliff Coady
Hannah Rose Cohen
Maarten Colby
Clara Yvonne Cole
Allison Nicole Connell
Tony Cortez
Jim Wolfgang Costello-Mikecz
Rebecca Gabrielle Cowan
Mark Cummings
David Cupp
Trista Elizabeth Cushman
Hanah Sarah Cytron
‡ Madison Elizabeth Czerwinski
Alina Vladimirovna Dain
Erin Daly
Alex Daneshgar
† Alyssa Daniels

† Honors Candidate
‡ Candidate for Distinctive Scholastic Achievement
Michelle Jiloyan Darian
Daniel Lyon Davies
Ashley Patricia Davis
Neil Davis
‡ Andrew Tyler Delaitsch
Harini Desikan
Drew Dettmann
Grace Isabella Deubler
† Craig DeValk
Elliot Dhuey
Christopher Diaczun
Anna Kathryn Dierking
‡ Andrew Docter
Jarod Donar
Jacquelyn Meryl Donohue
Austin Kenneth Doro
Haley Caitlin Doughman
Megan Marie Dressel
John Drew
Jefferson Ian Driscoll
Gavin Droessler
Mark Duchow
† Zachary James Dumar
Melissa Dunn
Nicole Dunn
Alexis Victoria Dunnun
Stella Duong
Nicholas Duratinsky
‡ Mackenzie Brooke Dutton
Elise Anne Duwell
Sarah Elizabeth Dvorak
Mattias James Dworschack
Isaac Paul Dzubay
Jordan Bradley Ebert
Christopher Barnett Eckerman
Timothy James Edquist
‡ Carly Wall Edson
Sarah Egan
Kristina Egggener
Eric Einerson
Malia Elmeer
Kristine Marie Elsaen
Makayla Emmer
Natalie Ann Endres
Sydney Frances Endres
† Tyler N. Engel
‡ Nicholas Michael Engen
Thomas Andrew English
Cory Epprecht
Daniel Edward Erickson
Forrester Gage Evertsen
‡ Rachel Lynne Fader
Charles Spencer Fairbanks
John Tyler Faldet
Jarjieh Fang
Walker Kenneth Fanning
‡ Austin Jeffrey Farber
Gabrielle Harrison Farquhar
‡ Caroline Marie Fazzio
‡ Cody Fearing-Kabler
Elizabeth Feltman
‡ Julie Anne Fischer
‡ Madeline Suzanne Fischer
Adam Michael Flannery
Jenna Meagan Fletcher
Justin Fluegge-Elmer
Emmett Jay Folger
Ash Fonjungo
‡ Emily Rachel Forster
Robert Joseph Fox Jr.
‡ Jared Jerome Francois
Katherine Franz
‡ Madeline Elaine Friedman
Hannah Fritsch
† Wen Fu
Paul Wilder Caskey Gabriel
Jason Ryan Gackowski
Benjamin James Gafner
Kamden Taylor Gahr
Leo Robert Gallagher
Megan Chardell Gannon
Madeline Janell Ganther
† Hailey Garhan
Tyler Gatz
Grace Olivia Gavin
Iain Robert Gedrose
Nathaniel Gentle
‡ Katie Gentry
Alissa Pauline Geske
‡ Sebastian William Giakas
Megan Lynn Gilbertson
Cole Stephen Gilford
‡ Charles Christopher Giuliani
‡ Mirelle Elaine Goetz
‡ Daniel T. Gould
Tanner Matthew Gould
† Sara Jane Grange
‡ Alyssa Graves
Nicholas Griessmeyer
Crystal Griffin
‡ Margaret May Grimm
Bradley Richard Griswold
Will Gross
‡ Jordan Gruel
‡ Alison Guen
‡ Caitlin Guell
‡ Cayla Marie Guerra
Karla Noemi Guerrero
Victoria Lynn Guerrero
Kylie Gullett
‡ Wanjia Guo
Lauren Rebecca Gustafson
Jessica Guzlecki
Nathan James Haag
‡ Casey Marie Haas
‡ Max Aaron Beck Haase
Eric Todd Habermann
Ava Habibi
Larissa Hacker
‡ Madeline J. Haedt
Ethan Cody Halloran
Devon Hamilton
Kate Anne Handberg
Stephen Handojo
Seth Charles Hannah
Mackenzie May Hansen
Madeline Elizabeth Hanson
Morgan Harbst
‡ Sydney Elizabeth Harris
April Danielle Hatcher
Benjamin Michael Havlicek
Savannah Shae Haynie
Cecilia He
Michael Heard
Christopher John Hebel
Wilhelm Robert Heider
† Evan Anthony Heiderscheit
Lukas Ronald Heins
Julissa Rebecca Heinz
Katherine Marie Helbig
Korina Ann Hendricks
Sarah Hennessy
Graham Henning
Amy Elizabeth Hensel
‡ Allison Hentschell
‡ Grant Wellington Herrman
Joshua Vernon Herrmann
† Laura Herzog
‡ Sara Ann Herzog
Erika Hetzel
Emily Jane Hicks
Hosanna Higemengist
Christina Alexandra Higgins
Maximillian Paul Hilbert
Morgan Lee Hill
Nicholas Jeffrey Hill
Jacqueline Christine Hilliard
Sarah Ann Hodapp
Michael David Hohenwalter
Henry Thomas Holdorf
‡ James Holmquest
Brooke Danielle Holstrum

† Honors Candidate
‡ Candidate for Distinctive Scholastic Achievement
Andrue Holten
‡ Paul Michael Holthaus
Danielle Marie Holtz
Lauren Ann Holtz
† Runyu Hong
Alyssa Kay Hotz
‡ Thomas J. Houghland
Courtney Kristine Hove
Nicole Annalise Hulick
Kelsey Sue Huntington
Robert Hussey
‡ Jacob Bauer Hutner
Kathryn Anne Imgrind
Angela Helen Ingrassia
Cassandra Jo Isaac
Madeleine Rose Isenberg
Oseghale Ituah
Taylor Jacobs
Shivani Jain
Peter Jakus
Danielle Marie Holtz
† Runyu Hong
‡ Paul Michael Holthaus
Danielle Marie Holtz
Lauren Ann Holtz
† Runyu Hong
Alyssa Kay Hotz
‡ Thomas J. Houghland
Courtney Kristine Hove
Nicole Annalise Hulick
Kelsey Sue Huntington
Robert Hussey
‡ Jacob Bauer Hutner
Kathryn Anne Imgrind
Angela Helen Ingrassia
Cassandra Jo Isaac
Madeleine Rose Isenberg
Oseghale Ituah
Taylor Jacobs
Shivani Jain
Peter Jakus

‡ Benjamin Thomas Johnson
Brittany Johnson
Laura Lynn Johnson
Melanie Ruth Johnson
Sarah Johnson
Gregory Michael Jones
‡ Madeleine Jones
Isaac Allen Jordan
Zhihui Ju
Jessa Breigh Justen
Jonathan Matthew Kaletka
Esha Kamath
Kaleigh Marie Karlen
Samuel Joseph Karolewicz
Dayton Van Kassner
Kennedy Jean Kauth
Kyle Athony Kazmierczak
Lucjan Antoni Kazmierczak
Courtney Rose Keefe
Emma Keel
Rachel Keller
‡ Aria Kenarsary
Michael Kenyon
Graeme Taylor Kernick
Spencer Keyser
‡ Andrew James Kilger
Jefferson Daniel Killian IV
Bennett James King
‡ Emily King
Steven King
Chase Kinney
Matthew Benjamin Kipping
Elizabeth Anne Klein
Katherine Elizabeth Klein
† Taylor Anne Klein
‡ Alex Klimenko
‡ Brianna Knudtson
Eric Koberle
Lauren Koch
Payton Elizabeth Koechell
Bronson Storm Koenig
† Katherine Demi Kokkini
Bri Patrick Kokta
Abby Marie Kolbow
Holly Marie Kometer
Taylor Konkle
Mamawa Konouwa
Valerie Lynn Kopiske
† Marissa Genevieve Osvat Korte
James John Koshick
Kevin P. Koval
‡ Nicole Marion Kowalski
Michael Patrick Kozuch
Hannah Kranz
Molly Marie Krause
Sarah A. Krier
Amanda Patricia Krueger
AnnaKathryn Vork Kruger
Dominika Krynica
Shelby Kuenzli
Madeline Rose Kuhn
Jake Robert Kurczewski
Kristina Kusel
Patrick John Lacey
Bryce Lackey
Spencer D. Lacombe
Jordan Matthew Lacrosse
Robert Laing
Jacquelyn Michelle Laitisch
‡ David Lambert
‡ Christine Elizabeth Lamp
Linnea Langusch
Brent Larsen
Erik Paul Logen Larsen
Joshua Allan Larson
‡ Rachel Catherine Larson
Elsa Anne Lauer
Jordyn Elizabeth Laufenberg
Erin Elizabeth Laundre
Kurtis Richard Lawe
Thi Le
Joel Spencer Ledvina
Michele Lee
Taeoh Lee
Mariel Catherine Leering
Indigo Leslie
Celine Lie
Analise Rose Lindborg
Molly Linden
Hailey Nicole Lisher
Anita Liu
Diana Liu
Wai Tsun Lo
Giana Chiara Lollino
Giorgi Lomaia
Christopher Edward Lopez
Emma Lopez
Bobby Lor
Vong Lor
‡ Maci Jo Louwagie
Yucheng Lu
Rylan Leonard Lubeck
Tosha Rae Lucas
Megan Anne Luebbe
Stephanie Luedtke
Qingzi Luo
Junalee Kay Ly
Emily Elaine Lynch
Jessica Marie Mackie
‡ Noah Leo Maerz
‡ Sarah Ann Magnuson
Travis Clay Patrick Mahoney
Morgan Rose Maiers
Talia Emily Maio
Jacob Mandli
Mariano Vittorio Maniscalco
‡ Taylor Michelle Marcone
Mackenzie Marcus
Katelyn Marie Marks
Samuel Adam Marquardt
‡ Brett Gregory Marshall
Tiffany Ruth Marshall
Francisco Martinez
Michelle Mary Matsui
‡ Alec McCann
John Ralph McCauley IV
Reba Riley McClone
Courtney L. McCourt
Kevin McDonough
Erin Keely McGaughey
Brittanice Lea McGuire
Ian Emmerich McIntire
Shannon Miyuki McKinney
‡ Janel Mckinney
‡ Ethan McLeod
Kristine Kathryn McMahon
‡ Margaret Tess Medo
‡ Courtney Michelle Mehring
John Joseph Meredith
‡ Marissa Paige Meshulam
Jocelyn Rochelle Meyer
Margaret Rose Meyer
Michael David Meyer
Andrew David Meyerhofer
Jiaqi Mi
‡ Daniel Mikel
‡ Rhianna Rose Miles
Laura Millar
Katherine Elizabeth Miller
‡ Mercedes Miller
‡ Samantha Anne Miller
‡ Katarina Miloslavjevic
Logan Mohr
Matthew James Monette
Patrick Moosai
‡ Jackson Moran
Ryan Victoria Moriarty
Alexander James Motl
Yengkhong Moua
Ashlee Ann Moulton
Andrea Jane Moyer
Agnieszka Mynarska
Caitlynne Naughton
Emma DeBurge Neale
Nicole Nehls
Casey Jane Nelson
Gretta Nelson
‡ Jacob Patrick Nelson
Megan Joy Nelson
‡ Molly Neubauer
Kyleen Marie Neuhold
Christopher Ba Phuc Nguyen
Nicole Shea Niebler
Wiktoria Anna Niewiadomski
Andrea Nino de Guzman
‡ Yuko Nishikawa
Sofia I. Noguera
† Erik Nolan
Sarah Louise Northey
‡ Sara Renee Novak
Hali Ann Marie Nygard
Joseph O’Brien
‡ Thomas Joseph O’Brien
Samantha Anne Oldenburg
Nicholas David Olsen
Olushola Oluwakemi Olukoga
Hailey Orsted
Aopeng Ou
Alexandra Parks Overman
‡ Alia Noelle Paavola
Amanda Renee Padlo
Wyatt Paltzer
‡ Echo Pan
Juliana Panelli
Hannah Louise Parkhurst
Scott Pass
Kristyn Paszkiewicz
Greeshma Patel
‡ Sagar Shailesh Patel
Elisse Ann Pavletich
Tyler Pawelski
Kaylyn Payne
Katelyn Peckham
Matthew Colin Pereyra
Nicole Renee Perrett
Rachel Perry
Erica Lynn Petersen
‡ Hanna Kristina Peterson
‡ Chloe Genevieve Peyton
Jack McCormack Picchetti
‡ Hannah Marie Pierce
Hannah Elizabeth Pilch
‡ Cody James Pinnow
Hannah Nicole Pinter
Natalie Rose Piper
Steven Paul Plesh
‡ Ellie Plonsky
Erica M. Płybeah
Erlanda Pociute
‡ Ellen Elizabeth Poikonen
Kayden Alexander Poland
Katrina Polkinghorn
Dana Patricia Pomerenke
Mason Poon
Elizabeth Claire Poser
Sydney Marie Potts
Jessica Pralle
Allan Scot Prichard
‡ Rachel Elizabeth Privett
Mitchell Prokop
Zhen Qin
‡ Lijing Quan
‡ Cheyenne Quandt-Walle
Emma Elizabeth Radley
Matej Radonic
Jake Radtke
Leanza Caroline Rakowski
Sneha Ramesh
Tarijani Milind Ranade
Federica Ranelli
‡ Julien Joseph Rashid
James Riley Rasmussen
Nikki Rasmussen
Claire Ruth Rater
Kavya Rathi
Richard John Rausch Jr.
† Ryan Rebernick
Mara Foley Redding
Natalie Ann Rehn
Adam Relich
Dalton James Remfrey
Therese Louise Renaud
Hattie Sue Rhode
Donale J. Richards
Landon Cornell Riggs Jr.
Eric Scott Roberts
Tiffany Jill Roberts
Samantha Jean Robertson
Jonathan Daniel Rodriguez
Kyle Michael Roessler
Emily Rogahn
Alexis Romero
Deanna Lynn Ronne
Konstantin Rosich
David Lee Ross III
Kathleen Jacqueline Roush
† Timothy Routes
‡ McKenzie Rae Rowley
Jared Douglas Rudolph
Edward Ruiz
‡ Kayla Jean Sailer
Harleen Saini
‡ Joseph Robert Salata
Katelyn Elise Salzburger
Danielle Sampers
Robin Joan Sandner
Gene Alejandro Sarmiento
Hannah Saskowski
Anastasia V. Savelyeva
Melanie Anne Schave
Samantha Lynn Scheel
Seth Schiffbauer
‡ Hazel Marie Schira
Taylor Schleusner
‡ Emily Renee Schmidt
Mark Schmidt
† Samuel John Schmitz
Zachary Joseph Schmitz
† Matthew Schneider
Alexa Marie Schnurr
Austin Schopbach
Abbey Schueller
Bradley Allen Schultz
Casie Lyn Schulze
† Honors Candidate
‡ Candidate for Distinctive Scholastic Achievement
Cally Jo Schumal
Adam James Schuman
Ross Schwartz
Kylie Anne Schwarz
Hannah Andrea Schwarzbach
Morgan Scrobel
Michael Seaman
‡ Cassie Sommer Sedgwick
‡ MEGs Seeley
‡ Gilad Shai Segal
Andrew Rodney Sell
Daniel Paul Selner
Molly Claire Sequin
‡ Christopher David Setzke
Erica Rae Shaffer
LEYan Shalabi
‡ Kelly Shannon
Danielle Sharfman
Nicholas Lee Shaughnessy
Adam Sheahan
Emily Jean Sheely
Maxwell Michael Shenkenberg
Anthony Allen Shepherd
Robertson Philip Shepherd
Daniel Kazuo Shinsako
Ava Vera Shirikian
Elizabeth Abigail Shklover
Mansa Shroff
Paige Sieben
Benjamin Aaron Sieger
Audrey Marie Paule Simard
‡ Jessica Jean Simon
Matthew Jay Simon
Mikayla Simonson
Kritika Singh
Vishy Singh
‡ Laurens Sipple
Jasmine Grace Skamsor
Lauren Erika Sklarow
Megan Elizabeth Skoyen
Joshua Alexander Smentek
Patrick Quinn Smet
Sarah Smith
‡ Adelaide Mila Sobotik
Matt Brian Somppi
‡ Yang Song
‡ Nicholas James Sorensen
‡ Laura Sowin
Ian Sparks
Connor William Spencer
Caitlin Spring
Paige Springer
Mackenzie Cathryn Spurgat
Dionysios Mozelle Spyrota
Akshitha Sreeram
‡ Andrew James Stangl
Brigham John Starks
Mitchell Scott Sedman
Thomas Daniel Steffel
‡ Forrest Joseph-Guentner Stehul
Danielle Nicole Steinberg
‡ Madison Mae Nielsen Steinbrenner
Hannah Elizabeth Stellrecht
Dylan Stevenson
‡ Ann Sticha
Logan Stieglman
Katarina Stillman
Giangelia Maria Stokes
Bridget Lorraine Stollfus
Gabriella Alexandra Struger
Laural Haulland Strugnell
Jordan Anne Stuppnig
Erika Ann Suchla
Eliphelisha Liman Suhendra
Vera Swanson
John Syburg
Nabeela Syeda
‡ Talia Marie Syversen
Nadia Tabbal
Jin Wen Tan
‡ Abigail Margaret Tangney
Rui Tao
‡ Rehan Tariq
Bradley Taylor
Rachel Chang Taylor
Anna Olivia Teeter
Jordan Teichen
‡ Samuel Geiger Tesch
Candise Teschner
Jamie Ann Testwuide
Zoua Plia Thao
Julie Thelen
Andrew Vincent Thomas
Wachong Thor
Ruchi Todi
David Toles
‡ Maisie Tolzmann
Michaela Virginia Topitzes
Maria Topp
Katrina Lynn Torason
Amanda W. Toy
Conner Gregory Treloff
Suzanne Nadia Treml
Courtney Jeanne Trinastic
Nicholas Andrew Troiola
Katherine Truong
Devanie Tucker
Tyler Tumey
‡ Natalie Ann Tupper
Kaitlin Marie Tushoski
Carol Tiverberg
Connor Udelhoven
Anders Richard Uppgaard
Brenna Rose Upshall
Glenda Aveli Váldrez
Troy Philip Valle
‡ Jordyn Van
Amy Marie Van Aartsen
‡ Dana Rose Van De Hey
Abby Van Haren
Katelyn Marie Van Treeck
Nicholas Paul Vandenlangenberg
Elizabeth Zer Vang
Pong Peterson Vang
Kelly Elizabeth Verhaalen
Madeline Grace Viegut
Alex Ruben Villarreal
Randi Leah Vince
Pamela Marie Voegeli
‡ Corey Michael Vogel
‡ Luise von Below
Megan Kathleen Wagner
Aaron Walbrun
Dakotah Jane Walker
Andrew James Wallace
Matthew Joseph Waller
‡ Savannah Waller
William Barlo Walleser
Madeleine Jane Wanamaker
Yixuan Wang
Zihao Wang
‡ Jarrett Abernathy Warden
Bradley Allen Warmka
Sabyn Warrick
Egal Ahmed Warsame
Kyle M. Wayner
Erica Weber
‡ Maria Elizabeth Weber
Austin Curtis Weborg
Gabrielle Weekly
‡ Madeline Wegener
Claire Catherine Wegert
Madisson Rose Weier
Laurel Nicole Weimar
Fritz Wells
Adam West
Elizabeth Marie Westrick
‡ Ryleigh White
Taylor Marie Wicklund
Haley Nicole Wienes
Meghan Wierschke
Jessica Renate Wigand

‡ Honors Candidate
‡ Candidate for Distinctive Scholastic Achievement
Honors Candidate
Candidate for Distinctive Scholastic Achievement

Tanner Steven Wik
† Audrey Ruby Lucette Wilde
Kelly Theresa Wilfert
Kevin Wilke-Nadler
Claire Joelle Williams
Taylor Yukai Wilmut
† Bridget Ann Winchester
† Amanda Winter
Anna Kathleen Witt
Daniel Wolski
‡ Nathan Gee Wong
Sophia Louise Wood
Mitchell Worzalla
Anna E. Wright
Anna Wu
† William Xiang
Pahoua Xiong
Touyeng J. Xiong
‡ Meng Xu
Austin Yahr
Annie Yang
Rachelle Sophie Yang
Tiffany Yang
Indigo Deme Yeager
Emily Khar Yhon Yee
† Yinuo Yin
Justin Joseph Young
Jiaoying Yu
Trevor Zachman-Brockmeyer
Emily Christine Zagorski
Elise Lynn Zamzow
Jacob Zasada
Aubrie Rose Zellner
Edward Thomas Zemaitis II
Aijing Zhang
‡ Dian Zhang
Jordan Ziegler
Lezlie Marie Zink

College of Engineering

Shaun Aakre
Lauren Abrahams
Alyssa Jane Acheson
Derek William Adam
Duncan Edwin Adams
Brendan Adolf
Abdullah Akhtar
Janerra Allen
Matthew Benjamin Allen
Muhammad Ali M Alqahtani
Mensah Joseph Amuzu

‡ My An-Adirekkun
Hillary Leigh Anderson
‡ Charlie Andrew
Ivan D. Andrewjeski
Payton Christopher Archambault
Rebecca Aronson
‡ Daniel W. Baack
George Peter Bailey
Grant Baker
Scott David Baldeshwiler
‡ Caleb John Baltes
Ryan Christopher Bambrough
Alex Bare
Ross Whitney Barker
Matthew Robert Bartling
Nathan Baskfield
Rodey Batiza
‡ Akash Batra
Ashley Bauer
‡ Roger Becker
Marcus Bekele
Lucas Benish
Elizabeth Marie Bergantino
Drew Berkhour
Jessie Bernitt
Kyle Peter Beth
Jiwei Bi
Thomas Bihler
Barbara Mae Birrittel
Tayler A. Blake
Quinn Eric Blankenheim
Emily Elise Blase
Erica Jean Bley
Samuel Harding Bley
Connor Jon Bonk
Adrien Bossogo-Egoume
Madison Boston
Madelynn Taylor Bouche
Sourinhone Bounket
Vladimir Bouriakov
‡ Saphia Marie Boutaghou
Dominique Haley Bowers
Jake Boxleitner
Benjamin Bradshaw
‡ Jonathan Joseph Brand
Steven Thomas Brandt
‡ Shelby Braun
Katherine Kim Brebrick
‡ Samantha Bates Brebrick
Noah Todd Breneman
Samuel McCallum Brenny
Nathan Lee Bressler
Devin Daniel Brick
Jonathan Steven Britton
William Jeffery Brosius Jr.
Shawn Brouwer
Riley Robert Bruce
Matthew Bruciati
Emily Jane Brunner
Jeremy Michael Brunner
Justin Brzeczkowski
Cassandra Brzicki
Abby Buarapha
Joshua Bunting
‡ Andrew Robert Burdick
Derek Daniel Burling
Zachary James Burmeister
‡ Christopher Burns
Kinsey Bury
Jonathan David Butler
Patrick Cabreros
‡ Keifer Allan Caebe
Xiang Cai
‡ Tieler Avery Callazo
Michael Alan Canales
‡ Thomas James Carlson
William Conner Carpenter
Andrew Cain Castle
Caius Afton Castro
Scott Patrick Catlin
Xavier Nathaniel Cervantes
‡ Shandong Chai
‡ Ruzhen Chen
‡ Peng Cheng
Kristen Marie Cherney
Zixin Chi
Brandon Matthew Chin
Eric Joseph Ciszewski
Kevin William Clark
Spencer Hayden Clark
Timothy Clark
Jeffrey Cofsky
Patrick Thomas Coleman
Kevin Donald Collins
Katherine Jean Condon
Kasey Marie Connor
‡ Micaela Connors
Aaron Andrew Conrad
Mitchell Charles Corcoran
‡ Nathaniel Philip Corey
‡ Timothy Coutre
Patrick James Crane
Matthew Nathaniel Creyer
Alexander Penning Cross
Anthony C. Cudzinovic
Yi Cui
Jack Dallimore
‡ Vellicia Darwongso
Darcy Davis
‡ Wesley Allan Deyoung
Nitish Sunder Dharmar
Amelia Agustin Dhrsana
Christopher Martin Didier
James Randal Dieck
Cory James Diederich
Jacob Diesler
Natalie Marie DiGuilio
‡ Logan Dirkx
‡ Alex Dirr
Justin Michael Dobbs
‡ Keith Dodd
Tyler Doering
Andrea Doll
Jason Doppelt
Maya Douglas
Patrick Jon Dowd
Eric Jeffrey Drakas
Matthew Clayton Drexler
Kristen Leigh Driscoll
Brian Michael Duffey
Brandon John Dunbar
Tyler Allan Dunbar
Michael Sean Dunham
Andrew John Theodore Duplissis
Samuel Michael Durben
Collin Michael Durler
Andrew James Easton
Mitchell Thomas Eberle
Daniel Robert Eckerson
Erman Egeli
Emily Anna Egge
Zachary Eglash
Eric Brian Eichstadt
Asher Michael Elmquist
Rebecca Endres
‡ Jonathan Gardner Enz
Galen Kirch Erickson
Austin Donnelly Evans
Hunter Falkowski
Katherine Marie Faust
Tristin Faust
Egan Felgus
Sean Carey Ferrell
‡ William S. Ferris
Thomas Richard Feustel
Cecilia Elise Figueroa
‡ Matthieu Thomas Filliat
Catherine Finedore
Andres Enrique Fink
Kirsten Fischer
‡ Zachary Dale Fiscus
† Bailey Grace Flanigan

Keenan Matthew Fliss
‡ Connor Jonathan Ford
Madeline Brooke Ford
Michael William Fortman
Zachary Michael Foust
Matthew Frick
Isak Patten Fruchtman
Guangwei Fu
Brittany Taylor Gallagher
‡ Brandon Garczynski
Mark Garrison
‡ Myles Brady Gasper
Nicholas Alan Gasser
Natalie Claire Gaughan
Shuming Ge
Stephanie Nicole Gegenheimer
Alex Gehrke
Austin Barrett Gehrke
‡ John Michael Getting
Hanna Eleanor Gjermo
‡ Joseph Patrick Goossens
Joseph Gorman
Dylan Sustandal Goss
Beau Gotthardt
Sheetal J. Gowda
‡ Casey Marie Grabow
Dan John Graf
Jonathan L. Graham II
Jonah Grant
Jack M. Graves
Zachary Thomas Graves
Ogden Riley Greene
‡ Colin Patrick Grosh
Alex Gruber
Matthew Thomas Guyader
Jake Haelner
Breanna Sue Hagerty
Jeremy Robert Hahn
Andrew Hajek
Joseph Raymond Hameister
Bryan Hankey
Stephen Lewis Hanko
Alyssa Ana Hantsch
Kyle Harris-Smith
Devin Andrew Hartleben
Seth Hasseler
Robert Arin Haupt
Caleb Charles Havens
Josh Erik Heggen
Joshua Lee Heid
Jacob William Heimsoth
Sarah Heinemann
Cedric Willem Heller
Jacob Hendricks
Ruth Kaonong Her
Jimmy Herman
Ashley Ann Hermanns
Francis Hertel
‡ Jonathan Herzog
Dominic Heus
Alec Hill
Ian Thomas Hill
Claire Elizabeth Hintz
Kyle Hoff
‡ Daniel James Holzer
Rebecca Holzer
† Samuel Moskal
Peter Moua
Caroline Mueller
Allissa Louise Munden
Elizabeth Murphy
Ashley Mussell
Mark Nachreiner
Aine Naughton
‡ Megan Florence Nelson
Benjamin James Nemacheck
Jacob Daniel Nesbit
Leah Rae Newell
Chris Nguyen
Giang Nguyen
Nicholas Nguyen
Vy Nguyen
Karl Marvin Niendorf
‡ Tyler Niesen
Whitney Ellen Nietz
Hoi Seung Noh
Ben O’Connell
Dustin Francis O’Connell
‡ Mikaela O’Keefe
‡ Jason O’Neal
Ashley Lauren Oakland
Forest Theodore Olsen
Samuel Jon Olson
Estela Janeth Ordonez Arteaga
‡ Drake Thomas Osaben
Matthew Charles Oswald
Matthew James Oswald
‡ Arel Savaskan Otles
‡ Huimin Ou
‡ Michael James Oudenhoven
Joseph Richmond Ouellette
Kelsey Jo Overkamp
Tanner Lee Owens
Anthony Joseph Palumbo
Jacob William Pandl
‡ Yuting Pang
Robert Arthur Panighetti
James Walter Papa
† Calvin Albert Parkin
William James Parks
Jordan J. Patt
Jared Joseph Paul
‡ Dana Maria Paz
Madalyn Jo Pechmann
‡ Kyle Pedersen
Jonathan Alfred Pederson
Frank Matthew Pelletier
‡ Viswesh Raj Periyasamy
‡ Nicholas John Perkl
‡ Zachary Joseph Petersen
‡ Jack Abbott Peterson
Jack David Peterson
Ryan Michael Peterson
‡ Jared Pettingill
Alexandra M. Picard
‡ Addison Woods Pierskalla
Julie May Pierson
David Andrew Piotrowski
Jacob Planton
John Platzer
Blake Pluemer
‡ Veronica Lynn Porubsky
Eleanor Benson Powell
Jacob Michael Pugely
Mystee Pulcine
‡ Randall Colin Pulfer
Abigail Jean Purgearst
Chuanwei Qi
Xijie Qin
Patrick Radish
Daniel James Radtke
Courtney Ransom
‡ Quinn Alexander Rashke
Mackenzie James Rathmanner
Danielle Elyse Redinbaugh
Nathaniel Arthur Rego
Kaitlyn Amanda Reichl
Daniel Reit
Mitchell Joseph Resch
‡ Alexander Retzlaff
James Patrick Rice
‡ Susan Mary Richmond
Rocio Pilar Riillo
William Eugene Rings
Ross Peter Riopelle
Colin John Roach
‡ Jackson Roach
Chase Jacob Robers
Patrick Roberts
Tyler Jason Roberts
‡ Katy Laroman Ruedinger
Alexander Dennis Ruge
Katherine Sullivan Ruge
Adam James Ruiz
Dylan James Rumble
Sara Jaclyn Ryan
Zachary Michael Sadowski
Thomas David Salgado
Amanda Rose Salzmann
Alexander Luis Sanchez
‡ David Thomas Sand
‡ John Nicholas Sandgren
Jonathan Santoso
Hisashi Satoh
Matt Saunders
Jeffrey Sazama
Egan Kevin Schaefer
Kurt David Schansberg
Rowayne Anthony Schatz III
Brian Schears
‡ Matthew Scheel
Bryan Walter Schlager
James Robert Schmidt
Matthew James Schneider
Laura Lyn Schott
‡ Luke Joseph Schranz
Justin David Schrimmer
‡ Bridget Ann Schuessler
Benjamin Schulte
Stephen Robert Douglas Schultz
Marcus Lee Sellers
‡ Ryan Phillip Serbin
Adhika Nanda Suryatin Setiawan
Amy Seymour
Aakash Shah
Elisa M. Shapson
Riley Patrick Shelton
‡ Barry Shepherd
Kunsong Shi
Maying Shi
Demitri Jade Shotwell
Gina Michelle Showers
Qiwen Shu
‡ Adam Shufelt
Jeremy Shufelt
Heather Lauren Shumaker
Grant Stewart Siedschlag
Peter Sileno
Wyatt Raymond Silha
Anna Elisabeth Simon
Jordan Harris Singer
Aabhas Singh
Charles John Sirek
Sean-Patrick Sirinek
William Robert Sixel
Shadarik Reis Skala
Kyle Anthony Skenandore
Matthew Skiles
Karsten Anders Sladky

† Honors Candidate
‡ Candidate for Distinctive Scholastic Achievement
Madison Kathleen Slepica
Sidney Bemrose Smith
Aaron Sonderman
Christina Marianna Sorenson
Erik James Southworth
Peter Spencer
Gregory Douglas Spicer
Gunnar Sroka
James Stecker
‡ Duncan Anthony Steenburgh
Alexander Gerald Steinhauer
Ryan Luke Stevens
Michael Storch
Christopher Michael Stout
‡ Alexander Davis Strange
Nathan Stratton
‡ Katrina Leigh Strobush
Matthew Daniel Stroh
Tianshuo Su
‡ Brandon Suchomel
Seok Cheon Suh
Eric James Sullivan
Nicholas Andrew Sullivan
Jiawei Sun
Derick Suss
Jonah Atticus Sutherland
Corey Edward Sweeney
Alexander Andrew Swenson
Tasnia Tabassum
‡ Andrew David Tautges
Harris Evan Taylor
Alexander Willis Teetzen
Matthew Thornton
‡ Christian Tigges
‡ Michelle Tong
Max Dillon Toso
Mitchell Gunnar Toso
Christopher Joseph Tramonte
Miles William Tryon-Petith
Andrew Uehling
‡ Tserendulam Ulam-Orgikh
Joseph Patrick Ulbrich
Alex Urbas
Theodore Gene Vaala
Arik Van Asten
‡ Zachary Mark Vander Velden
Nissa Maikou Vang
Xeyi Yang
Dylan Vassar
Rama Krishna Vemulapalli
Aldo Ventura
‡ Daniel Lee Vigil
Tiffany D. Voss
‡ Oliver Voumard
Zachary Wachtel
Drew Anthony Wacker
Johnnie Wagman
‡ Nolan Richard Wagner
Alexander Robert Walker
Eric Michael Wallat
Jorie Lyn Walters
‡ Stephen William Waltz
Jason Hao-Sean Wan
‡ Anthony Yihbor Wang
‡ Hanyin Wang
‡ Qingquian Wang
Shuyang Wang
‡ Xiaobo Wang
Matthew Christopher Warmuth
Brittany Morgan Warnell
Michael Steven Warren
‡ Sara Watry
‡ Jennifer Kay Weier
Maxwell Michael Weiland
Nathan Jeffrey Weis
‡ Ryan Yale Weisman
Graydon Alan Wellman
Erin Ruth Wendt
Luke Alexander Wennen
‡ Thejas Satish Wesley
Liam West
‡ Jennifer Ann Westlund
Thomas Scott Whitburn
Briana Felice White
Tucker Sheridan White
Andrew Graham Wiesman
Kyle Andrew Williams
Walker Williams
Wolfe Noah Williams
Kevin Jacob Wilson
Jackson Conrad Winger
Dean Wingert
Kyle Winkler
Michael Andrew Wohkittel
Samuel Aaron Wolcott
Anthony Wolf
Colton Woodruff
Matthew Joseph Worzala
Haotian Wu
Xuxiang Wu
‡ Cheng Xiang
Charles Jia Xu
Leyan Xu
Weiyi Xu
Yang Xu
Emily Anne Yachinch
Annie Xiong Yang
‡ Guohong Yang
Patrick Yang
Su Yang
Brian Thomas Yasosky
‡ Shuojuan Ye
Yaying Ye
Kam Ho Chester Yu
Claire Yost
Jordan Young
Samual Zastrow
‡ Yan Zeng
‡ Bo Zhang
‡ Chengyue Zhang
Duona Zhang
Longyu Zhang
Norah Zhang
Yi Zhang
Yipeng Zhang
‡ Yiqiu Zhang
Tian Zheng
Yihao Zheng
Huairen Zhou
Chenxiao Zhu
Ruihao Zhu
Jia Zhuang
‡ Matthew Zibert
‡ Meghan Hailey Ziegler
Michael Craig Zimmerman
Jay Curtis Zoborowski
Christopher L. Zoern

College of Letters and Science

Alexandra Yael Aaron
Zoe Temple Aaron
Meghan Leigh Abbott
Grant Francisco Abella
Jack Stewart Abitz
Brett Joseph Abramczyk
Mais Abu Al-Eis
Parnian Abunasr-Shiraz
Kyle Acevedo
Nathan Acevedo
Maxwell Peter Ackermann
Chandler Quinn Adams
Jacob Brent Adams
Andrew Xavier Adubato
Jacob Matthew Aehl
Rahul Agarwal
Maria Isabella Reyes Agnes
David Roth Agronin
Muhammad Nabil Bin Ahmad Husni
‡ Jae Hyun Ahn

† Honors Candidate
‡ Candidate for Distinctive Scholastic Achievement
Natalie Divine Aicher
Folarin Ajibade
Amer Omar Ahmad Al Hadid
† Annelise M. Albers
Austin Albert
Razan Aldagher
† Samuel Louis Alhadeff
Heba Ali
Daniel Allen
Megan Marie Allen
Emma Allmann
Krystal Almazon
‡ Amir Anastasios Alwan
Alexander David Amatuni
Madison Amboian
Jinzhe An
Seonyeong An
Elizabeth Alice Anderson
‡ Eric Burns Anderson
Jacqueline Anderson
‡ Karly Jean Anderson
† Matthew Patrick Anderson
Sydney Jennifer Anderson
Zachary Michael Anderson
Abby Elizabeth Anglehart
Hannah Anglehart
Carolyn Anich
† Arjun Annapureddy
Palvishey Ansari
Bridget Katherine Anthony
‡ Anastasiya Apalkova
Peterson Apfelbach
‡ Joseph Vincent App
† Omer Shabhaz Arain
Paul Michael Arbaje
Arup Arcalgud
Nicole Marissa Armi
Mijen Avery Armstrong
Jesse Arno
Mitchell Theodore Arnold
Rebecca Jane Aronson
Samantha Julie Arroyo
Jacklyn Marie Artymiuk
‡ Curtis Stephen Ascher
‡ Tory Lynne Ash
Meirbek Ashirgaziyev
Christina Marie Ashworth
Joanne Marjorie Asperga
Walker Lee Asprey
Joel Robert Atkins
Lauren Atonio
Jon Aumann
Maria Avgerinos
Ezekiel Jeremiah Ayala
Kartik Ayalasomayajula
Amal Salah Ayesh
Karina Diane Baacke
Melissa Rochelle Baccus
Nurul Atyiqah Binti Bachik
Brandon Bacon
† Kaela Elizabeth Bader
Bradley Baehman
Bryn Michaela Baffer
Täite Bagley
‡ Sumin Baik
William Hunter Bailey
Andrew David Baird
‡ Julia Diane Baird
† Iakovos Balassi
Matthew Baldocchi
‡ Tessa Marie Balsiger
Paige Bani
Kevin Bannerman Hutchful
‡ Jacqueline Theresa Bannon
Justin Tyler Bant
Xiaoyu Bao
Trace Bareck
‡ Alexandra Kappes Barkhaus
Erin Marie Barndt
† Kevin Clifford Stephen Barnett
Alexis Ann Bartell
Bridget Bartell
Jakob Matthew Barthel
Ryan Barthold
Kyle S. Bartkuhn
Madeline I. Barton
† Rachel Elizabeth Baruck
‡ Maggie Baruffi
Colin Robert Barushok
Allison Lesley Bast
Mitchell Robert Bastien
Addison P. Basurto
Natalie Marie Bateman
† Anna Bauman
John Patrick Baumann
Holly Ann Bayless
‡ Page Bazan
Bradley Alexander Bean
Mitchell Sterling Beard
Joseph McMahon Beaudoin
Konnor Reyd Beaulier
Sidney Brennan Beaumaster
Jacob Thomas Becco
Estefanie Reyna Becerra
Charles Miller Beck
Mckenna Becker
Jon David Beckman
Jeffrey Landen Beczkiewicz
Lindsey Nicole Bedford
Spann Beere
Cody Paul Beeson
‡ Emmeline Brennan Beggan
† Melissa Nicole Behling
Natalie Behnke
Michelle Behrens
Nolan North Beilstein
Ali Belakhdar
Justin Michael Belisle
Nicholas Thurmon Bell
Benjamin Noble Belzer
Scott Alan Bembrnek
Natalie Benavides
Amadeus Paul Benitez
Emily Lorraine Bennin
Jaime Louise Benson
Gordon Bentley
Amelia Berendt
Kassidy Berens
‡ Thomas Beres
‡ Calvin Olin Berg
Lucas Michael Berg
Allen Jack Berman
Natalie Elizabeth Bernauer
Michelle Jean Berning
Paige Marie Bernklau
Sydney Erica Bertun
Brett Matthew Besaw
‡ Hannah Elizabeth Bevers
Joseph Thomas Bevington
Sneha Bhargava
Jasmine Jaspreet Bhatia
Cheng Bian
Sydney Nicole Bibicoff
Aliesha Biersack
‡ Lauren Kayla Bieter
Savannah Joy Bigelow
Natasha Bilkey
Payton Aleta Bills
Derek Craig Birkett
Lauren Biro
Zachary Aaron Bischmann
Pranaya Bista
Mark Christian Bittmann
Seth Bixler
‡ Allison J. Blada
Alaina Marlene Blair
Henry Blakeway-Webb
Kyle Blanchard
Drake Blankenmeyer
‡ Olivia Rose Blauert
Madison Marie Blaydes
Nadine BLEcke

† Honors Candidate
‡ Candidate for Distinctive Scholastic Achievement
† Lilian Claire Blind
Callyn Emily Ann Bloch
Lloyd Bloom
Cienna Michelle Blum
Leen Bnyat
Jonathan Boarini
Sawyer Hanson Bock
Colby Loren Boman
Marianna Sara Bonadonna
Sarah Grace Bonello
† Lee Helen Bongey
† Casey John Bons
† Courtney Bork
† Emily Borley
Shay Danielle Bourgeois
† Stephanie Rose Bova
† Evan Nicholas Boyd
Elliott Brabant
Erin Grace Brackebusch
Brittney Brakebill
Nikeya Marie Bramlett
Jamie Elizabeth Brandmeier
Alexander Joseph Brannan
Parker Bredow
Jonathan Michael Breede
Steven Joshua Breidenbaugh
Joshua Michael Breider
Lauren Bren
Mackenzie Elizabeth Breneman
† Tara Kathleen Brennan
† Heather Marie Brevard
Ciara Chanel Bridges
Lindsay Anderson Briggs
Isabel Brinker
Kai Brito
Harold Edward Charles Britton
Andrew John Broadnax
Kira Marie Broadnax
Samuel David Brodsky
Alexis Brodt
Dara Isobel Brody
Logan Michael Broennimann
† Zoe Ariel Brooke Zibton
Christopher Cain Brooks
† Erik Thomas Brown
Lindsay Bree Brown
† Noah Herro Brown
Rachel Brown
Timothy Michael Brown
Taylor Marie Browne
Olivia Bruce
Jenna Brudos
Catherine Sophia Brunette
Ana Marie Rae Brunner
‡ Devlin Lee Brush
Tian Bu
Ella Camille Budzinski
Emily Buechler
Brittany Julia Buechs
Savanna Buehlmlein Barbeau
Phillip James Buelow
‡ Christopher Jared Bumbaca
Danielle Marie Bunker
Dillon Burch
† Taylor Elizabeth Burd
† Emily Ann Burg
‡ Susannah Macrae Burger
Charles Foley Burnett
‡ Alish Burns
Rachel Michelle Burns
Emily Sue Burrington
Peter Michael Burrus Jr.
Caleb Justus Burst
† Tyler James Bush
Cherish Dell Laura Buss
Chloe Butler
Charles James Buza
Jocelyn Cabanin
† Marielos Cabrera
Dylan Michael Cahill
† Zhaosu Cai
‡ Elizabeth Ellen Cain
Courtney Rae Calder
† Bryan Calderon
Michael John Callahan
Patrick David Callahan
Elizabeth Cameron
† Sarah Wheaton Cameron
Aaron Campbell
Jonathan Campbell
† Claire-Marie Alcedo Canda
Jorge Canido
David Cobby Cann
Kevin Cao
Amber Card
Michael Carey
Alexa Carlson
John Carmichael
Gilchrist Carrigan
† Mackenzie Jordan Carroll
Michael Jacob Carron
Claire Elizabeth Caschetta
Simon Patrick Casey
Connor Cashel
Sophia Aurora Cashman
Lucas Casper
Kurtis Michael Casperson
Grace Emily Castagna
Francesca Anne Castelli
Nicole Catherine Celewicz
Ryan Centanni
Tyler Jeffrey Centers
Grady Charles Chadwick
Mark Chae
† Tai Chaiamarit
Romith Challa
Dakota Cutter Chambers
Joel Mayer Champion
Raquel Champion
Neil A. Chandok
Chang-Hung Chang
Junwoo Chang
Yue Chang
† Alex Fransen Charland
Katie Marie Charles
† Alexander Ray Chartier
† Andrew Makenzie Chase
Michael Chemer
Kristen Susan Chemnitz
† Alex Chen
Anqi Chen
Becky Chen
Da Chen
† Erwin Chen
Shu Chen
Siyu Chen
Wenzhu Chen
Xiangzhu Chen
Chuan Cheng
Michelle Wingyee Cheung
† Wayne Chew
Kiara Marie Childs
William Jennings Chizek
Amanda Jo Chmiel
Julia Elle Chody
† Minjeyoung Choi
† Justyna Chojnowski
† Hannah Chong
Madison Marie Choppa
Abhishek Chopra
† Allison Kayla Chorzempa
† Natalia Chreptowicz
Jacob S. Christensen
Kiefer Christian Christensen
Henry Michael Christman
Alyssa Sue Christoffersen
Sarah Elizabeth Christowskis
Lauren Nicole Cigale
† Sawyer Lynn Cimaroli
Nicole Cimbalnik
† Clare Kaixi Cimperman
Maximiliano Cisneros
Erin Clancy
John Clancy
Justin Michael Clareman
Arthur Clark
Carter Douglas Clark
‡ Jonathon Clark
Olivia Lempke Clark
‡ Lyndsey Jean Clayton
Nicholas Clement
Nicholas Clements
‡ David Clerkin
Romy Cline
Caroline Nicole Close
Emi Coffin
Brendan William Cohen
Jamie Sara Cohen
Willis Abraham Cohen
Madeline Ross Parnell Colbert
Alexis Joanne Coleman
Logan Colla
Joshua Collins
Peter Collins
‡ Zoe Elise Collins
Gemma Lynne Colon
† Joshua Combs
Lily Comp
Thomas Parker Concannon
‡ Deavon Connaher
Joseph Thomas Connors
Ariana Conroy
‡ Rachel Elizabeth Conway
Devon Thomas Cook
Liam Christopher Cook
Michael James Cook
Nicholas James Cook
‡ Victoria Mae Cooley
Claire Elizabeth Cooper
† Isabelle Brunet Cooperstein
Casey Joseph Coorough
‡ Cheyenne Ashleigh Coote
‡ Regan Kate Corcoran
Natasha Rose Cornejo
Chayce Cornette
Grace Elizabeth Corry
† Olivia Cottrell
Logan Ervin Counard
Sara Jean Counter
Sydney Louise Courtney
Shelbi Rae Craig
Michaela Crall
Allison Mary Cramer
Madison Briel Crowder
Andrew Lee Crowell
Jianghao Cui
Jingyao Cui
‡ Yufei Cui
Matthew Kennedy Cullen
‡ Eric James Cummings
Maura Curtis
Carter Thomas Czerwinski
Kyoko R. Dahl
Bernard Charles Daley Jr.
‡ Audrey Sara Dalgarno
Lydia Ann Dalton
Joseph Peter D’Amato
Joseph Damchik
Robert James Danaher
Julie Danielson
Michael David Darling
Lora Lyubomirova Daskalska
Maria Meta Dassow
Molly Daugherty
Trevor Davenport
Matthew Davis
Alefiyah Mohsin Dawoodbhai
Caleb Andrew Dawson
‡ Kelsey Daykin
Luc De La Villefromoy
Jamie De Moya-Cotter
Will Decorah
Colleen Degnan
James Degraff
‡ Wilder Ellington Deitz
Cory John Dekeyser
† Walter Lee Dekock
Austin David Delany

Banners on Bascom Hill

† Honors Candidate
‡ Candidate for Distinctive Scholastic Achievement
Christophe Edward Delaunay
Alejandro Delgado Jr.
Grace Delott
Peter Joseph Delwiche
Marissa Kathleen Dempsey
Eric Joseph Demro
Yingshan Deng
Ashley Merritt Denham
Erin Denton
Paul Des Jardins
Tali Yashinski Despins
John Stephen Detter
Alexandra Anne Devine
Meaghan Ashleigh Devoll
Chloe Mae Devries
Aditya Dewanjee
Taylor Ann DeWinter
Anisa Simer Dhillon
Margarita Di Monte
Gabrielle Rose Dibenedetto
Megan Glindinning Dickel
Andrew Dickerson
Nicholas Diehl
Karly Marie Dierckens
Alina Kay Dillahunt
Bryce Jonathan Dille
Catherine Elizabeth Dillon
Yun Ding
Kaitlin Leigh Dinkel
Owen Cole Diny
Wade Eric Dittburner
Michael Dylan Dittrich
Connor Lindsay Dlugopolski
Noah-helen Dodge
Timothy James Dohm
Sophia Patricia Dolan
Maggie Jeanne Doleschy
Michael Charles Donatello II
Molly Donnellan
Michael James Donohue
Danielle Marie Dooge
Brandon Dopkins
Alice Jean D’Orlando
Louis Dorman
Adam Benjamin Dorn
Michael Doubek
Megan Doughty
Kristin Noelle Dowe
DeLane William Doyle
Conor Drake
Michael Drees
Winter Holstad Dresden
Joel Tanner Drew
Bridget Leigh Driscoll
Jessica Drout
Zachary Druckrey
Hongda Du
Christina Marie Dudley
Mary K. Duffy
Daniel Owen Duffy
Maxwell Thomas Dufresne
Margaret Eleanor Dunn
Samantha Armstrong Dunn
Brennan Christopher Dunwiddie
Kailey Eileen Durkin
Joseph Dwyer
Rachel Dyer
Emily Earhart
Justin Earley
Lucas Langley Eber
Madison Lynn Ecke
Devin Rae Edge
Catherine Claire Edquist
Shenell Monifah Edwards
Nathan Robert Eggen
Alison Nicole Eggers
Jennifer Elizabeth Ehlers
Kelsy Kristine Ehr
Elizabeth Anne Ehrendreich
Ben Ehrlich
Nicole Marie Eichline
Barret Eichhof
Jakob Alexander Ekum
Miranda Eldien
Dalia Mohamed Elgebaly
Josh Ellefson
Shamohn Charles Alexander Ellis
Sydney Ellis
Alisa Moriya Ellman
Jamie Marie Olsen
Megan Ely
Jonatan Encarnacion
Andrew James Endicott
Sarah Engel
Claire Elizabeth Engelen
Nelson Tyler Engle
Rachel Mackenzie Engle
Kimberly Ann Engler
Thomas Lawrence Enright
Gabriel Epstein
Benjamin Lee Erickson
Jennifer Leigh Erickson
Jennings Parker Erickson
Maia Britta Erickson
Zachary David Erlichman
Channi Ernstoff
Alondra Espino
Aurelio Espino
Brooke Alice Evans
Talya Rachel Evans
Stacey Everton
Mitchell Ewald
Daniel Exner
Andrew James Fabris
Emily Marie Fahl
Kaitlyn Christine Falk
Gbemisola Olaide Famule
Aoyu Fan
Trevor James Fandrich
Nicole Alexandra Farver
Emily Joy Faszold
Cavan Faucett
Shanise Faust
Grace Genevieve Featherstone
Joseph Guy Feeney
Mikayla Marie Fehring
Lauren Feierstein
Rebecca Lauren Feldman
Kate Feldt
Hannah Rose Felsenthal
Jacob Fergusson
Tessa Jean Ferguson
Gabriel Alexander Ferns
Mariah Elizabeth Ferri
Nicolas Hill Fesser
Jonathan Fiala
Euan Young Findlater
Sarah Fink
Madeline LeAnn Finn
Ashley Fischer
Kristina Marie Fischer
Tatiana Fischer
Kristina Marie Fuscus
Blake Fisher
Emma Claire Fisher
Michael Mackenzie Fisher
Alec Block Fishman
Kerista Rose Fiske
William Thomas Fitzpatrick
Linda Ann Flahive
Connor Flavin
Jacob Katz Fleischman
Jane Elizabeth Fleming
Kimberly Fleming
Katie Flicker
Madeline Floodstrand
Amanda Fogel
John Henry Foggo
Alexandra Marie Folino
Christopher James Fons
See Min Foo
Mitchell Forbes

† Honors Candidate
‡ Candidate for Distinctive Scholastic Achievement
Courtney Rae Forseth
Anna Marie Forslin
Meredith Sarah Foss
Mitchell Scott Fossen
Matthew Foster
Nicholas Steven Foth
Caleb WI Foust
‡ Nathaniel Ray Foust
Nathan Charles France
Samantha Rae Francis
† Jessica Paola Franco-Morales
Hannah Rae Frank
‡ Ilyssa Rose Frank
‡ Derek Scott Franklin
Scott Franklin
‡ Kysa Lyndell Franseen
Kassidy Franz
‡ Sylvia Marie Frazier
Thomas Frederick
‡ David Freeman
Jesse Freeman
Rebecca Jean Freitag
Grayson Freking
Samuel Christopher French
‡ Michael Frett
Charles Pierce Freyre
Justine Frias
Alexander Martin Frick
Emmaline Friederichs
Alex Friedlen
Alexandra Friedman
Jared Ian Friedman
Lorraine Elizabeth Frisella
Laura Rose Fritsche
‡ Jack James Fritschler
‡ Laurel Kristine Fruehling
Ryan Leo Fryjoff
‡ Wenfeng Fu
Karen Fucinato
Robert Thomas Fugate
Michel William Fuller
Neva Marie Fuller
Newton Nobuo Fuller
† Leah Maria Fulmer
Kieran Conor Furey-King
‡ Stella Jean Furlano
Rebecca Marie Gabriell
† Jennifer Rose Gajeski
Khai Galias
Sophie Amira Galich
Connor Patrick Gallaher
John Rudolph Gallaway
Ivan Gamez
Kenny Gao
Kevin Gao
Alec Jordan Garcia
Allison Margaret Garcia
Kostas Garcia
Salvador Antonio Garcia
‡ Allison Lynn Gardner
Sydney Garfinkel
Samantha Dana Phillips Garlock
Jared Griffin Garner
Elizabeth Ann Gartland
John Tou Lee Gasao
‡ Megan Elizabeth Gasper
Christopher J. Gassen
Stefanie Marisa Gedan
‡ Samuel James Gee
Eleanor Beatrice Gehin
‡ Katie Gehrke
Matthew John Gehrke
‡ Hannah Elizabeth Geigler
Grace George
Emily Caroline Gerber
Austin Alex Gerdes
Annelise Waters Gerhart
Diana Sara-Rose Gertel
Brett Adam Geschke
Aaron Jacob Gesmer
Hallah Renea Ghanem
Sheila Ghanian
Madeleine Gibson
Thomas Anthony Gierok
Molly Elizabeth Gilbertson
‡ Bridget Gilmore
Katharine Marie Gilson
Madelene Jewell Gilson
Taylor John Ginther
Emily Marie Gisi
Emily Elin Gjerning
Sean Patrick Glanville
Phillip Marshall Glapa
Rachel Danielle Glaser
Brittany Kara Glassberg
‡ Abigail May Gleason
Lauren Glodowski
Jack Samuel Gloss
Nicole Marie Gmeinder
Spencer Stone Godfrey
Alexander Goedken
Purva Goel
Mary Josephine Goers
Nathaniel J. Goethel
‡ Cody William Goetz
Sarah Goifon
Erin Nicole Goldberg
Stephanie Lynn Goldberg
Rebecca Mary Golden
† Daniel Meriwether Goldfield
Ellen Sara Goldstein
Cassidi Kay Goll
Heidi Regina Golznig
Lucerito Gomez
Daniel Alejandro Gomez Cazares
‡ Katrina Gonzales
Cassandra Elizabeth Gonzalez
‡ Benjamin Lee Goodwin
Logan Goral
Sela Gordon
‡ Girard Gorelick
Andrew Michael Gorniak
Catherine Goslin
Karley Ann Gosselin
Rachael Gotlieb
Christopher Scott Gottsacker
Austin Grade
Katherine Ann Grady
Gabriel Donald Grahek
Catherine Marion Granatir
Cassandra Annmarie Grant
Jacob Michael Grant
Colin Andrew Gray
Talia Gray
† Mark Grayson
Austin Jeffrey Greaves
Gabriella Greco
‡ Adalyn Rae Green
Connor Green
‡ Rebecca Green
Sarah Green
Lauren Greenberg
Kaden Greenfield
Aaron Gregg
Katie Gresham
Drew Austin Gresik
Tori Nicole Gronemeyer
Caitlin Ariel Gronski
Paul-Henri Grosrenaud
‡ Benjamin Ronald Groth
‡ Megan Kay Grove
Sara Gruber
Collin James Gruener
Samuel Gruenhagen
‡ Laura Cathryn Gruelke
‡ Joseph Edmund Grund
Alexandra Fay Grupe
Zhenyu Gu
‡ Catherine Ann Guden
‡ Teal Raelee Guetschow
Ian Gundersen
Bailey Elizabeth Gunderson

† Honors Candidate
‡ Candidate for Distinctive Scholastic Achievement
Dylan William Gurlik
Scott Andrew Guthrie
Jacob Dallas Gutierrez
Jacob Casimir Guzior
Injung Ha
Rebecca Haas
Ian Michael Haave
Sarah Habermehl
Joshua Lee Haberstroh
Alexander John Hackel
Alexandria Hagen
Andrew Steven Hahn
† Diana Marie Hahn
Rachel Novelle Haim
Taylor Nicole Haines
Anthony Steven Hains
James Randall Hake
Cameron James Hall
Cassandra Hall
† Nolan Hall
Sarah Anne Hall
Abby Halla
Madeline Jane Hallett
Ashley Halfrisch
† Meg Hamele
Andrew Carter Hamilton
† Shae Hamm
Robert George Hammerly
Jacob Hams
† Qimeng Han
† Zonglin Han
Hannah Marie Handal
† Michael Handler
Zoe Catherine Hane
Dana Claire Hankin
Zachary Peter Hanley
Madeline Carrie Hannan
Brendan Hranahan
† Lily Renee Hansen
Matthew Hansen
Andrew Jon Hanson
Sara Ann Hanson
Ian Joseph Harding
Quentin Maxwell Hardt
Alexander Charles Hardy
† Allison Hare
Ashlyn Rose Harper
Colin Harris
Maren Harris
Nicole Christine Harris
Laura Susan Harrold
Nicolas Adam Harsy
Anna Marie Hart
Aubrey Adair Hart
Austin Robert Hart
Joshua James Hart
Caitlyn Marie Hartjes
Madeleine Hartmann
Onika Hartwell
Joseph William Harvat
Jasper Roman Harwell
Karli Hasheider
Thomas Hasle
Grant M Hattenhauer
† Jenna Marie Hattori
Natalie Jean Haugen
† Kirsten Lynne Haukness
Alexander Kenneth Haupt
Matthew David Hauscarriague
Deanna Michelle Hawk
Rileigh Elaine Hawk
† Madeline Elise Hazle
Scott Heacock
Meredith Head
Katelynn Healey
Sheridan Grace Heckel
Hannah Marie Heckman
Eleanor Berit Hegerston
Summer Kennedy Hegalanes
Lindsey Elizabeth Heidel
Katie Heikkila
Samantha Marie Heim
† Zachary Nicholas Heim
Derek William Hein
Lindsay Margaret Hein
Nikolas Heinemann
Jonathan Heinlein
† Nathan Heinrich
Amanda Jean Heinsohn
Jack Heinzelmann
Dylan Krenzler Heiser
Kevin Heitz
Peter Thomas Held
Mitchell Scott Hemm
Andrew James Hendricks
Mitchell Gates Hendrix
Patrick Hennessey
Austin James Henrichs
Chundou Alex Her
Nina Bauman Herfel
† Dalton James Hermans
Amanda Hernandez
† Carolyn Marie Herseth
Grace Huot Hersey
† Rachel Hertzberg
† Mackenzie C. Hess
† Kevin Eric Hess
Emily Rose Hesse
Coco Rose Hewitt
† Joshua Hicks
Katherine Elizabeth Hicks
Courtney Nicole High
Anika Karina Hildebrandt
Jordan Hill
John Ryan Hiller
† Conor Jamison Hillert
Kirsten Tracy Hines
† Liv Hinkel
Derek Tomas Hinrichs
Brittany Hinze
Nils C. Hjortnaes
Gibson S. Hladky
Jasmine Ho
Jin-An Ho
Lillian Pamela Ho
Genevieve Hoang
† Jed Louis Hobson
Gideon Lee Hoekstra
† Clara Hoff
Elizabeth Danielle Hoff
Allison Rose Hoffman
Brea Ann Hoglund
Katherine Mary Holland
Nicholas Jeffrey Hollinger
Jacob Robert Hollister
Kelly Holmes
Sharaya Michelle Hol trop
Jennifer Holtzen
Nicole Holzmann
† Victoria Hommer
Kayleigh June Hong
Sung Yoon Hong
† Grant Hoppel
Madeline Carey Horan
Miranda Renee Horan
Anthony Evan Horn
Claire Josephine Horacek
† Samuel Irwin Horowitz
Max Horowitz-Gelb
Meghan Alexis Horvath
† Benjamin Louis Hoscheidt
Sarah Ella Hose
Luyi Hou
Christopher Houben
Austin Robert Hough
Holly Beth Howe
Kadija Sloan Howes
† Emily Evelyn-Louise Hoyer
Chensong Hu
† Mingzhao Hu
† Yizhe Hu
† Benjamin Huang
Stephen Thomas Kerns
Samantha Bess Kerstein
† Benjamin Kerzner
‡ Jacob Kettinger
Adel Khan
Jamila Khan
Cemeen Meloreen Khodavandi
Huda Javed Khokhar
Kaven Kaे Vern Khoo
Victoria Khoo
Victoria Khousakoun
Nathan Kielpinski
Thomas Donald Kiesling
Miles Kietzer
‡ Andrew Killingsworth
David Kim
Jun-ha Kim
Min Soo Kim
Minwoo Kim
Solomon Kim
Tae-Lim Kim
Ye Seul Kim
Yoonjin Kim
Haley Jo Kimmen
Daniel Kinderman
Daniel Craig Kingstad
Angus Kinsey
‡ Sandra Kinzer
Cogan Henry Kirchenwitz
Cole Kirchenwitz
Carly J. Kirkpatrick
Peyton Noel Kirkpatrick
Joshua Kisow
Hannah Kitslaar
Emily Mae Kitzmiller
† Victoria Rae Klaas
James Keith Klabunde
Lily M. Klapper
Brooke Ann Klassy
John Thomas Klaus
Klay Joseph Klay Krueger
Hannah Klegon
Jaime Lynn Klein
† McKenzie Morgan Klein
‡ Rachel Francesca Klein
Ashley Grace Klemann
Daniel Kleytman
Kestrel Kloppenburg
‡ Connor Klosterman
Nathan Kluge
Hannah Knapp
Kelsey Ann Knepler
Kayla Mae Knowles
Anna Pauline Knutson
Lauren Koehler
Brenna Taylor Koeneke
William Joseph Koenig
Jeremy Tyler Kogan
Joshua Andrew Kok
Alexander Kokorev
Gregory Charles Kolaske
Daniel James Kondzela
Melissa Ann Konecke
Meredith Konkol
Sam Andrew Kornblau
Abby Adeline Kornetzke
Kenneth Kosirowski
‡ Elizabeth Honore Koskiewicz
† Calvin James Kosmatka
Mark Thomas Kosobucki
Pavle Kostovic
Olivia Ann Kostreva
Jesse Sebastian Kovach
Joshua A. Kowalczyk
Abby Lynn Kozberg
Bridget Mary Krage
Laurel Kratowicz
Alexander Derrick Krause
James Krause
Richard Krauss
Nina Kravinsky
Rebecca Kravit
‡ Konlawat Krisanavigporn
‡ Adam Krouse
Alyssa Jane Krueger
Maranda Grace Krueger
Eleanor Brandenburg Kuban
‡ Sarah Kubly
Ian Joseph Kuckelman
Mikayla Marie Kucken
Connor Kuczmasrki
Mikhail Kuczmasrki
Amanda Maicee Kue
Benjamin William Kuhlmann
Prajwal Pavan Kumar
Kaitlin Murphy Kumbalek
Nolan Kupfer
Vincent Kuranz
Reid Kurkerewicz
† Meghna Kurup
Shivani Kushwaha
‡ Sarah Jane Kutz
Carolyn Rita Kuzuhara
Michael Kwakwa
Emily Kwock
Rebecca Kyser
Lillie La Marre
Griffin Charles Lacek
† Kyle Lachman
Nicholas Dean Lacourt
† Kanwal Ladhani
Miko Lafortezza
Guanyu Lai
† Jiaying Lai
Laura Noelle Laidlaw
Haley Nicole Laird
Jamie Lalko
Sofi Marie LaLonde
Tyler Nelson Lamb
Evan William Lamberg
Clare Lancaster
‡ Sam Landes
Erik Philip Landry
Andrew William Lang
‡ Eric Lang
† Katrina Tess Lang
Josephine Pearl Lange
Justine Bryna Lange
Samantha Jordan Lange
Madison Bailey Laning
Estefania Lanza
Kristin Lapsley
Angela Louise LaQua
† Joseph Michael Lara
‡ Sonya Alexandra Lara
‡ Justin Laridaen
† Katrina Larkin
Ashley Kristine Larson
Dillon Matthew Larson
† Mary Elizabeth Larson
Sarah Lynne Larson
Tasha A. Larson-Lohmiller
Richard Mark Lasek
Rachel Laseke
Lauren Laskowski
Nicholas Robert Latour
† Nathan Robert Latus
Grace Lavin
† Lena Leemeei Law
Joan Frances Lawlor
‡ Aubrey Lynn Lawson
Patricia Lawler Layde
Alexandra Maria-Sophie Lazic
Trang Hoang Thien Le
Anna Leach
Benjamin James Leadholm
Andrew Lee
‡ Chrystal Lee
Do Kyung Lee
Dokyung Lee
Jeehyeon Lee
Jongyoon Lee
† Honors Candidate
‡ Candidate for Distinctive Scholastic Achievement
Ka Sin Lee
Matthew Jinsup Lee
Sojeong Lee
Ye Heon Lee
† Oliver James Lees
‡ Zachary David Legge
‡ Robert Eugene Leggon III
Jansen Sheridan Leidreid
† Brittany Amber Legwold
Lauren Olivia Lehmann
Matthew Joseph Leib
Andrea Christine Leibrandt
Angelina Maria Leigh
John Alan Leinonen
Nicholas Dean Lemmer
Suxiao Leng
Lauren Lennon
‡ Frances Maria Leonard
Johanna Elizabeth Lepro-Green
Madison Jo Letcher
Juliana Levchenko
Brooke Levin
Christopher Scott Lewis
Helen Lewis
Yaniv Lewis
† Samantha Rae Lewiston
Anne Li
Chenghao Li
† Chenyang Li
‡ Lingfei Li
Mengqi Li
Qingxuan Li
Li
Xiaojing Li
‡ Xingzi Li
Yulinglong Li
‡ Yunfan Li
† Mengyu Liang
Yu Liang
Morgan Diana Marie Liddell
Jeremy Liebman
Cassandra Leigh Lien
Morgan Virginia Lilly
Dokyung Lim
Hanyung Lim
Claire Limke
Andrew Yan Lin
Yiqin Lin
‡ Yuewen Lin
† Louisa Lincoln
Claire Lindberg
Danielle Lindenbaum
Megan Christine Lindstrom
‡ Jackson Lines

Kevin Michael Lintner
Alexa Lipusch
Samuel Abraham List
Huiyi Liu
† Luyao Liu
Nian Liu
Oliver Dayun Liu
Rebecca Huang Liu
Xuechun Liu
Xueqi Liu
Xun Liu
Yang Liu
Yiming Liu
Yuchen Liu
Yuhan Liu
Zidan Liu
Ziyao Liu
Morgan Taylor Livingston
Jordan Christine Llanas
Steven Tyler Lobenstein
Sonya Kay Loberger
Michelle Locascio
Sarah Lodaha
Shanna McKenzie Loeb
‡ Abby Norene Lois
Alisa Antonietta Lollino
Hannah Rae Long
Jon Davis Longfield Jr.
Kyle Lopez
Kauyer Lor
Joseph Steven Lorenz
Daniel Richard Losiniecki
† Hannah Elizabeth Lou
John Timothy Louk
Katie Rae-LaVern Lovicott
Aaron Lowe
Allison Kirby Lowman
‡ Qihong Lu
‡ Brandon Reid Lucari
‡ Megan Robinson Lucas
Janel Yvette Lucas-Brooks
‡ Tiara Alexa Luckiesh
‡ Nicole Marie Lucynski
Laurissa Lueck
Sarah Leslie Lueken
Danae Luetkehans
Eric Jeremy Lugassy
Fisnik Lumani
Nicholas Matthew Lund
Sydnie Joan Lund
Peter Pelle Lundberg
Jing Luo
‡ Susan Luo
Madeline Louise Lux
Nancy Ly
Martin Andres Lyman
John Lynch
† Connor Jordan Lynde
Mikayla Marie Lyons
ZiQi Ma
Ashley Maag
Jeffrey Robert Maasch
Claire MacDonald
Brent Macdonald
Daniel Chang Mackenthun
Kelsey Macomber
Christian Kennedy Macrander
Eli Maczuzak
Caitlin Deborah Madden
† Isaac Mades
Jenna Madsen
Joao Pedro Magalhaes Souto Maior
† Matthew John Magill
† Elizabeth Rose Maginot
† Dianne Maglaque
Madeline Rose Mahon
Megan Maier
Sekajibo Eldrick Major
Madeline Makoul
Rebecca Ann Makowski
‡ Sascha Meredith Malas
Thomas Quigley Malcolm
Heather R. Malecki
Evan William Maltz
Paolo Francisco Manalo
Jeremy David Mandel
Jonah Mandli
Alexandra Veronica Manning
Weiyi Mao
Samuel Marchewka
Steven Michael Marifke
Rachel Lee Marik
Ciara Marino
Tyler Frederick Markel
Megan Rae Markham
Emilee Markin
Toria Marsh
Allison Evelyn Martin
Jacob Martin
Kathleen Marie Martin
† Kelly Rose Martin
Valeria Martinez
† Cesar Esteban Martinez Ramirez
† Harley Maslin
Alexandria Rae Mason
† Hannah Margaret Mast
Amirah Syamila Mat Lani
Emma Match
Jacob Earl Materi † Jaffna Roselle Mathiaparanam † John Mathie
Bryce Peter Mathson Julia Fallon Matlin Maggie Matson
Marshal Matteson William Matthei Chloe Elizabeth Mattingly
Adam Mattson Amanda Paige Lawrence Eugene McCaigue
Kirsten Jean Mayer Luke Daniel Mayer Helaine Jean Mazaheri
Spencer McKinley McAfee-Gundrum Eoin Gerald McAleer
Mariel McKenzie McAleer Christopher Kuzma McAteer
† Gillian Kathleen McBride ‡ Andrew Scott McCabe
Lawrence Eugene McCaigue Lauren Grace McCann
† Katherine McClure Kimberly Renee Mccormick
‡ Caitlin Anne McCoy John Joseph McCracken
Madison Marguerite McDonnell Molly Elizabeth McDonough
‡ Zachary Kirk McDowell Amanda Molly McEnroe
Tasi-jo Olivia McFarlane ‡ Emily Margaret McGann
‡ Samantha Joyce McGarvey Mark McGill
Samuel McGillis Elinor Rose McGlaunlin
Andrew McGough † John Erl McGovern
Luke McGovern Allison Rose McGregaham
Zechariah Richard McGuan Corbin McGuire
† Michelle Kathleen McGuire Vanessa McHale
Kaitlin Elizabeth McIntosh Jessica McKay
Adrianna Nicole McKenzie ‡ Deshawn McKinney
Molly McMahon ‡ Jenna Loretta Mehre
Katherine Meier † Sarah Rose Meiners
Matthew Dennis Meinholz ‡ Ellen Lynn Meisner
Haley Marie Mejia Haloren Elizabeth Mellendorf
Colleen Mellert Joshua Peter Mesner Paul Henry Metscher
Quinn Raymond Mettel Emily Quinn Metz
Diana Meyer Emily Kay Meyer ‡ Gage Meyer
‡ Mackenzie Meyer Madeleine Mary Meyer
‡ Andrew John Mickich Drew Mickum Jacob William Milbourn
Margaret Narloch Milford Jackson Milkey
† Amelia Grace Miller Anna Grace Miller Bridget Elizabeth Miller
Brooke Elizabeth Miller ‡ Claire Elise Miller
Courtney Kay Miller Hannah Sue Miller
‡ McKensiey Rose Miller Pamela Miller
‡ Rachel Miller Rachel Ann Miller ‡ Tobin Michael Miller
‡ Marcus Jon Millin Jason Lowell Millis Lee Margaret Milne
William Milner Adam James Mitchell
Ken Miyazaki Shota Mizoguchi
Meghan Moakley Nicholas Joseph Mohlmann Wadea Marie Mohr
‡ Sara Moldenhauer Sarah Molespke
† Manuela Molina Hernandez Jack Owen Mongin
‡ Alison Arlene Montenegro
Cherng Won Moon Eunice Young Moon
Austin Moore Ricardo Mora
Cullen Todd Moran Emily Moran
† Michael Moran Natalie More
Jesse Carlson Morgan Wesley Troup Morgan
Amanda Evelyn Morley Jack Chandler Morrison Brandon Mortensen
Jack Henry Moser Jessa Moser
Michelle Motyl Brennan Kenneth Mowry
Kylie Lydia Moyer Kiara Nicole Moyett
‡ Aron Mozes Agatha Barbara Mroz
Hajer Jamal Ali Mtaawa Nyal Jehansher Mueenuddin
Alexandra Marie Mueller Andrew Walter Mueller
† Magdelyn Marie Mueller Matthew Charles Mueller
‡ Aaron Joseph Henry Muesch Haleigh Nicole Mulholland
Serena Marie Mulligan Vinson Thomas Mulvey
† Adam James Mumm Addison Mumm
Westin Michael Mumm Michelle Mumper
† Jacob Murphy Sarah Michelle Murphy Shannon Marie Murphy
Michael Patrick Murray Gabriel Myers
Maurissa Sandra Myers Bailey Jo Nachreiner-Macksey
Margaret Grace Naczek Nicholas Nager
† Luke Thomas Nagle Jill Marie Nagler
‡ Zachary Patrick Nan Ashley Shante Nash
Meghan Grant Nash Adam Nasi
Sophie Nathan Rebecca Elizabeth Nau
Kristin Marie Naylor Mattie Naythons
† Rebecca Ann Neal
   Emily Michelle Neinfeldt
‡ Ainsley Nelson
   Brian Douglas Nelson
‡ Whitney Marie Nelson
   Gina Nerone
‡ Anthony Joseph Nestler
   Emily Rose Nettesheim
Jacob Michael Nettesheim
   Kane David Lee Neubauer
   Mason Daniel Neuman
   Michael Alexander Neuner
   Alexander Joseph Newell
   Isis Newman
‡ Madeline Beth Newman
   Shauna Rochell Newton
   Hung Dinh Nguyen
   Kyle Louis Nguyen
   Linh Phuong Nguyen
   My Nguyen
   Wonsang Nha
   Andy Ming Ni
   Anastasia Georgia Nicholas
† Landen Nickel
   Kip Nielsen
   Raegan Elizabeth Niemela
   Molly Jo Niemi
   Erin Nicole Niemisto
   Max Nigogosyan
   Ethan Paul Nikolau
   Laura Nilles
† Abigail Rose Nilsson
   Haley Anne Nicole Nippert
   Alexander Noel
   Alicia Anne Noffke
   Elena Norcross
   Nicole Norcross
   Kathleen Nord
   Kylie Nordstrom
   Matthew Charles Norman
   Rachael Elizabeth Norman
   Skyler Garrett Norris
   Daniel North
   Jack Nortman
   Gwynna Holly Norton
   Sara Ashley Norton
   Matoko Carlson Noudehou
   Maria Novak
   John Ntambi
‡ Rebecca Jordan Nye
   Abigail O'Brien
   Ben S. O'Brien Hokanson
   Rita Anne O'Connell
   John Steven O'Day

† Honors Candidate
‡ Candidate for Distinctive Scholastic Achievement
Morgan Elizabeth Olsen
Ashlyn Marie Olson
Ivana Catherine Olson
Katrina Elise Olson
Sawyer Olson
Cristina Olvera-Jaramillo
† Rachel Aliza Orbuch
Ian Ordonez
† Michael Orlowski
Taylor Orozco
Alec Andres Ortiz
Dylan Charles Osborn
Erin Elizabeth Osness
† Jennifer Ostrowski
Brooke Marie Oswald
Shayla Rae Otis-Gesell
Eric Emmett Ottmann
Alexandria Lee Otto
† Margaret Elyse Overholt
Nicolas Padilla
† Emily Rae Padruyt
Alexandra Jaclyn Page
† Richard Raimund Pahapill
Miriam Paiz
Aparna Pal
† Kaia Palm-Leis
Siddharth Pandey
† Nicole Marie Pandl
Daniel Michael Panico
† Emily Rachel Panken
John Papa
John Russell Pape
Joseph Park
Sang Yun Park
Sun Hee Park
Tammy Lee Park
Ahslee Paige Parker
Justin Matthew Parks
† Michael James Passint
Quinn Mitchell Paszkiewicz
Arti Patel
† Khushboo Patel
Nirali Bhupendra Patel
Ravindra Rajendra Pathare
Liam Robert Joseph Patton
Colin Daniel Pauli
Hannah Lynn Paulson
Jessie Katherine Paulson
Amanda Michelle Paus
Lorenzo Angelo Pavoloni
† Catherine Marie Pearce
Katelyn Peck
Kimberly Conroy Peckham
Matthew Pedersen
Kyle Pedraza
Kelsey Annette Pelegrin
Zyrika Pellumb
Jack Pendleton
Cen Peng
Jeremy Penn
‡ Hollyanne Leigh Penzkover
Andrew Perea
Ivan Francisco Pereda-Zorrilla
Annie Peretz
‡ Lauren Kay Peretz
† Alyssa Rae Perez
Diana Perez
Kelsey Jordan Perez
Zachary Taylor Perez
‡ Amy Perkins
James Charles Perreault
‡ Sarah Kathryn Perreth
‡ Noah James Perry
Joshua Michael Peschek
‡ Abbie Elizabeth Peters
Alison Giana Peters
Madeline Rose Peters
‡ Sarah Peters
‡ Aaron Peterson
Alexandra Suzanne Peterson
Angela Karen Peterson
‡ Ashley Sophia Peterson
† Catherine Peterson
Riley James Petrek
Kathryn Petri
Nicholas Kieran Petska
Corey Allen Pett
Daniel James Pettay
Elizabeth Jean Pettit
Mercedes Simone Pett-Vanko
Courtney Joan Pfeifer
‡ Michaela Briann Pfeiffer-Mundt
Peter Griffin Pfaster
Suzanne Caroline Phalen
Anthony Michael Phillips
Emaley Rose Phillips
Katherine Phillips
‡ Kimberly Ann Phillips
‡ Megan Elizabeth Phillips
Colin Robert Philos
‡ Xueting Pi
‡ Hunter Anton Piasecki
Alexandra Piechowicz
Alec Pierce
AnnaNicole Rose Pietrus
Emily Marie Pinzl
Megan Pitney
Chali Pittman
‡ Olivia Elizabeth Pitzo
Josephine Mae Pivec
‡ Elisabeth Rebecca Platt
David Michael Platz
Kimberly Jane Platz
Veronica Lois Plum
† Gregory Dean Plumb
Hannah Poe
Joseph James Poehling
Nichalos Daniel Pogorelec
‡ Alexandra Grace Polach
Jacob Pollard
† Connor Polydoroff
Madeleine Jean Polzer
Nathan Becker Pond
David Pontes
Tsz Yin Yanie Poon
Nicholas William Poss
Logan Ann Potvin
Demetrius Poulos
Suri Minu Pourmodheji
Erica Cox Powell
Tia Powell
Orin Jacob Powers
† Rebecca Nicole Pozen
‡ Dylan Scott Pozorski
Sophia Prager
Davis Benjamin Pratt
Lauren V. Prazuch
Matthew Prell
Alexa Catherine Marie Price
Bowen Prince
Erika Marie Pritchett
† Taylor Crowley Pritzl
Clare Lucy Procknow
‡ Janine Puleo
Allyson Carley Pulvermacher
Caleigh Purcell
Yizhe Qu
Andrea Marie Quade
Karis Marie Quandt-Walle
Tulio Nicolas Quevedo
Janelle Mary Quick
Laurel Victoria Quinlan
Michelle Quinn
† Thomas Patrick Rademacher
Steven John Radeztsky
† Katrina Marie Radi
† Margaret Anna Palmer Radl
† Alexandra Radzin
‡ Rachel Elizabeth Raffalo
Sophia Marcella Rago
Habibur Rahman
Hannah Raphael

† Honors Candidate
‡ Candidate for Distinctive Scholastic Achievement
Zachary Rastall
‡ Evelyn Jane Reath
‡ Helena Lowe Record
Bentley Allen Reese
Jesse Tyler Reid
Emma Reifel
Logan James Reigstad
‡ Briana Reilly
Emily Lee Reimer
Samantha Paige Reimer
‡ Carli Anne Reinecke
Jacob Reitman
Griffin Remick
Landon Randall Renard
‡ Sofiya Reshetlyo
† Henry Resnikoff
† Erin Reynolds
Kara Jeanne Rheingans
Tae Hyung Rhim
Emily Rhodes
‡ Thomas Robert Richards
‡ Sarah Arvonia Richardson
Hayli Campbell Richman
Thomas George Richter
Elizabeth Linnea Rick
Tyler Ray Ridl
† Adam John Rieder
Rebecca Diane Rieder
Alyssa Rieger
Caroline Marian Riese
Natalie Rinaldi
MacKenzie Michelle Ringle
Alexander Edward Rink
Carly Lynne Ripp
† Matthew Ritter
Catherine Dunn Ritter
Travis Ritzert
Alexis Rivera
‡ Edel Roach
Jack Robbins
Meagan Roberts
† Alyssa Joy Robin
Charlene Robinson
Emily Robinson
Trane Jeffrey Robinson
‡ Hannah Elizabeth Robiolio
Matthew Patrick Rocco
Patrick Roche
Brianna Rock
Jace Maverick Rockman
Kevin James Rodenbeck
Benjamin Daniel Rodenkirch
Courtney Helen Rodriguez
Frank Raphael Rodriguez
Jessica Ann Rodriguez
† Rebecca Elizabeth Rodriguez
Cody Stephen Rockle
‡ Megan Olivia Roessler
Nathan Jeffrey Roessler
Keri Lee Rogan
Alec H. Rogers
Christopher Wilson Rogers
Tori Morgan Rogers
Abigail Kay Rogerson
Kaitlyn Rogowski
Lucas Duane Rohde
† Hope Mei Edwards Rohrbach
Trevor Rolette
‡ McKenzie Nicole Romportl
Austin Michael Ronan
Daniel Roque
Jeremy Evan Rosen
Alec Daniel Rosenberg
‡ Marika Stetson Rosenblum
Kira Sirotas Rosenstiel
Charles Matthew Rosholt
Jonathan Robert Ross
Sabrina Courtney Ross
‡ Amelia Mae Rossa
Hossein Rostam
Elana Leigh Roth
‡ Nathan Leo Roth
Owen Roth
Magdalene Rothberger
Margaret Anne Rotter
Audrey Royce
Sophia Rub
‡ Kara Alexis Rubashkin
Abigail Marie Rudkashel
Justin Ian Ruder
‡ Shannon Lee Rudin
Brandon Michael Rufer
‡ Cortney Joy Runnels
‡ Jamie Lynn Rupert
Melanie Rush
‡ Nicholas Rush
Jennifer Mae Russnow
‡ Savannah Danielle Rutas
Stephen Rutstein
Conor Ryan
Elizabeth Grace Ryan
Mick James Ryan
Edward Randy Rybakowicz
Andrew Lee Rygh
Yazeed Hasan Sabri
Guillermo Enrique Saenger Jr.
Daniel Safrin
Anna Saito
Lauren Saler
Michael J. Salmon
Nicole Haley Salzman
Kyle Vincent Samos
Diana Milagros Sanchez Villatoro
Alisebeth Lee Sandoval
Amy Sandquist
‡ Fiona Elizabeth Sands
Peter Thomas Sandick
† Story Gresham Sandy
Ram Santanam
Anna Santilli
Jassam Saqr
Anneliis Sartin-Tarm
‡ Swetha Saseedhar
Gabrielle Sarkis Sasseville
‡ Mia Sato
Christopher Martin Sawall
Emily Lane Saxon
Samantha Sayavong
Elias Scallon
Ian Richard Scammell
Abby Marie Scammell
Nicoles Schaen
Brandon Lee Schaller
Casey Sawyer Schaller
Karlie Nicole Schaller
Rachel Schaller
Jordyn Schara
Elizabeth Ann Schatz
Emily Schauf
Matthew Aaron Schechter
Allison Claire Scheller
‡ Jolie Brett Schenerman
Sydney Ann Schibbelhut
‡ Shannon Sandra Schiereck
Madison Taylor Schiller
‡ Elise Schimke
‡ Maria Latitia Schlecht
‡ Cooper Wolf Schlegel
Connor Schmidt
Courtney Marie Schmidt
Rachel Shyanne Schmidt
‡ Colleen Kennedy Schmit
Lyndsay Schmitt
Amber Grace Schmitz
Evan Michael Schmitz
Benjamin Schneider
Matthew Tyler Schneider
‡ Noah Lincoln Schneider
Joseph Martin Schnyder
Dana Scholl
‡ Britney Schopf
Jessi Kenneth Schoville

† Honors Candidate
‡ Candidate for Distinctive Scholastic Achievement
‡ Paige Schreiber  
Holden Schroeder  
Chantel Schubert  
‡ Peter Nicholas Kelly Schuetz  
† Rebecca Schulman  
Andrew James Schulting  
Connor William Schulz  
Molly Jean Schumacher  
Eden Abigail Schwartz  
Hannah Schwartz  
Erica Schwartzberg  
‡ Paige Scobee  
‡ Matthew Scott  
Brennan Scott Sedivy  
Ryan William Seeberger  
Tonette Maria Seitz  
Jacob Robert Sekelsky  
Charlotte Marie Serino  
David Andrew Sesceleifer  
Dana Rose Sevcik  
Ethan Patrick Severson  
Matthew Ryan Sewell  
† Stephanie Kristine Seymour  
Josephine Marie Shabbit  
Dean Raj Shah  
‡ Sohil Shah  
Athirah Lyana Shahruddin  
Michael Anthony Shammo  
‡ Jia Hao Shan  
‡ Nichole Shanfeld  
William Thomas Shanley  
Marcus Robert Shannon  
Oren Shapiro  
Peter G. Sharrow  
Catherine Elizabeth Shaughnessy  
‡ Melissa Shear  
Victoria Pryce Shear  
William Shecterle  
Alicen Suzanne Shedosky  
Bradley Donald Sheffer  
† Eva Shelton  
‡ Jing Shen  
Chelsea Rae Sheridan  
‡ Andrea Sherman  
Michael James Sherman  
Jamie Sheskey  
† Christine Shi  
‡ Xiao Shi  
‡ Taylor Lee Shiff  
Tina Emily Shih  
Daewon Shim  
‡ Madeline Francis Shinners  
‡ Yuka Shiotani  
Jack Michael Shireman  
‡ Kristina Ashley Shirk  
Natalie Elizabeth Sholl  
Katryn Tigh Sholly  
Heather Lydia Shouel  
† Sangeetha Shreedaran  
Shreyash Bhakta Shrestha  
Taylor Patrick Shumate  
Luke Steven Sidoti  
Stephanie Siebers  
Kyra Breunig Silbernagel  
‡ Meg Sill  
‡ Samantha Rose Silverman  
Lauren Jennifer Silverstein  
Justin Robert Silvis  
Jacob Thomas Simonson  
Abigail Kathryn Simpson  
‡ Ryan Sinclair  
Malvika Singh  
Nausheen Singh  
‡ Sanyog Singh  
Thomas Siwula  
† Alexander Benjamin Siy  
Samuel August Skaaland  
Shannon Skegba  
Mikayla Connell Sket  
‡ Lauren Skiba  
† Jacob Skubish  
‡ Kailey Slavik  
† Greg Smail  
Nicole Elizabeth Smart  
Sara Emily Smazal  
Alyssa Kristine Smith  
Evan Philip Smith  
Gustin Karl Smith  
Nathaniel Smith  
Tia Alexandra Smith  
Erika Terese Smithrud  
Ashlynn Rynnae Snippen  
‡ Bibiana Valentina Snyder  
Devon Jacob Snyder  
Jason Thomas Snyder  
‡ Robert Snyder  
† Natalie Victoria Sobierajski  
Margaret Ann Sobolewski  
Zaid Sohail  
Jacob Gregory Sokol  
Samantha Grace Solberg  
Zachary Somberg  
‡ Hyeju Son  
Youjin Son  
‡ Yang Song  
Joseph Howard Sorenson  
Kayla Evelyn Sorlie  
Elizabeth Renee Soto  
Hunter William Spain  
Ethan Michael Spalding  
Molly Louise Spangenberg  
‡ Ashley Nicole Sparkman  
Sydney Paige Spenadel  
Jonathan Michael Spencer  
‡ Jessica Kristine Spera  
Hayley Laura Sperling  
‡ Dan Spika  
Philip Matthew Spiler  
Ana Spinuzza  
Julie Spitzer  
Alex Spors  
‡ Cory Charles Sprinkel  
† Aniruddha Srivastava  
† Tatiana Francine Sta Maria  
Joseph Richard Stadler  
‡ Elliot John Stalter  
Katherine Ann Stamborski  
Shannon Marie Staral  
Rachel Alorah Staveness  
Ian Steele  
Olivia Steele  
Maxwell Taylor Steeples  
Zoey Rathmann Stefaniak  
‡ Alexandra Mei Lin Stefeck  
‡ Brianna Marie Steger  
Benjamin Steiger  
Kyle Richard Steiger  
Mason Steinberg  
‡ Brandon Steiner  
‡ Alexandra Lee Steiner  
Nathaniel Steiert  
Leah Steinmetz  
Brianna Marie Stelzer  
‡ Aaron Zachary Stenz  
‡ Elizabeth Antonia Stephens  
Tess Steplyk  
Aaron Max Stern  
† Giovanna Stern  
Claire Steven  
† Caroline Elizabeth Thompson Stevens  
Jennifer Carolyn Stevens  
Kylie Anne Stevens  
Tyler C. Stevenson  
Brianna Nicole Stewart  
Kimberly Studd  
Regina Stieber  
† Shannon Stiles  
‡ Sarah Susan Stinski  
† Isaiah Stock  
Michael Erik Stockton  
Joshua Stockwell  
Alana Stoehr
Marvin Albert Stokes-Beamon
Dean Matthew Stolar
† Jordan Christopher Stombaugh
Lauren Elizabeth Storhoff
Frederik Theodore Strabo
‡ Gretta Strand
Amelia Rose Stranz
Brett Robert Strasser
Mitchell Straub
Madeline Strechlow
‡ Catherine Epp Streiffer
‡ Laura Strickland
Jacob Michael Stricklin
Brandon Michael Stronach
Alyssa Eileen Stucke
Laurel Sullivan Stutz
Kelly Blair Stymiest
Grady Michael Suerth
Jay Suh
Jin Kyo Suh
Meagan Sulikowski
Margaret Anne Sullivan
Margaret Kathleen Sullivan
Lei Sun
Savanna Sun
‡ Yudong Sun
Zhongze Sun
‡ Min Woo Sung
Matthew Alexander Surwillo
Elizabeth Anne Sutter
Patrick Harold Swailes
Lauren Swain
Janna Swearingen
Katherine Jane Sweeney
Madeline Claire Sweitzer
Carlie Swenson
Jack Joseph Swiler
Mark Switalski
Caroline Szachnowski
Caroline Elizabeth Szerenyi
Zuzanna Maria Sztlul
Leah Michelle Szymborski
‡ Julia Grace Tabat
Anna Whitney Tack
Victoria Lynn Talmage
Anne Elise Tamblyn
Boyang Tang
Lyric Tanksley Itinerant
Omar Tarawneh
Joseph David Tarwowski
Frederick Thomas Taylor III
Morgan Taylor
Sarah Taylor
‡ Yee Ding Tee

Nathan Tegge
‡ Liliann Marie Teister
Angelito Refuerzo Tenorio Jr.
Emily Clare Teshima
Madison Thalacker
Charlie Thao
Kia Thao
Maney Thao
Nong Thao
Thai Thao
Katherine Lee Thein
Morgan Jay Thelander
‡ John Connor Thellman
Robert Dennis Thiewes
Whitney Sarah Thomas
Daniel Howard Thompson
Francis Thompson
Patrick Thompson
Mandy Thor
Ana Thorromann
Julianne Emily Thorn
Elijah Ward Thunell
Jessica Amber Tichenor
Rachel Tiedmann
Joclyn Malliet Tiedt
Sid Tikalsky
Rebecca Parris Tillman
Amanda Nicole Timmernan
‡ Chloe Maria Tirabasso
Morgan Elizabeth Tjomsland
Beatrix Claire Tobey
‡ Emma Faye Tolkin
Rachel Mary Tollakson
‡ Nick Tolson
‡ Ian Lee Tomaz
Kat Tompach
Katherine Marie Tompson
Steven Tondi
Yueqiao Tong
Peter Tongas
Mikayla Marie Toonen
Daniel Thomas Toczewski
‡ Alex Rae Topel
‡ Ann Trafford
Harrison Duc Huy Tran
Jamie Ellen Trapp
Haley Traun
‡ Nicholas Aaron Trautner
‡ Hayley Trichon
Amazeshia M. Triplett
Nicholas Aaron Trudell
Taylor Anne Truttman
Ashley Nicole Truttschel
Atlanna Ashley Tschida
‡ Alexander Tse
Catherine Tuanqui
Andrew Jon Tucker
Michael Turng
Emily Therese Twohig
Mai-Thu Pamela Tyler
William Charles Tyndall
Richard Strosahl Udell
Madeline Rae Udvari-Solner
Stephanie Ugalde
Rose C. Uhen
Mollie Katharine Ulm
‡ Jennifer Maureen Umhoefer
Jillian B. Underberg
‡ Nathaniel Underwood
‡ Allison Sylvia Unverzagt
Ritvik Upadhyaya
‡ James Robert Urban
Tyler Aaron Uslaner
Anne Elizabeth Utz
Karl Vachuska
Soraya Vaezi
Ruturaj Vala
Dominic Paul Valetyn
Joshua Randall Van Aartsen
Emily Van Bibber
Emily Rose Van Boxtel
‡ Matthew Van Boxtel
David Joseph Van Camp
Emma Grace Van Dyke
Andrew Van Gilder
Nathan Joseph Van Hogen
‡ Patrick Jonathon Van House
‡ Katelyn Rose Van Ort
‡ Marieke Anne Van Rybroek
Kevin Thomas Van Schoyck
Jake Van Wart
John Vandehey
Colin Steven Vanden Heuvel
Samantha Jo VanDyke
Brianna Vandyke
Alex Vang
Bea Vang
Douantsaisai Vang
Ka Vang
Mai Vang
Pakau Vang
Shia Vang
‡ Theodora Varelis
Shanti Varma-Lenz
Leo Vartorella
Paul Vasiloff
Meghana Vasireddy
Justin Uriel Vasquez

† Honors Candidate
‡ Candidate for Distinctive Scholastic Achievement
Jackelyn Jeanette Velasquez
Cynthia Brooke Venters
Joseph Verge
Anneke Pearl Vermaak
‡ Nathaniel J. Vervelde
Riley Shawn Vetterkind
‡ Ashton Montgomery Vicente
Rachel Hope Vierstra
Ashish Vinodkumar
Fabian Vital
Kyle Alexander Vlach
Katrina Marissa Vobora
‡ Luke Roberts Voegeli
Zachary Voelker
Hannah Rose Voigt
Megan Patricia Volgren
Kaitlin Volten
Leah Emilie Arlene Voskuil
Jennifer Vu
Nkaoxee Vue
Colin H. Vuyk
Ariella Jem Waddell
Thomas Wade
John Wagner
Lindsey Wagner
‡ Madison Sasha Wagner
Tyler James Waite
Zachery Waightovich
Owen Walcott
Maximilian Bowman Walczyk
Abby Elizabeth Waldo
Hayley Brooke Waldock
Alicia Maria Wachtzki
Alexander Nicholas Walker
Emma Catherine Walker
Grace Walker
Ryan Wall
Mallory Ann Wallace
Molly Wallace
Orrie Walsvik
Daniel Walter
Feliciana Wan
Bo Wang
Jessie Ann Wang
Kun Wang
Ming Wang
Richard Wang
† Sarah Fang Wang
Wei Wang
‡ Wenshan Wang
Xintong Wang
Yan Wang
† Yijie Wang
Yizhe Wang
Yushan Wang
‡ Rebecca Gertrude Wanta
Emily Marie Warne
† Jamieson Warner
Stephanie Sue Warner
‡ Rebecca Wartels
Joshua Thomas Warwick
Cory D. Washington
Ladaisha Washington
Talia Maelen Waskin
Sara Waters
† Emma Jayne Wathen
Jack Harrison Watkins
Lyndsay Rose Watkins
‡ Evan Ross Watters
Lauren Wayne
‡ Shelby Weaver
Eric Benjamin Webber
‡ Maya Webne-Behrman
Jenna Lynne-Dell Webster
Wesley Webster
Brandon Wedge
Shelby Louise Weger
‡ Mitchell Alexander Wehnes
Abbigail Ann Wehrhahn
Scott Arthur Weideman
Jake Weinberger
Jillian Taylor Weintraub
‡ Emily Jenna Weiss
Martin Barron Weiss
Samuel Welk
Rachel Marie Weller
‡ Adeline Josephine Wells
Alexis Wells
Delia Werner Bills
Lauren Elizabeth Werner
† Jessica Werther
Rebecca Wescott
Madeline Westberg
Fritz Erik Westfall
Jacqueline Marie Weycker
Austin Weyers
Cara Whelan
‡ Angela Christine Whicher
Megan Whip
Christine Marie White
‡ Mariel White
‡ Megan Marie White
Emily Nicole Whiting
‡ Samuel James Wichman
Kate Marie Wiedel
Adikan Wiering
Nicholas John Wiese
Brenna Ford Wiesner
Emily Wigdale
Morgan Wileman
Connor James Pierc Williams
Hunter Matthew Williams
‡ Lucille Virginia Williams
Peyton Christopher Williams
Schuyler Vincent Williams
Tina Liamkeo Williams
† Kellie Willis
Randal James Willis
Aaron Wilson
Isabel Sofie Wilson Orno
Lucas W. G Wilson
Mary Christine Wilson
Sean Peter Wilson
Zachary Wilson
‡ Thomas Robert Wiltshire
Savannah Windham
‡ Emily Kathleen Wink
Joseph Duane Winkoski
Jenna Winquist
Elizabeth Ann Winter
Katherine Louise Winter
Catherine Mary Wintheiser
Jenna Wirkus
† Evan Elizabeth Wirsbinski
Elisa Wiseman
Lucy Jessica Witchell
Benjamin Alexander Witman
Megan Wittchow
Nicole Lynn Wittthuhn
Benjamin Thomas Wittrock
Alice Anne Wnuk
Julia Wogsland
Grace Margaret Wold
Corinna Woldt
Alexander James Wolfer
Richard Wollack
Arreana Woods
Kirby Wright
Mitchel Tanner Wrobel
Guoyuan Wu
Hang Wu
Minghui Wu
Qiuying Wu
Sifan Wu
‡ Yacong Wu
You Wu
Derek William Wulff
Samantha Ann Wunsch
Aaron William Wurtger-Knaack
Griffin Wurzelbacher
Kenneth William Xavier
Justin Xayarinh
Banruo Xiao
Tong Xiao
‡ Ruifeng Xie
‡ Yuhui Xie
‡ Shirong Xing
Penny Xiong
‡ Ruichen Xiong
Sheng Shela Xiong
Xiaofei Xu
Yufan Xu
Zheng Xu
Tanner Joseph Yahnke
‡ Guanqing Yan
Long Yan
Tu Yan
Meghan Rydin Yancey
‡ Cher Yang
Choua Yang
Daeyong Yang
Huan Yang
Mai Nhia Yang
Steven Yang
Sunny Vong Yang
Tang Yang
Vickie B. Yang
‡ Wan Yang
Yang Yang
Eric Yanisch
‡ Annie Yao
Tianyu Yao
‡ Yao Yao
‡ Yunzhe Yao
Sarah Yeazel
Allen James Yen
Ike Kai-Yu Yen
Charles Stuart Yeomans
Moriah Yerges
‡ Hongyang Yili
Ke Yin
Xiang Yin
Shangjiong Ying
Hannah Yoder
Jin Sung Yoo
Seokyoung Yoon
Fuhito Yoshida
Kwonsang You
Abigail Lola Young
Ayanna Young
Jacob Lowell Young
‡ Marissa Young
Joonsang Jeremy Yu
‡ Peihan Yu
‡ Qing Yu
‡ Tommy Yu
Yongmin Yu
Jimmy Yuan
‡ Jessica Elizabeth Yuill
Chris Yungu
Noah Yurek
‡ Alexander Bruce Zahn
‡ Julie Rose Zaifman
Ahad Zaman
Carlos Zarate
Andrew Brian Zaruba
Eden Gabrielle Zaslow
‡ Madeline Clare Zastrow
Thomas James Zastrow
Abigail Joslin Zaugg
Theresa Fionn Zauner
Joey Lynn Zawacki
Elizabeth Anne Zeker
‡ Kelsey Zeman
Ashley Zenner
Sara Zent
Carina Zenti
Maxwell Tyler Zerndt
Olyvia Leigh Zfira
Alexandra Zhang
‡ Bingxin Zhang
Hanxue Zhang
Xuehao Zhang
Yunwei Zhang
Yuyang Zhang
Zhen Zhang
Fangyun Zhao
Yixuan Zhao
‡ Fangze Zheng
‡ Tracy Zheng
Kexin Zhong
Shangkun Zhong
‡ Xiani Zhong
Yixuan Zhong
Yi Zhou
Siyu Zhu
‡ Yuhong Zhu
Weston James Zielke
‡ Trevor Kirk Ziemer
Taylor Zimdars
David Michael Zimmerman
‡ Natalie Zimmerman
Alexander Julius Zimmermann
‡ Nicole Elizabeth Zindl
Allen Zinkle
Daniel Herbekian Zinn
Clark Zinow
Samantha Zola
Jacquelyn Carol Zollar
‡ Yixu Zong
Lukasz Eric Zoromski
Jesse Zuckerman
Alina Zulch
Jared David Zurbuchen

School of Business

Claire Madeline Abel
‡ Isaac Accola
Beret Evavold Adams
‡ Joshua Siddhartha Agterberg
Sean Anthony Ahern
Nicolette Jeanine Akey
Brianna Marie Albee
Nicholas David Albrecht
Feliks Thomas Albright
Elsie Louise Aldrich
Catherine Alpeter
‡ Allison N. Amadon
Zachary Amiri
Allyson Michelle Anderson
Eric Michael Anderson
‡ Joshua Richard Anderson
Robert Thomas Apitz
Megan Aprahamian
‡ Benjamin Arden
Nikephoros Soterios Argeroplos
Eric Arndt
Joseph Sterling Vento Arnsen
Ethan Asher
Natalie Rose Asher
Derek James Aupperle
‡ Kyle Alan Ause
Matthew Joseph Bahlman
‡ Sarah Fatima Bahrani
Eric John Bakken
Travis Balcerzak
Grant Fitzpatrick Balistreri
‡ Patrick Michael Ballweg
Frank Baretta
Jacob Rautbort Baron
Elliot Barquest
Matthew Alan Bartos
Christopher Raymond Bates
Jonathan T. Batterman
Chase Walter Bauernfeind
‡ Trent Steel Baumbach
Hannah Elizabeth Bear
Collin Matthew Becker
Elyssa Sarah Beese
Austin Jake Belgrade
Caleb Lee Benz
Taylor Renee Berry

‡ Honors Candidate
‡ Candidate for Distinctive Scholastic Achievement
Weiqiao Bi
James Bianco
Erin Billstrom
Zachary Adam Birzon
Brandon James Blackburn
Kerry Blake
Kathryn Anne Blaser
Michael Bloom
Daniel Blumberg
Adam Philip Boben
James Boden
Cassandra Danielle Bolz
Dennis Richard Bond
Grant Austin Bonewell
Kristin Renee Bonifas
Calla Jo Ann Born
‡ Jessica Christine Bossmann
  Taylor L. Boyd
  Chelsea Boyle
  Samuel Brancucci
  Brittany Brandt
  Nathan Robert Brekenridge
Ryan Breon
Douglas Bresnick
Rebecca Ellen Brielmaier
Joseph Matthew Brink
‡ David Brochtrup
  Steven Brokish
  Daniel David Brown
  Daniel James Brugger
  Trayvondre Brunner
‡ Ian William Buchanan
  Kaaren Jane Bucka
  Collin Michael Bukowski
  Clayton Thomas Burdelik
  Kelly Lynn Burkart
  Katelyn Burkhart
‡ Jillian Burnette
‡ Casey Burns
  James Cameron Bush
‡ Scott Butzer
‡ Shelby Lynn Cameron
  Shannon Rachel Campy
  Brandon Caplin
‡ Erica Irene Cappon
  Amber Kate Carlson
  Brian Conal Carlson
  Adam Carney
Ryan Casey
Jason Caspert
Rachel Cassidy
David Steven Castagna
Brent Robert Castle
Aidan Cavallini
Michael George Challe
Jessica Lynn Chan
Chon Hin Chao
‡ Mollie Chefitz
  Carly Rose Chelstrom
  Amanda Chen
‡ Jonathan Chen
  Nancy Chen
‡ Tingting Chen
  Yanxi Chen
‡ Lauren Kay Cherney
  Amanda Chiang
  Sonic Cho
  Sungwon Cho
  Lauren Chojnacki
  James William Christenson
‡ Michael Christianson
  Emily Marie Christon
  Monica Chritton
‡ Lucas James Ciabattoni
  Ilana Joelle Ciklik
  Ethan Claes
  Chandler Blake Clayton
  Kirsten Cleary
  Alexandra Ann Cobb
  William Allan Colbo
  Logan Anthony Conlon
  Patrick Connolly
  Daniel Norbert Conway
‡ Marlo Norbert Cordio
‡ Jack Steven Cords
‡ Jake Anthony Corrao
  Kimberly Correll
  Allison Kay Crocker
  Caroline Cromer
  Nicholas Harrison Cronin
‡ Kallen Marie Crowe
‡ Samuel James Cubinski
‡ Nolan Lawrence Cunningham
  Elizabeth Marie Curley
  Lauren Christine Dahl
  Anuja Dalal
  Michael Joseph Daleiden
  Hoa Dao
  Brittney Leigh Dart
  Ryan Davis
  Connor John Day
  Matthew Debaker
  Emily Deblitz
  Caylee Katrina Declene
  Connor Collins Dehaven
  Amber Deltgen
‡ David Francis Demet
  Zachary Robert Deming
Poppy Denyer
Ann-Renee Desbiens
Brett Patrick Dexter
Ana Maria Di Persio
Enrique Diaz
Jay Dienst
Aaron Dimeo
Bei Ding
‡ Yudan Ding
  Jeremy Dinkin
  Michael Tyler Diricz
  Daniel Patrick Doherty
  Weiyoue Dong
  Claire Doyle
  Matthew John Doyle
‡ Jacob Charles Draeger
  Michael Edward Dridz
  Caroline Rose Duffy
  Logan Jesse Duhnkrack
‡ Ian Michael Duke
  Kaitlyn Therese Dvorachek
  Michael Stephen Ebsen
  Aaron Benjamin Edelman
  Naomi Flora Edwards
  Sarah Christine Eklund
  Quentin John Elle
  Alex Emerich
  Kramer Joseph Endres
  Emily Engman
  Mason Engnes
  Erica Engstrand
  Eleanor Erickson
‡ Samuel James Erickson
‡ Tyson Michael Erickson
  Evan William Esslinger
  Jacob Etzelmueller
  Alex Lee Esverson
  Brooklyn Marie Ewing
  Kevin Faanes
  Katelin Fabry
  Sydney Robertson Farmer
  Alexander Michael Farrell
‡ Andrew Austin Farwell
  Connor Michael Feeney
  Joshua Michael Feldman
  Skyler Stephen Felt
  William Fenelon
  Jack Ferguson
‡ Claire Ellyn Fernandez
  Brooke Anne Ferrell
  Kimberly Fields
‡ Joshua Matthew Finer
‡ Lucas Thomas Finnel
  Daniel Nagler Fisher

† Honors Candidate
‡ Candidate for Distinctive Scholastic Achievement
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>‡ Jordan Kugel</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>‡ James Paul Kuhnz</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>‡ Valerie Kukla</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Catherine Pauline Kurtz</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Emily Marin Kurtz</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jenna Kay Ladsten</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gladys Lai</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>‡ Jacob Charles Lail</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lindsey Rae Lake</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Casey Robert Lamb</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Justin Lancellotta</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>‡ Eric Landwehr</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tyler W. Lane</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gwendellen Sadar Lapole</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>‡ Brynn Larson</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Samantha Nicole Lastig</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kathleen Lawler</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>David Scott Lawton</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Megan Linde Layer</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dat Le</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rebekah Miritz Lear</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Courtney Kathleen Lee</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gyeongtak Lee</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jun Hyung Lee</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kirsten Rae Lein</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Scott Leopold</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Benjamin H. Lerman</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rachel Lynn Lerman</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kevin Leroy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Eric Michael Lesage</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sarah Marguerite Lesar</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maddison Marie Leske</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Connor B. Leuty</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Caitlyn Levine</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ryan Carson Lewis</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>‡ Gavin Li</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>‡ Jingyi Li</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Silun Li</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yi Li</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yunshang Li</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lulu Liang</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Max Corey Licht</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Becky Lin</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>‡ Meijie Lin</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Xin-Yu Lin</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>‡ Chengguo Liu</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Louis Liu</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>‡ Wenda Liu</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Duncan John Lloyd</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mikaela Marie Lodahl</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lauren Lommen</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Joshua Lorbach</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jacob Lorig</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Michael Loyda</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>‡ Haotian Lu</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sijia Lu</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sixuan Lu</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cole Lunde</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Migena Lybeshari</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>‡ Daniel Lyu</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Andrew Michael Maas</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>‡ Kevin Machut</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>‡ Danh Ngoc Thanh Mai</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Emily Maioran</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>‡ Matthew Thomas Maley</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Troy Malmanger</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Meghan Lee Manix</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>‡ James Raymond Mans</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Xiaoyu Mao</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jordan Marks</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Suzanne A. Marovec</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nicholas Martin</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Deja Symone Mason</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Caitlyn Ann Matte</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>‡ Peter Thomas Mattiacci</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gillian Maureen Maxwell</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Georgia Mary May</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Colin Thomas Bride</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jacob Thomas McCarthy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>David Robert McClain</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>‡ Andrew Ryan McClone</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kolby McConville</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Carey Amanda McDonald</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maggie McDonald</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jerry Michael McDonell</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>‡ Connel Patrick McGough</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dean John McInerney</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lindsay McIvor</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Joseph McKee</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sydney Dorothy McKibbom</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>‡ Aubrey Lee McLain</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Steve McLean</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Calvin Pedley McLeod</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Morgan Kathryn McLinden</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shannon Marie McNeely</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>‡ Natalie Meicher</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jacob Edward Meklinsky</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alexander Menos</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>‡ Luke Dale Merchant</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Corbin Messman</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>‡ Kate Meyers</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>William Meyers</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sabrina Gabriella Miceli</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lucas David Miller</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tori Maree Miller</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jason Noah Mink</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>‡ Matthew Mirsberger</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sanket Mishra</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dennis George Mistrioty</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Drake Robertson Mjaanes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bradley Donald Moberg</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rylee Rebecca Moder</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>‡ Daria Modrzsanka</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Colton Mackenzie Mog</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hariz Mohd Rani Hisham</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nurul Syafiqi Binti Mohd Shafei</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Abigail Ann Monical</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kelly Lavin Moore</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tanner Moore</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Raymond Joseph Moquet Jr.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tyler Joseph Morales</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Henry David Morel</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nathan Andrew Morris</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>‡ Samantha Louise Mortensen</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Michael William Muckerheide</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>‡ Joshua Ryan Mueller</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Michael Todd Munson</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>John Murphy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Keely Anne Murphy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Madeline Ginette Murphy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>‡ Molly Murphy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rachel Murphy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sara Conner Murphy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Anna Murtell</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Katherine Murtha</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>‡ Luke Musech</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jacob Richard Nadke</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lauren Anna Nagle</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>‡ Madeline Elizabeth Nash</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jose Alberto Navarro</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Macayle Nee</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alec James Nelson</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Emily Marie Nelson</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Haleigh Nelson</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sophie Nelson</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>‡ Kyle Brett Nemeroff</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>‡ Katherine Olivia Ness</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>‡ Paige Nicole Neumeyer</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>‡ Rachel Neuville</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jacob Daniel Newman</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Clement Ng</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hien Anh Do Nguyen</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Trung P. Nguyen</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>‡ Logan Nicolet</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Madison Shea Niemann</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mark John Nitka</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lexi Pat Noeldner</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Syaza Nazura Binti Noor Azmi</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>James Norman</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Megan Norton</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Garrett James Nowak</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Marisa Lynn Noyes</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Sarah Nurse
Sarah Elizabeth Nusekabel
Kyle O'Brien
Brendan O'Connell
Claire O'Sullivan
Brett Oberg
Jun Ho Oh
Sebastian Olavarrieta Maturana
Mark Werner Oldani
Kara Lindsey Olsen
Samuel Opat
Sarah Orders
Philip Overmoyer
Joshua Overturf
Matthew Charles Owens
Margaret Kathleen Pachner
† John Paetsch
Alexandre Louis Dominique Pailhoux
Carina Sue Panella
‡ Kaihong Pang
Emily Paige Panitch
Tyler Joseph Parker
Carlo Pauldine
Claire Pearson
‡ Devin Pearson
Jason John Peck
Brittany Amber Peckham
‡ Corissa Pennow
Kailey Peterson
Steig John Peterson
Matthew Mark Petre
Matthew Petrosky
Amanda Petzold
Andrew Michael Philibeck
Elizabeth Lauren Phillips
Tyler Scott Piehl
‡ Torren Dawson Pies
Raythan Pillai
‡ Chloe Pionek
Elinor Jane Pirman
Clifford Robert Pitts III
Erin Poirier
Michael William Poleway
Arthur Polk
Breslin Elissa Ponath
Amelia Nanke Porco
Jason Postweiler
† Katherine Sarah Powers
Melissa Anouthida Prathoummachith
‡ Emily L. Pratt
Gabriela Purman
Griffin Pyle
‡ Jing Qian
‡ John Nan Qiu
Katherine Ann Quinlevan
Shaun William Quirk
Brian Rabinowicz
Douglas Theron Rademan
Mia Rahamanim
Jesse Rauch
Luke John Regner
Kyle Reichert
Brenton Stephen Reilly
Jackson Crandall Reilly
† Tyler Reinecke
Brittany Nicole Reitman
† Tess Relle
Kirstin Repins
Kimberly Bryce Reynolds
Malachi Rhoden
Garrett Adam Rhodes
Dominic Joseph Ricci
Jeffrey Glenn Richards
† Ella Charlotte Richman
Matthew Scott Ripkey
† Travis Ristau
Samuel Paul Rivedal
Margaret Anne Rocca
Alice Rocha
Daniel Rodriguez
Jordan Rodriguez
‡ Cecilia Marie Rogers
Madeline Janette Rojer
Lindsay Alexis Root
Alexandria Susan Ropski
Sonya Rosen
Ariana Rosenthal
Nicole Rosenwasser
Hannah Roth
Sherry Ruan
Bradley Carl Rudd
Antons Rudenko
Benjamin Donald Rudy
Quinn Rufener
† Rachel Marie Rush
Austin Sailing
‡ John Salfer
Savannah Salm
‡ Leah Salzer
Amanda Samuel
Jose Sanchez
Nicholas William Sanders
Lauren Christine Sanicki
Nicole Sarquis
Clare Satterfield
Jordan Arielle Schepps
Sarah Mary Scheuer
Lindsay Lee Schmidt
Logan Lee Schmidt
Megan Schmidt
Everett Jay Schmoldt
Carson Schneider
Clare Schober
Samuel Ethan Schoephoerster
Alan John Schomburg
Kristina Marie Schroeckenthaler
Matthew Justin Schwartz
‡ Zachary Michael Schwobe
Andrew Christopher Seats
Catherine Kelli Semen
Nicole Servais
‡ Cady Bryn Severson
‡ Yiheng Sha
Shivam Jayesh Shah
Sohan Shah
Julia Sharkey
Lu Shen
‡ Mengdan Shen
Wei Shen
‡ Xinxu Shen
Quinn Alexander Shepherd
Lin Shi
‡ Zhongyu Shi
Camille Shibilski
‡ Ross Thomas Shohoney
Zachary Showalter
Jonah Sibley
Anna Maria Elizabeth Sikorski
Jacob Robert Silber
Sydney Brooke Silverberg
Katherine Simon
Grace Skarda
† Adam Skoczylas
Casey E. Skowron
Douglas Smart
Dylan Smith Cayo
Jonathan Alvin Smith
Yun Smith
Tim Smoot
Andrew Som
‡ Sarina Sorrentino
Matthew Jordan Spear
Megan Elizabeth Sperl
Samuel Spilles
Nichole Springer
Erin Lauder St. Clair
† Justin Stadelman
Alan Martin Stafford
‡ Rachel Marie Stave
Brittany Steers
† Amanda Brooke Steinberg
Haley Stepanek
Honors Candidate
‡ Candidate for Distinctive Scholastic Achievement

Alexandria Raquel Sterling
Summer Ann Stewart
Nicholas Steve
Scott William Stoebig
‡ Emily Fuwen Strack
Nicole Stricker
Nicholas Louis Strigel
Caroline Stropes
Tyler Stump
‡ Thomas William Sullivan
Theodore Gardner Sutter
Shelagh Marie Sweeney
Emily Ann Swift
Akmal Syed Abdul Hamid
Jan Szmanda
Sarah Elizabeth Takacs
Jacob Alan Sanderson Tetri
‡ Katelyn Thomas
Brandon Lloyd Thome-Neitzel
Tanner Jordan Thompson
Anna Thul
‡ Samuel Falk Tillotson
Madeline Heather Timm
‡ Allison Rachel Timmerman
Nicholas Bain Tjarksen
Lindsey Elise Tomsk
Kevin Angelo Toninato
Andra Joan Torborg
Brogan Patrick Tracy
Nancy Tran
Matthew Jennings Trehey
Hong Trinh
Jamie Lynn Truitt
‡ Nicholas Turner
Max Tweedale
Lauren Cassandra Utke
Cristina Valdes
Nicholas Van Dyke
‡ Mark Van Etten
Kendra Marie Van Lanen
Beau Vande Walle
Michael John Vandenhouten
Carly Ann Vander Pas
Matthew Varner
Remington Viney
Aditya Vishwanathan
Varshaya Visvanathan
Abigail Jo Vogel
Stephanie Ann Volesky
‡ Amelie Marie von Below
Vanessa Voss
Noah Wagner
Bennett Thomas Wallander Jr.
Alyssa Walsh
Hanna Walsh
Samantha Carol Walter
Dolly Wang
Lingrou Wang
‡ Lu Wang
Summer Wang
‡ Victoria Wang
‡ Zixuan Wang
Emily Ward
‡ Jenna Rose Wasielewski
Samuel Ross Wasserman
Jacqueline Diane Waterhouse
Ryan Watt
‡ Michael Steven Weber
Amanda Paige Webster
Michael Frederick Wechlo
‡ Jacob Wedig
Christopher Nels Weinberger
Geoffrey Weinstock
‡ Matthew Aaron Weisberg
Jacob Madison Weissburg
Andrea Claire Wenman
Gabriella Werner
Amanda Joy Westcott
Amy Michelle White
Jeremy Allen White
Grant Barstow Wilken
Ross Karl Williams
‡ Sara Williams
Aaron Wilson
Tucker Windels
‡ Leah Ann Windt
Corbin Jack Winter
Daniel Patrick Winterrose
‡ Tyler John Wipperfurth
Tyler John Wischneski
Gabrielle Sara Wolberger
Ariel Wolf
‡ Taylor Wolf
Robert Tierney Wolfe
Kevin Wolfinger
Leo Wong
Matthew Wong
Chenfei Wu
‡ Huiyu Wu
Kefan Wu
Yao Wu
Jared James Wurster
‡ Jiance Xiao
Caroline Xu
Wenwen Yang
Ruqing Yao
Wen Yan Yew
Sarah Su Hyun Yim

School of Education

Samantha Kaitlin Abramovich
Ashley Lorrie Adams
Victoria Marie Aho
Benjamin P. Aleckson
Eleanor Caitlin Mary Axe
Sibel Aydemir
Alison Jean Bacon
‡ Megan Lee Baker
Charlotte Rose Baptie
Shannon Bashor
‡ Hannah Nicole Bauer
Mckenzie Ellen Baumberger
‡ Michelle Bayouth
Korie Beaulier
Noah Beavers
Greta Behan
Thomas Norman Beine
Mary Kathryn Berens
Hannah Rose Best
Christina Catherine Biedenbender
Nicole Anne Bieno
Kerry Billings
Georgia Rose Black
Deborah Blady
Allison Ann Blaser
Hannah Louise Bourgault
Sarah Brandt
Charles Brantley
James Alan Brey

† Honors Candidate
‡ Candidate for Distinctive Scholastic Achievement
Luke Joseph Briesath
Niajcia C. Brookshire
Maude Sexton Brown
Emily J. Brunstad
‡ Kattharina Rose Bunke
Bridget Burke
Brockton Carson
‡ Catherine Winsby Castro
Tate Victoria Castro
‡ Tyler Michael Christensen
Hayley Grace Cleghorn
Katherine Cooney
Maxwell Ryan Courtright
‡ Carol Coutinho
Ryan Cusack Cronin
Erica Jean Csuy
Jenna Dinapoli
‡ Robin Dinkin
Gillian Drier
Julianne Mae Dusold
Gillian Rose Dyer
Joseph Erbstoesser
Daniela Alejandro Escobar Alfaro
Natalie Flora Eull
Brittany Kerr Fahres
Haley Rae Feiler
Cassandra Marie Feller
Eden Annabel Finer
Lauren Elizabeth Fischer
Carolyn Anne FitzPatrick
Mary Grace Patricia Floeter
Anna Catherine Flottmeyer
Emiliano Fraire
Mackenzie Franke
Kahara Franze
Naomi Frisch
Kayla Marie Fritz
Allyson Noelle Fulton
‡ Hallie Patricia Funk
Diana Gallardo
Jennifer Rose Ganz
‡ Tyler Gehrke
Abigail Josephine Geiger
‡ Jacinta Eloise Gilmore
‡ Emily Gilray
Imani Gladden
Kirsten Victoria Goff
‡ Hannah Goldberg
Claire Gorman
Elizabeth Barbara Grant
Kyra Gravelle
Courtney Brooke Grebow
Jenna Marie Green
Chandler Grenley
Jackson Robert Groonwald
Jiayu Guo
Emily Renee Guse
Sabrina Brooke Gutjahr
Tasneem Hamdan
‡ Madeline Hanson
Zachary Austin Harvey
Holly Heckendorf
Madeline Christina Helmen
Nallely Hernandez
Elizabeth Diane Hesse
Spencer David Hesse
Kaytlynn Marie Higgins
Hannah Hippen
Molly Jeanne Hubek
Molly Julia Hodgson
Lucia Amara Hodkiewicz
Sarah Ann Hoffman
Monica Holland
Mark Hollendyke
Alexandra Katherine Holtz
Sarah Horton
Cody Jerome Hottenroth
‡ Noah Welter Huber
Rachel Grace Hughitt
Caleb Hunnicutt
Ana Hursh
Arianna Mary Imperl
Amanda Imyak
Carly Anne Jacobs
Sarah Jacquot
Haley Jelinski
Malaya Donai Johnson
Morgan Lynn Johnson
Julia Kampf
Shannon Kant
Oliver Kao
‡ Steven Samuel Kaplan-Pistiner
Joseph Patrick Keal
‡ Amanda Kellow
Alicia Kenneke
Mitchell Donovan Kiffmeyer
Lucia Grace Kissinger
Nico Klans
Caleb Christopher Klein
‡ Rylee Ann Knips
‡ Kaleigh Danae Knutson
Kevin Nicholas Kocinski
Jade Lauren Koenigs
Michelle G. Koffa
Makenzie Elizabeth Krah
Stephanie Jean Krakow
‡ Rose Katherine Kratchman
Brianna Marie Kromrey
Aaron William Krueger
Hannah Marie Kuecker
Taylor Ashley Kuhn
Haley Ann Kuznacic
Rodney Latrell Lambright II
Rebecca Landon
Alison Taylor Lange
‡ Morgan Caroline Lanham
Kelly Laskowski
‡ Katherine Lucia Lasocki
Julia Anne Lawinger
Ryan Joseph Lawson
Houa Lee
Lao Lee
Lauren Leffingwell
Natalie Marie Lehrke
Sarah Emilie Lenz
Anne Marie Lewandowski
Lyndsay Patricia Lewis
Victoria Liao
Grace Longman
Claire Marie Lorant
Zachary Douglas Lucas
Jennifer Taylor Maholchic
Nico Marczak
‡ Conner G. Marshall
Palmer Reed Mathews
Ashley Mauerman
Jana Katherine Maxwell
‡ Christina Lynn McCann
Joy Anjin McCaslin
Sydney Paige McCaslin
Catherine Rose McDonough
Kaitlin McKeogh
Mary Claire McLachlan
Meg McMahon
Megan Marie McMahon
Colin Riley McReavy
Connor James Medbery
Nicolette Monique Meunier
‡ Sara Meyers
Alex Michalowski
Zachary Michalski
‡ Madeline Miller
Karen Marie Moe
‡ Megan Marie Moore
Alec Leo Moran
Brittany Moreno
‡ Moriah Lydia Morgan
Anna Morrisette
Christy Morrow
John Tyler Moses
Jessica Lynn Muesbeck
Timothy Murphy
‡ Kristen Muskevitsch
Rucha Naik
Keaton Richard Nankivil
Cassie Hsu Naughton
Nikolaus Neiberger
Tiara Sadira Nelson
Brett Robert Nethery
Robert Dallas Newton III
Tiffany Wing Yan Ng
Chase Allen Nier
Sarah Catherine Nortman
‡ Nicole Karen Novak
Hannah Elizabeth Nunne
Bryton Nyman
‡ Allison Marie Oates
Elizabeth Nummi Ohvall
Lauren Elizabeth Olson
Sydney Parsons
Bethany Patrick
Robin Anne Peeters
Lauren Danielle Pelletier
Rachel Jennifer Pelletier
Makenzie Pennau
Cindy Gabriela Perez
Carlie Perez-Guerra
Megan Perinovic
Olivia Leigh Perrigo
Stephanie Nicole Philips
Mariana Pineda Meneses
Rachel Anne Plummer
Emily Porn
Kristin Renee Pujanauski
Nilvio Alexander Punguil Bravo
Shira Hannah Racoosin
Alexandra Ann Ramonas
‡ Cierra Reeder
Allison Elizabeth Reeves
Alexandra Kay Reynolds
Nikki Mae Rink
Jelani Rivera
Seth William Robbins
Steven Walter Rock
Natalie Rose
‡ Claire Theresa Roszkowski
Adam Michael Rowe-Johnson
Anna Grace Ryan
‡ Claire Elizabeth Ryan
Jennifer Michelle Ryan
Selia Kay Salzsieder
Erica Samuelson
Delaney Sanders
Madeline Jean Sandheinrich
Gabriella Ruth Schmit
Jessica Schumaker
‡ Mikaela Anne Schwantz
‡ Amanda Elizabeth Schwensohn
MiKayla Ann Scott
‡ Jenna Phyllis Sherman
Joseph Dean Shervey
Jessica Lawren Shissler
Dhool Abdirahman Siad
Gabrielle Elvira Silva
Clarence Silvis
McCormick Louis Sinclair
Natalia Sitailo
Andy Thomas Sloey
Emily Smithback
‡ McKenna Rebecca Splett
Paige Sprague
‡ Julia Stathas
‡ Haley Ann Steffanus
Bridget Caroline Stern
Matthew James Stewart
Savannah Stoos
Alyssa Nicole Stowe
Carly Nicole Streling
Alice Sullivan
Ali Summers
Christine Sweinberg
Alyssa Switzer
‡ Nisrine Elizabeth Taamallah
‡ Sydney Nicole Tepp
‡ Layla Terrab
Mary Thao
Paige Thayer
‡ Alexis Hilda Thompson
Jaylene Danielle Thompson
‡ Max Thongnum
‡ Allison Lien Tran
‡ Sara LaCombe Twadell
Bradley Daniel Urban
‡ Nicole Ashley Van Beek
‡ Emily Jane Van Dam
Allison Christine Vance
Johnson Vang
Diego Villarreal
Cassandra Marie Visintainer
Pa Nhue Vue
Mackenzie Elizabeth Wagner
Taylor Wagner
Rosemary Elizabeth Wahlquist
Hailey Walch
‡ Katherine Anne Wall
Christa Marie Wamsley
‡ Matthew Jon Weber
‡ Caleb Eli Weinsicht
Jordan Alexandra Weiss
‡ Lydia Wells
Charles Damore Wert
Chase West
‡ Emily Wilczynski
Keaton Walton Williams
‡ Amy Wilson
Megan Hope Wolfe
Melanie Xiong
Nicole Yazzie
Emily Rose Zall
Hannah Shauill Zarnstorff
Danfeng Zhao
Greta Zimmermann
Kelly Marie Zimmermann
John Michael Zoeller
Anthony Ray Zwaga
Lauren Kathryn Zydowsky

School of Human Ecology

Nathan James Abrahamson
Lindsey Adamson
Francisco Andres Aguilar
Stephanie Aguilara
Brent Ahrens
Lena Ali
‡ Rachel Dalia Alter
Taylor Rae Anderson
Catherine Elaine Arend
‡ Sheri Beth Arnold
Kiana Kikuno Asada
Jessica Atkinson
‡ Gretchen Janin Aubel
Sophie Joann Auerswald
‡ Emma N. Backlund
‡ Claire Elizabeth Baker
‡ Michelle Erin Barichello
Mallory Cathreen Barrix
Alison Rose Baruch
‡ Kelli Bauer
Caitlin Shirley Behling
Tanner Kristopher Benish
‡ Brittany Berens
Talia Rose Berman
‡ Madeline Noel Binsfeld
Paul Andrew Blankenheim
Emily Bliske
Erin Blohm
Marlena Elzbieta Bochenek
Seth Gabriel Bolnick
Margaret Boyle
Jory Alyssa Brannan
Jessica Ann Brost

† Honors Candidate
‡ Candidate for Distinctive Scholastic Achievement
Steven Dale Nordeen
‡ Nicole Lauren Novoselsky
Brenna Gordon O’Dea
Shannon Marie O’Neill
Megan Marie Oechsel
Sharon Su Oh
Oona-ife Ireti Olaya
Meghan Padron
Brianna Christine Papow
Elizabeth Frances Paradise
Anna Marie Paulson
Dakota Sarah Pawlak
Jordan Christina Peterson
Joshua William Petrovich
Emma Elizabeth Plum
‡ Ben Pribbenow
Kayleigh Queoff
Hannah Elizabeth Ramion
‡ Alyson Reeves
Rebecca Claire Reeves
Claire Elise Regenfelder
‡ Matthew Elijah Reich
Alyssa Repp
Bianca Ricker
Kate Elizabeth Ristow
Courtney Sara Romagna
Renae Rompre
Natalie Marie Rondinelli
Stevie Leigh Rosenkranz
Sydney Roth
‡ Alyson Nicole Rothman
Natalie Cathrine Rozina
Erin Marie Rudbeck
Joel Rumpel
‡ Brandi Nicole Russell-Berg
Claire Sallstrom
Rachel Samdahl
Jasmin Sanchez
Jacqueline Santana
Steven Paul Santistevan
Molly Saskowski
Morgan Sass
Nastassia Davina Satahoo
Abby Alice Schaefer
Natalie Marie Schmitz
Abigail Mary Schoepp
‡ Cassidy Schorr
Lianna Jean Schroeder
‡ Erin Schunberg
Michael Schunberg
Kara Schultz
Erin Schwartzstein
‡ Samantha Shanahan
Sarah Marie Shank
Annette Marie Shaw
Connor David Sheedy
Jennifer Shults
Rebecca Adelaide Silverman
Jessica Lauren Sklar
Kiana Slovik
Andrew Slutsky
Brooke Lea Smith
‡ Nicole Ashlyng Smith
Alexa Laine Snow
Sydney Ayse Snyder
Shanna Leigh Sommers
Jack Graham Spillers
Emily Elizabeth Spindt
Lydia Anne Stahl
Cassidy Steck
Kimberley Anne Steif
Robert Anthony Stemm
‡ Maya Lily Strauss
Sam Streeck
Christopher Lee Strommen
Emily Evangeline Sugars
Katie Sullivan
Margaret Hope Sweet
DJ Swenson
Kallan Marie Swenson
‡ Mallory Swenson
Desiree Marie Taylor
Lyda Thao
Zachary Colin Thiede
Mitchell James Tice
Erica Beth Tisdale
‡ Anna Caroline Tolle
Angela Rosemary Tomiak
Michelle Marie Toni
Zoe Amelia Townsend
‡ Sarah Ann Treutel
‡ Kelsey Abbott Truong
‡ Rachel Usdin
David VanDreeze
Gao Ka Zoua Vang
Maikoua Vang
Jessica Vikser
Michaela Jean Vinz
Katherine Marie Vitalbo
Anya Vlasoff
Darby Meerkins Voeks
Jarod D. Von Behren
‡ Hailee Renee Von Haden
Alyson Vong
‡ Maxwell Michael Voss
‡ Melanie Elise Wagner
Manqu Wang
Asly Warren
Matthew Howard Weiss
‡ Payden White
‡ Dana Lee Wieners
Emogene Grace Wiessner
Kelsey DeShawn Wilkerson
Christopher Fletcher Wilson
Rachel Samantha Winter
Allison Mae Woldt
Ashley Pa Nang Xiong
Dara Xiong
Kabau Xiong
Kao Zee Xiong
Tiffany Dia Yang
Jenna York
Xueqiao Zhang
Ashley Elizabeth Zimdars
Grace A. Zitzler
Jed Henry Zoromski

School of Nursing

Margaret Deborah Adelmeyer
Nicola Allman
Devinne Bahr
Emily Baltisberger
‡ Christina Barber
Michelle Rose Beiermeister
Elizabeth Susan Biermeier-Hanson
‡ Samantha Mae Biermeier-Hanson
‡ Nathan Borchardt
Casey Lynn Brandt
Allison Braza
‡ Erin Breen
‡ Matthew Brelie
McKenzie Rae Capouch
Anne Elizabeth Carlson
Lucas Cates
‡ Erin Nicole Chadwick
‡ Edwin Chen
Sarah Chernohorsky
‡ Chloe Jane Choice
‡ Sarah Lynn Clapp
Nicole Marie Clark
Lindsay Colleen Clay
Moriah Anne Consigny
Clare Anne Costello
‡ Mackenzie Crowley
Sarah Elizabeth Dittmann
Jennifer Do
Morgan Domask
Ummulkhair Drammeh
‡ Hannah Grace Ellis
Jordan Marie Foster
‡ Kaeli Ann Fox

‡ Honors Candidate
‡ Candidate for Distinctive Scholastic Achievement
Sydney Franz
‡ Terri Lynn Gaillard
Shawn Gantz
Kelly Christine Gavigan
Alison Geier
Dustin Gibbons
† Colin Radcliffe Gilles
Clarisse Demorielle Goue
Theresa Ann Graveen
Lukas Benjamin Gray
† Samantha Nicole Greuel
Bonnie Gail Groeneveld
† Emily Claire Hammer
Taylor Hayes
Shannon Healey
Keith Hesse
Casey Hoppe
Carissa R. Hughes
† Heather Hynick
Taylor Lynn Iwaszko
Valerie Jacobson
Haley Morgan Jasper
† Alexandra Noel Jensen
Hayley Johnson
‡ Emily Felicia Jolliffe
Leah Katzung
Kayla Beth Keeney
Allyson Maureen Keller
Michelle Lynn Kerhin
Lindsey Jane Kienbaum
† Kayla Elizabeth Kinnart
† Hillary LeAnn Kirking
‡ Allison Kline
Mikayla Kohls
Victoria Elizabeth Kotz
Mark William Kowald Jr.
‡ Alina Kozak
Rebecca Krause
‡ Cody James Krentz
Tenzin Kunga
Marissa Katherine Lange
Brooke Larsen
Christopher H. Lee
Tessa Lewis
Leah Rae Lindberg
Marissa J. Loesel
Mikaela Ann Long
† Sarah Loring
† Cheyenne Mangan
Chardae Mae Mara
Kayla Faith Marvin
Sierra Mayorga
Rachel Susan Merkel
‡ Amanda Christine Meyer
Erika Rae Meyerhofer
Anna Miller
Ramuel Jack Escalona Miro
Lyndsey Megan Miskoski
Franchesca Leigh Morris
Brooke Mortensen
Erin Lee Mortensen
† Lindsay Suzanne Mosher
Jane Lee Movrich
Samantha Kendall Murray
Molly Neal
Cassandra Nelson
Erika Marie Neuendorf
Colin Everett Nierzwicki
Mary Elizabeth Nuedling
Lindsay Oestreich
Joel Richard O’Meara
Abby Parish
‡ Maura Parks
Jordan Marie Peschek
‡ Nathan Andrew Peterson
‡ Emily Elaine Poenitsch
‡ Haley Rahmlow
Courtney Ann Rehr
‡ Zoe Elizabeth Ridgeway
Mackenzie Johnson Riordan
Aaliyah Rodgers
Gabrielle Petra Rodriguez
Inga Runstrom
† Nicholas Dean Sablich
Emily Catherine Sailer
Asami Marie Sakai
Jackie Mae Schroeder
Evon Selestow
Amanda Josephine Simmons
Margaret Emily Sinclair
Jennifer Smith
Hannah Solveson
Haley Ann Spranger
Alexandra Springer
Travis James Statz
‡ Megan Renae Straub
‡ Samantha Marie Sydow
† Samantha Tarnoff
Song V. Thao
Cristina Trevino
† Tyler Troxel
Allison Tutkowski
Kelly Urbanek
Negalign Mamo Urkato
Jessica Catherine Vogel
Pa Nhia Vue
‡ Sadie Warner
Noah John Matthew Weatherton
† Mitchell Jordan Whalen
Kathryn White
‡ Halle Mackenzie Wisniewski
Abigail Elizabeth Wolf
Audrey Wood
Leslie Wright
Aylee Yang
Kathryn Marie Yokobosky
† Eric Zager
† Lan Zhao
Hannah Zimmer
Elizabeth Zoller
Brian Zuelsdorff

School of Pharmacy

Srikar Adibhatla
Nicole Corene Bednarz
Alyssa J. Eisold
‡ Andrew Elton
Anthony Robert Enderby
‡ Madeline Elise Gallo
‡ Alexander David Hall
Tyler Thomas Jessel
‡ Laura Michelle Josephson
Kookjoo Kim
Alexander Bon Koo
Thomas Achilles Kotsonis
Anders John Lindstedt
Sean T. McSweeney
Claire Annelise Olsen
† Kishan Patel
Jennifer Ross
Jessica Smoko
Lauren Stippich
Madison Lynn Wolters
‡ Nicholas Lok Yan
Yang Zhang
Ling Zhou
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